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Application of the SIRO-PLAN methodology to decision 
making in wildland fuel manager 
Recent legislation relating to management of 
wildlands in countries such as USA and Australia has 
required managers to provide plans which are 
environmentally, fiscally and socially responsible. 
Land management plans for wildlands having fire adapted 
characteristics and influenced by recurring fire 
climate must now also contain fire management, and 
hence, fuel management plans. There is a further 
requirement from recent legislation for the involvement 
of interdiscip1inary input and participation of the 
genera 1 pub 1i c. 
A land use planning procedure called the SIRO-
PLAN/LUPLAN Land Use Planning Method, developed in 
Australia by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation (CSIRO), is compared in this 
study to the traditional approaches and theories of 
planning and with respect to the requirements of recent 
legislation. 
Application of the SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN approach to fuel 
management planning is suggested as a way for land 
managers to effectively address the requirements of 
environmental, fiscal and social responsibility in 
planning, as well as the requirements of input from 
interdiscip1inary fields and public participation. 
The results of two planning exercises using this 
approach are discussed. One of these planning exercises 
is reported in detail to illustrate the application of 
the SIRO-PLAN methodology to fuel management planning. 
The results show that the SIRO-PLAN methodology 
addresses all the requirements of the recent 
legislation, and has added advantages over traditional 
planning approaches in regard to decision making in 
fuel management planning applications for wildland 
management. 
Director : Ronald H. Wakimoto. 
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CHAPTER 1. PLANNING FUEL MANAGEMENT. 
1 . 1  I N T R O D U C T I O N .  
The disastrous fires of Ash Wednesday (16th February) 1983 
in Australia were the latest catalyst for renewing the 
debate over the best methods for protecting lives and 
property from the infamous Australian "bushfire". The fires 
of the 1982/1983 bushfire season cost 63 lives, 1,333 homes, 
over 670,000 hectares of commercial native forest and 20,800 
hectares of commercial pine plantations at an estimated 
total cost of over $ 400 million (Cheney, 1985). 
Media coverage of such events serves to mobilise public 
opinion and a general call was made for review of fire 
emergency plans, equipment and training standards, staffing 
and fire suppression capabilities of local government 
authorities and land management agencies (Kessell and Good, 
1985). 
However, opinions regarding the benefits of fuel reduction 
by prescribed burning have become polarised, with opponents 
expressing concern over the possible loss of flora and fauna 
species, alteration of nutrient levels, soil erosion and 
decline of productivity and other deleterious effects, 
whilst proponents point to the effectiveness of halting or 
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slowing bushfires in areas where the fuel has been reduced 
by prior prescribed burning. The arguments persist today but 
there is a gradual increase in acceptance of prescribed fire 
as mitigation against wildfire. This is especially so among 
land managers with whom the decision as to whether or not to 
use prescribed fire has always rested (Cheney, 1985). 
Recent legislation in Australia has in fact obligated most 
land management agencies to use prescribed fire in reducing 
fuel levels. In New South Wales, for example, Section 54 of 
the Bush Fires Act puts the onus on the owners or occupiers 
of private land and management agencies of public lands to 
take all practicable steps, including prescribed fires, to 
stop the occurrence and particularly the spread of fire to 
adjoining property (Bond, 1986). 
The National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales 
also states explicitly in its fire policy that 
"It is proposed to use fire as a management tool. Fire 
is and will be used as a fuel reducing agent where 
this does not conflict with nature conservation 
management objectives." (Good, 1981). 
With this commitment to the use of fire has come other 
legislation (e.g.:- The Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act of 1979) which guarantees the involvement of 
the general public in planning the management of publicly 
3 
owned land. Hence the public can and will be involved to an 
increasing extent in land management (and therefore, fire 
management) planning in Australia's future. The trend for 
input from a better educated, more articulate and 
politically powerful public in the planning process is 
causing concern amongst some land managers who feel that 
they are ill equipped to use or deal with such involvement 
(N.J. Burrell. Superintendent, Sydney Harbour National Park, 
pers. comm.). Other writers observe that public attitudes 
are "often elitist. equivocal and uninformed (except on 
parochial matters) and that there is a need for public 
education" (Cocks et al, 1980). 
The field of public land management planning in the United 
States of America has also experienced an intensification of 
the public participation phenomenon. New regulations that 
have been implemented recently with respect to existing 
"legislation including the National Forest Management Act of 
1976 and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
(Daniels, 19 79 ) . 
In addition to an accelerated domestic fire research 
program, Australia is increasingly looking to the North 
American experience to assist in piecing together the 
components of a fire management program that addresses both 
the prescribed fire question and the involvement of the 
4 
public in planning. 
1.2 BACKGROUND. 
1.2.1 Prescribed Fire Use in Australia. 
The requirements by law of prescribed burning and the 
involvement of the public in the planning process means that 
land managers and land use planners will need additional 
Knowledge, skills and methodologies that will ensure that 
these requirements are met. 
Management by fire regimes, or ongoing prescribed fire 
operations, requires that 
a. reduction of fuels by planned ignition prescribed 
burning must be proven to be effective in reducing 
the risk of and the damage from unplanned fire. 
b. the biology of the major components of ecosystems is 
understood in order to impose suitable fire regimes. 
c. fire behaviour can be predicted accurately so that 
suitable fire regimes can be implemented. (Cheney, 
1985 ) . 
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In addressing the first of these requirements, it is seen 
that quantifying the benefits to ecosystems of fewer fires, 
reduced fire intensity and spread rates of wildfires due to 
fuel reduction operations is difficult, but the advantages 
in terms of fire suppression capabilities and safety of fire 
fighters with regard to fire behaviour can be assessed 
reasonably accurately (Cheney, 1985). 
In addressing the second requirement it is seen that the 
data base from which information regarding the biology of 
Australia's flora and fauna can be derived is continually 
growing and there is an increased emphasis on the role of 
fire in Australian ecosystem research (House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on Environment and 
Conservation, 1984). 
Addressing the third requirement shows that the advances 
in fire behaviour prediction have been noteworthy over the 
past decade with the introduction of computer based 
simulation and modelling capabilities (Kessell and Good, 
1985). The standard fire danger meter developed initially by 
McArthur (McArthur, 1967) and now in its fifth revision 
(Forest Fire Danger Meter Mk.5) is quickly being augmented 
by computer assisted models based on the work in fire 
behaviour in the U.S.A. by Dick Rothermel (Rothermel, 1972). 
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The latest major impact on fire research in Australia has 
been the development of the PREPLAN (PRistine Environment 
Planning LANguage and Simulator) desktop computer program 
package first introduced into the Kosciusko National Park by 
the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service in 
1979 (Kessell and Good, 1985). PREPLAN combines slope, 
aspect, elevation, vegetation type, all fuel loadings, fuel 
moisture levels, fire history, soils, geology, litter 
accumulation rates, decomposition rates, immediate past and 
present weather, microclimate influences and other related 
data to predict the behaviour of fire, the effects of fire 
and the post fire successional sequences of any area burned. 
This system is being adopted rapidly in other Australian 
states, especially by local goverment organisations as a 
means of meeting statutory obligations (Kessell and Good, 
1985). 
A program of bushfire hazard assessment instigated by the 
New South Wales Department of Environment and Planning is 
aimed at assisting local governments to plan housing 
developments that are safer for fire-prone locations, and 
other states have introduced similar systems of control over 
developments (Bond, 1986). 
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Implementing prescribed fires for fuel reduction 
invariably becomes the domain of fire fighting forces both 
in Australia and North America, although Australia's fire 
fighting forces are probably not as highly organised nor as 
numerous as those of the United States. Of the 50% of 
Australia that receives fire protection, only a very small 
area (about 2%) is handled by government trained 
professional forces such as forest service and the major 
conservation agencies. Responsibility for the remainder is 
vested with land owners and volunteer bushfire brigades 
(Cheney, 1985 ) . 
The implications for fuel management training and 
instruction, particularly with regard to the basis for 
decision making is obvious. The majority of the time that 
can be devoted to volunteer training will be taken up with 
suppression stategies and fire fighting skills rather than 
environmental impacts of fuel management activities. Yet 
part of the community expectations for volunteer bushfire 
brigade activities is the reduction of the fire hazard by 
the use of prescribed fire, without damage to the 
envi ronment. 
Responsibility for decisions made in this context rests 
with local governments which issue permits based on the 
advice of the authorities responsible for the lands and the 
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central, professionally staffed bodies of the state bushfire 
councils (Bond, 1986). 
This leaves the vast majority of Australia either without 
fire protection and hence without facilities for conducting 
prescribed burning, or with inadequately trained personnel 
to make fuel management decisions. 
1.2.2 Public Involvement. 
The United States Congress has recently published the 
planning process to be followed for the USDA Forest Service 
(Daniels, 1979). The process is based on four major criteria 
a. it is to be an open public process, 
b. there will be one plan for each piece of land, 
c. plans will be stable, and any changes necessary to 
be made will occur only with appropriate public 
participation, and 
d. an interdiscip1inary team will do the staff work and 
analyses necessary for land managers to make 
decisions. (Daniels, 1979). 
This process is seen as a significant departure from prior 
planning methods in that "public issues, management 
concerns, and resource use and development opportunities, 
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including those identified through public participation" are 
addressed prior to any expenditure on inventorying resources 
(Dani eIs, 1979). 
Unfortunately, involvement of the public in the planning 
process can be marred by the presumptions that the planning 
authorities have regarding the role of public input. The 
various attitudes adopted by planners to the involvement of 
private citizens or interest groups has been summarised by 
Arnstein (1971) as being (in ascending order of involvement) 
a. non participation, or receiving, 
b. degrees of tokenism, and 
c. degrees of citizen power. 
Obviously any citizen who perceives that he or she has 
been involved in an ineffectual manner in the planning 
process will be disenfranchised and if sufficiently devoted 
to a cause, will challenge the legal standing of any plan 
produced by such a process. 
Such a legal challenge may prove more costly, more time 
consuming and more damaging to the public image of the 
government agency's planning prowess than would have been 
the case had more attention been paid to the involvement of 
the public earlier in the planning process (Aleshire, 1970) 
1.2.3 Australian Land Use Developments. 
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Since the early 1970's in Australia, the C.S.I.R.O. has 
been systematically developing and applying a land use 
planning method called SIRO-PLAN, in a variety of planning 
programs. Other organisations, including universities, local 
governments and land management agencies have now adopted 
the methodology and have developed their expertise in the 
use of the computer programs that support SIRO-PLAN. 
The applications of SIRO-PLAN have been mostly in local 
government planning and natural area planning. The approach 
has been officially adopted by two resource agencies (Great 
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and New South Wales Crown 
Lands Office) and other agencies (such as Australian 
National Parks and Wildlife Service) have been evaluating it 
(Cocks et al, 1983). 
Recent developments have extended the capability of this 
approach and the associated computer software to provide 
land managers "with individual site data to help choose the 
appropriate way to undertake each management task at each 
site, eg: when to control burn." (Ive and Cocks, 1987 
(Submi tted)). 
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The present situation in Australian land use planning and 
management is therefore one where the SIRO-PLAN method is 
becoming better known and accepted, more widespread in use, 
and applied to an increasing number of management activities 
in addition to its original purpose of land use allocation 
planning. It is a system which can, a priori, address the 
legislative requirements of involving the most appropriate 
scientific knowledge as well as that of public 
parti ci pation. 
* C'> •; 
1 . 3  P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T .  
Prior to the recent introduction of environmental laws in 
Australia, fuel reduction by prescribed burning was 
implemented to provide protection for life and property from 
wildfires, without consideration of ecological impacts or 
public opinion. Fuel management planning in fire prone 
wildlands under the jurisdiction of local government in 
particular has been at fault. 
Recently, throughout Australia, legislation has been 
adopted which requires planning of fuel reduction to take 
cognizance of ecological impacts and to involve 
interdiscip1inary scientific and public input. However there 
has been no accompanying development of fuel management 
planning methodologies that will ensure the required 
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outcomes. Land management planners of shire councils with 
management responsibilities over fire prone wildlands need a 
fuel management planning methodology that will 
a. ensure fire protection through appropriate fuel 
reducti ons, 
b. ensure ecological impacts are kept to a minimum, 
c. be economical, 
d. be socially and politically acceptable, 
e. involve input from interdiscip1inary fields, and 
f. involve the general public in the planning process. 
In other management fields, planning methodologies have 
been developed which address the primary planning objective 
and involve input from other disciplines and the public. 
Researchers in the field of land use planning in Australia 
have developed such a methodology. This methodology is known 
as the SIRO-PLAN Land Use Planning System. 
By adapting the methodologies and the computer software 
associated with the SIRO-PLAN system, land managers will be 
equipped with a way in which to address the problems of 
planning the use of prescribed fire and other fuel 
management techniques that are ecologically responsible, 
economic and accountable and will involve the public in the 
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planning process. 
Describing, documenting and evaluating that adaptation and 
comparing it with current planning methods represents the 
major purpose of this study. 
1 . 4  S T U D Y  O B J E C T I V E S .  
This professional paper will examine current planning and 
decision making theories and analyse the SIRO-PLAN Land Use 
Planning System with respect to those theories. The most 
recent developments in planning and implementing fuel 
management stategies will be reviewed and the implications 
of advancements in fire research and technology assessed. 
Adaptations required for the use of the SIRO-PLAN planning 
system for decision making in fuel management planning in 
natural areas will be discussed and explained. The results 
and lessons learned from a demonstration exercise of the 
adapted SIRO-PLAN method will be discussed and a case study 
of the method using an actual prescribed burning operation 
in California will be presented. 
CHAPTER 2 -  LITERATURE REVIEW. 
This chapter reviews relevant literature so as to 
establish the factors against which the SIRO-PLAN method 
will be evaluated. This is done by first reviewing the 
current practices in fuel management and then examining the 
land use context into which fuel management fits. The 
implications of involving the public in land use planning is 
then examined from two perspectives. These are the degree to 
which the public-can be involved, and the characteristics of 
decision making by groups. The role of the planner is then 
examined in regard to these aspects. The chapter concludes 
with an examination of current planning approaches and how 
well they address the issues of incorporating the 
requirements of land use planning, and the issue of public 
partlcipatlon. 
2 . 1  B A C K G R O U N D  -  L A N D  U S E  P L A N N I N G .  
The task of combining the sciences of fuel management and 
decision theory has been the subject^ of impressive 
application and dedication, but there will always be some 
timelag between the development of methodologies in one 
field and the application of those methodologies into 
another (Countryman and Sofranko, 1982). This is currently 
the case with many aspects of decision theory and planning 
1 4  
methodologi es 
natural areas 
in the various fields of 
(McRae and Shelton, 1982). 
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land management of 
This is perhaps not a surprising situation considering 
that urban issues always tend to take precedence over rural, 
natural area and wilderness issues (Countryman and Sofranko, 
1982 : Ive and Cocks, 1937 (in press)). The environmental 
awareness of citizenry throughout the world is gaining 
momentum and this impetus will undoubtedly see the timelags 
that have been experienced in the past begin to shorten as 
land managers become more confident to test new and 
innovative schemes (McHarg, 1979 : Cocks et al, 1983(b)). 
It has now become mandatory in a significant number of 
land management spheres for fire management and hence fuel 
management to be addressed (Kesse11 and Good, 1985). 
2.1.1 Interdiscipiinary Approach. 
Public opinion, the ultimate catalyst for political 
decision, resulted in a spate of legislative initiatives 
during the 1970's, aimed at ensuring that environmental 
safeguards were being addressed by society at large and by 
the land management agencies in particular (Berg, 1981 : 
Formby, 1979). Under the general banner of environmental 
legislation, society's anxieties regarding the natural 
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world, including the more intangible concerns such as 
recreational opportunity, aesthetics, and scenic wilderness 
were being addressed. 
A needed trend for planning to be approached by 
Interdiscip1Inary groups, rather than just individuals or 
small groups from within one discipline, has occurred. This 
tendency has also included the lnterdiscip1inary concept in 
research, a virtually mandatory evolution in light of the 
interre1ationships that exist, and have always existed, in 
the field of land management (Bruce, 1981). 
2.1.2 Public Participation. 
Even more recently, the concept of lnterdiscip1inary 
involvement in research, planning and management has been 
extended to include the general public. 
Public involvement in decision making and planning of 
natural lands, however, is somewhat recent and land 
management agencies, on the whole, have not totally come to 
grips with this phenomenon. Nor has the general public 
pursued its new found power to the greatest extent. The 
upsurge in environmenta1ist groups is far from being in top 
gear. The implications of recent legislation involving 
participation by members of the public in decision making 
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are perhaps not fully realised by the public or by the 
planners with whom the legislation enables increased 
interaction (Formby, 1979 ; White, 1979 ; Cocks et al, 
1983(b) ) . 
Each new technological advance or scientific breakthrough 
in the field of land management extends the information 
required by the decision maker and further obligates that 
decision maker to seek counsel from experts. Knowing what 
effects are probable from a range of possible actions is, 
however, not sufficient to satisfy legal constraints that 
are placed on the decision maker. It is also required that 
the decision maker understands and acknowledges the effects 
desired by the various publics and affected by the decisions 
(Berger and Stinton, 1985). 
To alleviate the dual problem of establishing what is 
desired and how to accomplish it, the decision maker will 
generally follow a proven and familiar planning process 
designed to assist in making the final decision. These 
processes will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2 
of this chapter. 
Problem solving or planning has traditionally followed, in 
its simpest form, the process known as the synoptic or 
rational comprehensive approach, as follows (Craig, 1978): 
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a. Defining the problem, 
b. setting the objective, 
c. choosing among alternative strategies, 
d. preparing for implementation, 
e. designing the evaluation, 
f. implementing the chosen strategy, and 
g. using evaluative information. 
As the problem becomes more complex, such as will happen 
with input from many more quarters, this process, despite 
the best intentioned embellishments, will tend to complicate 
the issues, cause the planners to lose sight of them or 
create more, and sometimes worse, problems (Cocks et al, 
1983(b ) ). 
Decision makers, ultimately accountable for the final 
decision, are obliged by law to receive and accept input 
from diverse fields and persona 1ities. It is little wonder 
that planning instruments are becoming unwieldy as a result 
of the volume of information they must contain (Formby, 
1979) . 
Serious doubts about the usefulness of such voluminous 
documentation has been raised by land managers charged with 
implementing the plans. It will be no surprise to those 
involved in their construction or implementation, when the 
first research is conducted into the benefits and costs of 
the processes which produce such plans (Orville Daniels, 
1987 pers. comm.). The processes are already under fire from 
some sectors, notably those whose interests are apparently 
not being addressed (White, 1979). 
The extent to which the public can be involved by planning 
authorities has been detailed by Arnstein (1971) as shown in 
the folowing table: 
Table 1. Public Involvement in Public Planning. 
Sty 1e. Descri pti on. 
a. Manipulation - non-participation; typically citizen 
advisory committees whose involvement 
amounts to no more than information 
gathering or disseminating and being 
signatories to plans made by the 
administering authority. 
- also dishonest and arrogant, 
typically aimed at bringing a change 
of attitude to be in line with that 
of the planners. 
- typically a one-way flow of 
information to the public at late 
stages of the planning process 
so that, in effect, there is little 
or no opportunity to influence the 
planning program. 
d. Consultation - more regard shown for the gaining of 
public opinion but still without 
guarantee that citizens' concerns 
will be addressed in the planning 
b. Therapy 
c. Informing 
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program. Statistics of the interest 
shown by the public are often used to 
show a legitimate participation level 
to satisfy statutory obligation to 
involve the public. 
- more influence experienced but still 
only tokenism demonstrated by 
planners through placing selected 
members of the public on the planning 
team. Effectiveness of input is low. 
- influence is determined from the 
outset with members of the public 
sharing planning and decision making 
responsibilities with those in 
authority, however ultimate 
responsibility still rests with the 
planning authority. 
g. Delegated Power - here power over decisions and 
planning programs is assigned to the 
citizens who will hold the majority 
of positions on the planning body 
with planning authority 
representation being an advisory 
rol e. 
h. Citizen Control - total control of the process is 
vested with citizens. No advisory 
representation from any other 
authority and access to the funding 
agency is direct. This is the most 
infuential form of citizen 
partici pati on. 
the field of land use planning, the Australian 
experience has been that different governmental planning 
authorities have utilized a variety of the involvements as 
outlined by Arnstein (Formby, 1979). Governmental agencies 
with a genuine interest in involving the public in planning 
have adopted planning approaches that allow the greatest 
Table 1 (Cont.) 
e. Placation 
f. Partnership 
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possible expression of public opinion while other agencies 
have merely dispensed their obligations with minimum concern 
for the spirit of the law (Cocks et al , 1980). 
Unfortunately it would seem that the most common form of 
public involvement in local government planning in Australia 
is for submissions to be invited from private citizens and 
interest groups after a plan has been placed on public 
display. The plan will usually remain on public display for 
a period of thirty days, after which the planning authority 
will meet, read all received submissions, notify all those 
who have made submissions that their submissions have been 
received, and then implement the plan as initially 
formulated regardless of the submissions received. 
Access to the planning process at higher levels of 
government would appear no easier although the mobilisation 
and education of conservation groups has begun to bear 
influence on many of the issues of public concern over the 
past decade or so. 
2.1.3 Public Opinion of Public Participation. 
In a national survey on land use issues conducted in 1979 
in Australia, the CSIRO found that those surveyed felt that 
there was a need to (Cocks et al, 1980): 
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a. involve the public and to increase their 
acceptance of planning decisions, 
b. improve communication, 
c. increase public scrutiny of plans before 
f i nali zati on, 
d. create centralized information centres, 
e. foster direct involvement in public land use 
deci s i ons, 
f. restructure education from the primary level upwards 
to shift emphasis of attitudes and values from a 
consumer to a conserver society, and 
g. to instil social acceptance for resource allocation 
decisions. 
The conclusion drawn from the results of the survey with 
respect to the public's perception of its role in land use 
planning, was that : 
"those preparing for the future on behalf of others 
(politicians, managers, bureaucrats, etc.,) might be 
expected to have considered and reacted to the range 
of issues identified." (Cocks et al, 1980). 
Published statements of policy regarding public 
participation in land management agency planning are now 
available in Australia (e.g.:- National Parks and Wildlife 
Service of New South Wales) and U.S.A. (e.g.:- USDA Forest 
Service and California's Chaparral Management Program 
(Newell, 1981)), which clearly show an intent to involve and 
inform the public to the highest degree possible. 
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2.1.4 Group Decision Making. 
Advantages that will accrue to the final decisions of the 
process which involves public participation are listed by 
Huber (1980) as being : 
1. Groups have more information and knowledge, 
2. groups make fewer errors in using information, 
3. participation in decision making increases 
acceptance of the decision, 
4. participation in the decision increases 
understanding of the decision, 
5. participation in decision making increases the 
information and skills that group members may need 
for future organizational assignments, and 
6. where a decision will have direct or indirect 
effects there is provision for societal expectation 
of being involved in the decision making. 
Against those advantages, Huber (1980) explains there are 
disadvantages which must also be considered : 
1. Groups tend to consume more time and incur more 
costs, 
2. groups sometimes make decisions which are not in 
keeping with higher organizational goals, 
3. group members may come to expect to be involved in 
all decision making at all organisational levels, 
4. disagreements among group members may result in the 
group being unable to reach a decision, thus leading 
to delays and the creation of ill will amongst group 
members. 
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With these advantages and disadvantages in mind, the two 
aspects that need to be addressed by a planning authority 
with regard to public participation in the decision making 
process are, first, the most appropriate individuals or 
representatives must be involved, and second, the group, 
once assembled, must work together efficiently. These 
aspects have been termed the normative and descriptive 
aspects of collective decision making" (Lieberman, 1972). 
The normative aspect of procedures currently used to 
identify appropriate individuals or interest groups in land 
use planning are not well developed (Cocks et al, 1983(b)). 
Developing methods which assure the assembly of the most 
appropriate planning group is the most pressing research 
need confronted by planners in the present planning 
environment. It would behove planners to actively assist 
individuals with common interests in planning decisions to 
become more effective in asserting their rights to be 
involved in the planning process. This task should be 
accepted by planners as being at least as important as any 
other stage of the planning process. 
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2.1.4.1 The Role of the Planner. 
Mcharg (1979) objects strongly -
"to much of the current planning philosophy as it is 
emerging in both teaching and practice, for it assumes 
that the planner imposes values and exercises for the 
good of the people." 
and claims that -
'given a set of data, the planning solutions will vary, 
not with respect to the set, but with respect to the 
value systems of the people who seek to solve the 
problem . ... there is no substitute for 
eliciting them from the constituents themselves." 
The planner then, is seen by McHarg (1979) as a "catalyst 
and a resource" with the vital roles of : 
1. Identifying what skills and fields of knowledge are 
appropriate to the planning problem (the normative 
aspect), 
2. facilitating the development of descriptions of the 
interactions of the systems and resources being 
p1anned, 
3. facilitating the assessment of the probable 
alternative courses of action, 
4. assisting in making the value systems of the 
members of the planning group explicit, 
5. facilitating understanding of the consequences of 
imposing value systems in terms of costs and 
benefits, and, 
6. participating with group members in negotiations 
amongst "different constituencies over the 
relaxation or changes of values in order to come to 
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some agreement about the allocation of resources." 
Kaufman (1979) advocates however, that the planner's role 
is one of an interventionist and that planners should 
develop skills to enhance their own influence over policy 
and decision making. Kaufman (1979) states : 
"In my judgement, as the planner's ability to influence 
the course of public policies and decisions increases, 
the growing unease about the planner's worth as a 
public sector professional can be reduced." 
He further states 
"substantive area specialists . . . play the key role 
in developing the policy base for the normative 
directions a planning agency seeks when it acts as an 
interventionist." 
While McHarg's facilitative role for the planner appears 
more appropriate in the present environment of public 
involvement, it is only by interventionist methods that new 
and innovative concepts, technologies and methodologies will 
be introduced to the field of land use planning. 
A blend of interventionist and facilitative skills would 
seem to be the answer, with interventionist skills being 
more relevant in the formation of the planning group 
(normative aspect), and facilitative skills being required 
during the subsequent group planning process (descriptive 
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aspect) (Berry, 1979). 
2.1.4.2 The Role of Public Participation. 
The comparative merits of each of these styles of planning 
will depend on the objectives of involving the public in the 
planning problem under review (Berry, 1979). 
The various objectives of involving the public in the 
planning process have been categorized by Glass (1979) as 
being "information exchange, education and support building, 
decision making supplement, and representationa1 input". The 
techniques that are logically derived for the planner from 
these objectives are given by Glass (1979) as being : 
a. Information Exchange Objective - unstructured 
techniques such as drop-in centers, neighbourhood 
meetings, agency information meetings and public 
hearings. In this technique the planner has no 
control over who participates (hence unstructured) 
and those who do are generally only presenting 
individual viewpoints, in a face-to-face setting. 
b. Education and Support Building Objectives -
structured techniques such as citizen advisory 
committees, citizen review boards, and citizen task 
forces. Here the planner instigates a formal process 
of selection with citizens or representatives of 
groups but the objectives are to educate and elicit 
support, thus information exchange is generally one 
way despite being in a face-to-face setting. 
c. Decision Making Supplement Objective - active 
process techniques such as nominal group technique, 
analysis of judgement, and value analysis. Here the 
process of involvement is well developed and 
defined. The planner has control over selection of 
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participants (structured) as well as the process by 
which information from participants will be elicited 
and used. Within that setting participants are 
provided with full opportunity to influence planning 
and decision making, face-to-face with the planner. 
d. Representational Input Objective - passive process 
techniques such as citizen survey and the Delphi 
process. These techniques represent the highest 
degree of structure although they are not face-to-
face interactions (hence passive). The information 
produced from these techniques can be considered 
more accurate and representative although 
participants are restricted in the amount of 
education they receive from the process. 
Based on that analysis Glass (1979) contends that : 
"Planners seeking to obtain citizen input and 
legislators including a participatory requirement in 
federal or state programs, should not view the 
ultimate goal as being citizen participation. If they 
do, the implication is that any technique will suffice 
as long as it is categorized as a participatory 
device. The decision to engage in or require citizen 
participation must be followed by a detailed 
identification of the desired objectives. Once the 
objectives are identified, then the search for a 
technique may begin." 
The planner's role in this regard is therefore one of 
selecting the most appropriate technique for the objectives 
of the planning problem to be solved. In some techniques the 
normative aspect is avoided (unstructured techniques) but 
for all others, the selection of participants is fundamental 
to the process. 
Friedman (1973) feels that no single participatory 
approach can be used to fulfill all participatory objectives 
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and suggests that a "mu1tifaceted and continuous process' 
is needed. This would require techniques from more than one, 
and possibly all, of the categories as outlined by Glass 
( 1979 ) . 
The argument common to all of these authors is that 
citizen participation is now required and that it should be 
"conceived as a tool to be used by planners and policy 
analysts for the good of the people" (White, 1979). 
White (1979) describes four models of land use policy 
analysis that would foster the counter argument that "policy 
analysis and planning should be seen as tools to be used by 
citizens." These are : 
a. Aggregation Model (or Market Model), in which the 
planner aggregates individual preferences concerning 
a planning or policy formulation problem, such that 
the adopted plan or policy favours at least one 
individual or interest group without disadvantaging 
any others. This criterion is referred to as the 
"Pareto criterion". 
b. Comparison of Preferences Model (or Cost-Benefit 
Model) where the planner compares the preferences 
and exercises influence over the plan or policy that 
is developed (interventionist). Although the Pareto 
criterion is used, another criterion is frequently 
implemented where those that are favoured by the 
plan could compensate those that are disadvantaged. 
Whether or not this happens is a political decision. 
This criterion is known as the "Kaldor-Hicks 
cri teri on". 
c. Expertise Approach Model (or Information Model). In 
this approach, individual preferences are 
supplemented by judgements as to what will benefit 
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the community at large (interventionist). The 
criterion for this approach is that the benefits of 
a plan or policy accrue to the entire community due 
to the expertise of the planner in identifying 
communal goals from the individual preferences 
co11ected. 
d. Interaction Model (or Public Responsibility Model). 
This model accepts that there are communal goals 
which are to be found beyond the aggregated 
expressions of individual preferences but that only 
the members of the community can effectively 
articulate those goals. By interacting publicly on 
issues of common concern, views and interests will 
change and develop in the process. The planner's 
role is to facilitate the persuasion, growth and 
learning that lead to the development and sharing of 
the preferences of the participants. 
It is only this fourth model, the interaction or public 
responsibility model, which will allow citizens to use 
policy analysis and planning as tools in their participatory 
involvement in land use planning (White, 1979). 
The constraints or requirements that mandatory public 
participation places on the processes available to the 
planner can therefore be summarised as being : 
a. the planner must identify (or cause to have 
identified) the objectives of involving public 
participation in the planning task. 
b. the planner must choose the technique (or 
combination of techniques) which is appropriate for 
addressing those objectives. 
c. the planner must recognise the appropriate degree to 
which the public should or must be involved. 
d. the planner must choose between structuring or not 
structuring the process which leads to the public 
being able to participate. 
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e. the planner must use interventionist and 
facilitative skills to enable those techniques to 
operate such that the participants are actually 
using the tool of public participation to their 
maximum mutual and individual benefit. 
f. the planner must finally choose the planning 
approach which best accomodates all of the above in 
the most efficient manner. 
2.2 CURRENT PLANNING THEORIES. 
Hudson (1979) has examined the five most commonly used 
current planning approaches and produced a most lucid 
classification which delineates the strengths and weaknesses 
of each, draws comparisons between them and highlights their 
major differences. The five approaches are the synoptic, 
incremental, transactive, advocacy and radical planning 
approaches. 
A summary of each of these approaches follows. 
2.2.1 Synoptic Planning Theory. 
Also known as the Rational Comprehensive Approach, this is 
the most readily recognised and traditionally most widely 
used approach to planning. I,t consists of four elements 
a. goal setting, 
b. identification of policy alternatives, 
c. evaluation of means against ends, and 
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d. implementation of decisions. 
The process can be iterative and allows elaboration of the 
elements involved. For example, procedures commonly used 
within this framework at the evaluation stage include 
benefit-cost analysis, operations research (such as linear 
programming, PERT-CPM, network models, and dynamic 
programming), systems analysis and forecasting. Forecasting 
can be by deterministic modelling (including trend 
extrapolation, econometric modelling and curve fitting 
through multiple regression analysis), by probabilistic 
modelling (including Monte Carlo methods, Markov chains, 
simulation programs) or by judgemental approaches (including 
Delphi technique, scenario writing, and cross impact 
matr ices). 
Synoptic planning addresses the planning problem by using 
conceptual or mathematical models that relate the ends (or 
objectives) to the means (or resources and constraints), 
with "a heavy reliance on numbers and qualitative analysis." 
(Hudson, 1979). 
The synoptic planning tradition is fundamental in any 
planning endeavour in that its elements (ends, means, trade­
offs and implementation) constitute the simplest formulation 
to which planning can be reduced (Craig, 1978 ). 
2.2.2 Incremental Planning Theory. 
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The theories supporting the incremental planning approach 
grew from dissatisfactions with the synoptic approach. 
Hudson (1979) listed these as being "its insensitivity to 
existing institutional performances capabilities; its 
reductionist epistemo1ogy; and its failure to appreciate the 
cognitive limits of decision-makers, who cannot 'optimize' 
but only 'satisfice' choices by successive approximations." 
Incremental planning, like synoptic planning, is based on 
dialogue and bargaining but in incremental planning the 
presumption of centralised planning for the good of the 
majority is replaced, or at least augmented, by allowance 
for decentralisation and pluralist interests (individuals 
pursuing their own self interests). The essential features 
of the incremental approach pertain to continuity (of 
values, knowledge, the nature of the problem, and the means 
available), reversibi1ity (of policy outcomes), and in being 
decentralised so as to provide accessibility to all interest 
groups. For these reasons it has been referred to as the 
"science of muddling through" (Cutter et al, 1985). Although 
reactive, the incremental nature of this approach is not 
sufficient to address the problem of adjusting adequately to 
rapid changes. 
2.2.3 Transactive Planning Theory. 
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The essential element in transactive theories, as espoused 
by Friedman (1973), is the face-to-face contact between 
decision makers and those that will be affected by the 
decisions made. In this planning approach, citizens take 
increasing control over the planning process. Friedman 
(1979) contends that planning should be a "social learning 
system, structured so as to enhance the probability of 
innovation .... increase the opportunity for social practice 
.... and increase the opportunity for dialogue and face-to-
face relations." 
Hudson (1979) feels that the evaluation of plans produced 
by transactive methods covers not just "what" they do for 
people through delivery of goods and services, but in terms 
of the plan's effect on people - on their dignity and sense 
of effectiveness, their values and behavior, their capacity 
for growth through cooperation, their spirit of generosity." 
Friedman (1973) explains the relationship between 
knowledge brought to the planning process by public 
participants and that brought by the planner (these he calls 
personal and processed knowledge respectively) and describes 
how these should become fused during the planning process 
(largely through the skill of the planner as a facilitator) 
to produce a basis for "societal guidance' 
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2.2.4 Advocacy Planning Theory. 
The essential ingredient of advocacy planning is to have 
stronger representation for interest groups or individuals 
whose ability to articulate in, and have influence over the 
planning process is otherwise not inherently powerful. The 
planner in this situation becomes an advocate for 
individuals or groups by providing technical assistance in 
the form of education and advice concerning the planning 
task, its processes and consequences. 
This theory, popularised in the 1960's, is seen by Hudson 
(1979) as having been instrumental in "blocking the 
implementation of insensitive plans and challenging 
traditional views of a unitary public interest .... 
increasing requirements for environmental, social and 
financial impact reports to accompany large scale project 
proposals, whether originating in the public or private 
sector." 
2.2.5 Radical Planning Theory. 
Radical planning has two basic schools of thought. Hudson 
(1979) explained that : 
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"One version is associated with spontaneous activism 
guided by an idealistic but pragmatic vision of self 
reliance and mutual aid .... This is radicalism in the 
literal sense of 'going back to the roots', content to 
operate in the interstices of the Establishment rather 
than challenging the system head on." 
and that :-
"The second stream of radical thought takes a more 
critical and holistic look at large scale social 
processes : the effect of class structures and 
economic relationships; the control exercised by 
culture and the media; the historical dynamics of 
social movements, confrontations, alliances and 
strugg1es." 
Planning within this framework becomes a process of taking 
incremental risks to test the outcomes and results. In this 
approach the planner becomes "one of the people, not set 
apart as a professional" (Grabow and Heskins, 1973). 
2.2.6 Comparison of Planning Approaches. 
Authors in the field of planning are in general agreement 
that planning is that process which links knowledge to 
action, and that, while this process can be different for 
different planning tasks, it is difficult to offer one 
method as being better than all others (Hudson, 1979 ; 
Craig, 1978 ; Friedman, 1979). 
Each individual planning task will generally require 
selection of a framework from one of the planning theories 
and also a borrowing of elements from the others -
an amalgum of planning approaches (Hudson, 1979). 
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in short, 
To assist in that selection, Hudson (1979) has devised a 
classification scheme for .judging the merit of each of the 
five planning approaches, based on the following criteria : 
a. Public Interest - explicit theory of the public 
interest, articulation of social problems, pluralist 
interests, distributive justice, conflict 
reso1ut i on. 
b. Human Dimension - personal and spiritual domains, 
intangible outcomes. 
c. Feasibility - ease of learning and application. 
d. Action Potential - provision for carrying ideas into 
practi ce. 
e. Substantive Theory - descriptive and normative 
theory of social problems and processes of change, 
predictive capacity. 
f. Self-Reflective - accommodation of criticism and 
counter proposals, provision of learning from those 
being planned for. 
Based on these criteria, Hudson's assessment of the 
planning approaches is as follows : 
1. Synoptic Planning - main strength is feasibility, 
some strength in public interest and action 
potenti al. 
2. Incremental Planning - main strength is feasibility, 
some strength in public interest, action potential 
and substantive theory. 
3. Transactive Planning - main strength in human 
dimension, other areas of strength are public 
interest, action potential, substantive theory and 
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se1f-ref1ective criteria. 
4. Advocacy Planning - main strength in public interest 
with some strength in action potential and self 
reflective criteria. 
5. Radical Planning - main strength in public interest 
with some strength in human dimension, action 
potential, substantive theory and se1f-ref1ective 
cri teri a. 
Hudson's summation of the problem of applying the most 
appropriate combination of techniques and strategies to a 
planning task is (Hudson, 1979) : 
"Having planners with the ability to mix approaches is 
the only way to assure that they can respond with 
sensitivity to the diversity of problems and settings 
confronted, and to the complexity of any given 
si tuati on." 
The common deficiency of all these approaches lies in the 
fact that none addresses the problem of identifying and 
facilitating the involvement of the most appropriate publics 
prior to the actual planning process. All may have the 
capacity to utilize public participation to great effect 
once involvement has been procured, but it would seem that 
each of these approaches places the onus on the public to 
become involved. 
What is needed for public participation to be effective is 
for the planning authority to energetically seek out those 
publics which should be involved in the planning process and 
to develop procedural methods whereby that participation can 
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be employed with economy, equity and efficiency. Planners 
therefore must recognise the need to develop methods which 
enhance the concept of planning with the people rather than 
merely for the people. 
CHAPTER 3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK - SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN. 
3.1 SIRO-PLAN - INTRODUCTION. 
The procedure followed by SIRO-PLAN is essentially one of 
producing an initial or reference plan and then generating, 
for comparison, a second, tentative plan. If the second plan 
is preferred, it becomes the reference plan and another new 
tentative plan is produced to compare against it. This 
process continues until the reference plan can no longer be 
improved upon, at which time it becomes the adopted plan 
(Cocks et al, 1983(a)). 
Comparative evaluation is utilized in this way because it 
is believed that (Cocks et al, 1983(b)) : 
"planners and politicians cannot define a criterion 
function which would allow a range of plans to be 
automatically ranked from 'best compromise' to 'worst 
compromise'. What is assumed instead though is that 
planners can intuitively suggest small changes which, 
if feasible, would improve the reference plan." 
In this way the method attempts to balance the demands of 
the competing land use interests according to judgements 
supplied by those involved with the planning task. 
Incremental planning theories can be deduced as playing a 
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similar role, as outlined by Hudson (1979) and discussed in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. 
In operation, the method relies on the development of 
policies which, first, express the attitudes of those 
involved in the planning task and which, second, identify 
the data that are necessary to support those policies. 
Evaluation of proposed plans based on that data can then be 
judged in terms of their effectiveness in achieving the 
policies. 
The last stage of the operation involves the iterative 
process of small incremental changes seeking the feasible 
and efficient plan which best achieves the judgements of the 
planning group concerning the relative importance of the 
guiding po1i c i es. 
The process is therefore comparable with the synoptic or 
rational comprehensive approach as outlined by Hudson (1979) 
and discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1. 
3.1.1 Policy Oriented Approach to Planning. 
In order to achieve allocations that are equitable and 
efficient for all competing land uses in a planning area, 
the methodology assumes that the planning/managing authority 
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controls land use by zoning permitted and proscribed uses 
and thence encouraging a preferred use in each planning 
zone. Allocation is based then, on the assumption that all 
of a predefined list of land uses can be permitted in a zone 
except (cocks et al, 1979) : 
a. those having clearly unacceptable environmental or 
social consequences in themselves, and 
b. those identified as incompatible with eventual 
achievement of a zone's preferred use. 
From these basic assumptions, policies are derived to 
establish the permitted uses for each of the zones being 
considered in the plan. This is done in four operations 
(Cocks and Austin, 1979) : 
1. Pre-define possible uses for all zones, 
2. exclude unacceptable uses from the possibles list, 
3. select (by linear programming) a preferred use from 
the residual list, and 
4. exclude incompatible uses from the residual list. 
The policies developed in order to implement these 
operations are identified and weighted by a political 
process. Cocks and Austin (1979) state that "plans produced 
in this way will have political rather>than just judicial or 
professional legitimacy .... a necessary condition for wide 
acceptance is that a plan be procedurally (cf. 
substantively) legitimate - produced by 
implemented with due (judicial) process." 
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professionals and 
This approach is deemed necessary because demands for land 
use allocations from a community "cannot be satisfied either 
separately or collectively, given the controls available to 
the planner" (Cocks and Austin, 1979) and in those 
circumstances it becomes a political matter to decide which 
demands will, and which will not be met. 
Political legitimacy is therefore addressed as a 
requirement for the. land use allocation planning process. 
This will only accrue to the process when the trade-offs 
that are made are satisfactory to all concerned parties. The 
SIRO-PLAN approach differs from the intuitively derived 
situation in that it "uses an explicit formulation of this 
'policy balancing' problem which converts the intuitive 
component to a series of small explicit decisions on each 
policy and pair, or other combination of policies" (Cocks 
and Austi n, 1979). 
Elements of Radical planning theory, as outlined by Grebow 
and Heskins (1973) and discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.5 
can be detected in this aspect of SIRO-PLAN procedure. 
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3.1.1.1 Policy Expression. 
In planning, these policies are derived from all the 
constraints upon, and preferences for uses in the planning 
area under consideration. Once these are expressed verbally 
they can be given a measurable, functional form. Arman 
(1982) states that "a benefit of this approach is that it is 
possible to determine explicitly what data are required for 
land use allocation. This approach enables the clear 
definition of the data requirements at an early stage of the 
planning process, thus assisting the collection of a 
necessary and sufficient data set. Such an approach will 
obviously save time and money." 
The main stages of this process are given by Cocks and 
Aust i n ( 19 79 ) as : 
"a. Policies for controlling land allocation decisions 
are expressed in such a way that the degree to 
which any plan (set of controls) satisfies any 
policy can be measured as a value for a 'policy 
achievement indicator'. 
b. Policies are used to derive criteria for mapping 
the region into 'planning zones' and resource data 
are collected for each zone such that values can be 
calculated for policy achievement indicators. 
c. Policies are given explicit but not necessarily 
fixed 'importance weights' by planners, politicians 
or publi cs. 
d. All conceivable plans are examined by an algorithm 
(linear programming) which 'guarantees' an 
equitable and efficient plan given the 
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'correctness' of the importance weightings and the 
methods of calculating the policy achievement 
i ndi cators. " 
For these stages to be implemented effectively, policies 
need to be expressed according to one of the following 
criteria : 
Imperative policies - exclusion 
- commitment 
Indicative policies - preference 
- avoidance 
("will not be") 
("wi11 be") 
("shouId be" ) 
("shou1d not be") 
As examples 
a. Exclusion policy 
b. Commitment policy 
c. Preference policy 
d. Avoidance policy 
(from Cocks et al, 1983(b)). 
Housing developments will not be 
allocated to flood plains with 
20 year recurrence cycles. 
Areas currently designated as 
recreation reserves will be 
zoned recreation reserves. 
As far as possible areas of 
prime agricultural 
suitability should be zoned 
agri cultural. 
As far as possible forestry 
should not be allocated to areas 
with slopes over 4 0 % .  
From these criteria the planner can put into effect the 
data collection that will be required to support the 
policies and from those data, construct the planning zones 
against which decisions will ultimately be made. 
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This approach is seen as a significant departure from 
traditional methods where data is collected on the premise 
that it may be needed. The resolution at which the data is 
needed is also established by SIRO-PLAN procedure whereas 
traditional planning process has simply recognized an 
element of "collection of data concerning the problem" 
(Countryman and Sofranko, 1982). 
3.1.1.2 Sources of Policies. 
Cocks and Austin (1979), proponents of the SIRO-PLAN 
method claim that : 
"Behind each policy, implicitly or explicitly, there 
will be values which that policy is intended to 
promote. Broadly speaking, these will be economic, 
social, judicial and environmental aspects of equity 
and efficiency." ( 
In most instances there will be legislative mandates or 
regulations, directives of specific and general nature from 
a managing authority or government agency, general 
guidelines, principles and objectives supplied by a client 
(which could be a government body or a private concern) and 
expressed attitudes or intent from such sources as user 
groups, interest groups, funding authorities, management 
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personnel, and professionals in related or affected fields. 
Where these sources do not supply the policies, the 
planner will "create a candidate list of policies and have 
them approved by his political and public masters" (Cocks 
and Austin, 1979), however SIRO-PLAN will generally be 
implemented with varying degrees of input from sources other 
than the planner. In planning tasks where there are 
mandatory obligations to use interdiscip1inary teams and/or 
public participation, the methodology is structured such 
that the appropriate involvement is catered for. 
Although no definitive research has been conducted into 
how the normative aspect of constructing a planning group 
can be achieved for SIRO-PLAN applications, the experience 
gained by the method's designers has identified the types of 
contributions that can be forthcoming from groups and 
individuals other than the planning team. 
These occur before, during and after plan-making (Cocks et 
al, 1983(b)). 
1. Contributions before plan-making. 
By advertising and direct contact prior to the 
planning task being undertaken, the planning 
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authority can expect to receive input which will 
assist in establishing the following : 
a. issues to be addressed by the plan (planners 
are aided if the issues offered are accompanied 
by reasons, because this will assist in 
weighting policies that are derived from them), 
b. issue-oriented policy suggestions (these are 
ideas for zoning or regulating activities, land 
uses etc.. ) , 
c. interests to be identified in the plan 
(planning is aided if justification accompanies 
the nomination of an interest in the plan), 
d. facts and judgements (local knowledge type 
information, especially with regard to unique 
features, resources or situations). 
Any of the techniques proposed by Glass 
(1979) and discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 
2.2.4.2) would be applicable at this stage. 
2. Contributions during plan-making. 
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* The technique for expressing attitudes or 
preferences as policies can be learned quickly and 
easily by planning team members who are new to the 
methodology. The facilitative role for the planner 
as outlined by McHarg (1979) would be crucial to the 
type and value of the contributions elicited at this 
stage of planning. In the case of interest group 
representation on the planning team, this has the 
added advantage of allowing group decision making 
processes such as those of transactive planning 
theories to operate. (See also advantages of group 
decisions, and disadvantages that would be overcome 
by following the SIRO-PLAN procedure, given in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4.) 
The interaction of interdiscipiinary team members, 
representatives of interest groups, clients, 
planners and the ultimate users of the plan, can 
take several forms at this stage. For example, each 
sub-group could devise a set of policies to reflect 
its interests and these could be used to formulate 
an "official" policy set, or, alternatively, each 
sub-group could be allowed to allocate a fraction of 
the total policy weightings at each iteration of the 
planning process and "the evolving plan would be the 
resultant of a range of separate decisions by each 
interest group" (Cocks et al, 1983(b)). 
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3. Contributions after plan-making. 
These are most useful in the form of objections to 
the proposed plan so long as reasons are supplied. 
The objections can be general, such as "insufficient 
land allocations for housing developments", or 
specific, such as "housing has been allocated to a 
flood prone area". 
Such contributions will not necessarily lead to 
alteration of the final plan but reasons for not 
altering the plan can be articulated so that "due 
process can be seen to have been followed". 
Cocks and Austin (1979) therefore claim that "by using a 
policy oriented approach the SIRO-PLAN method avoids having 
to use a preconceived concept of 'good' land use such as 
McHarg's ecological fundamentalism or some form of economic 
or environmental determinism. Rather, the planner's 
guidelines must emerge case by case from a political or 
politically ratified process". 
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3.1.1.3 Policy Measurement. 
To establish which of the permissable candidate land uses 
is most suited to a planning zone, two subjectively assigned 
values are needed - policy satisfaction ratings, and policy 
importance votes. These are numerical coefficients or 
indices used, to represent judgements used in allocating the 
land uses to the planning zones. 
The planning zone attributes which contribute to policy 
satisfaction ratings (or simply, ratings) can be thought of 
as technical judgements, whereas the policy importance votes 
are political judgements. 
a. A rating (also called, in the various publications, 
indicator of policy achievement, or policy 
satisfaction coefficient or policy satisfaction 
index), measures the extent to which the choice of a 
particular land use for a particular planning zone 
would satisfy a particular policy- A rating is 
generally given a value between 0.0 and 1.0. 
b. A policy importance vote (also called policy 
weighting) is simply a numerical expression of 
preference for a policy. The value of the vote is 
based on the perceived relative importance of the 
policy with respect to all other policies. 
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Assignment of votes can be handled in several ways, 
but generally involves a fixed number of total votes 
(eg: ten times the number of policies) so that the 
dynamics of decision making by groups can be 
utilized in achieving an equitable and efficient 
allocation of votes across all policies which 
reflects the planning team's judgement as to the 
relative importance of the policies. 
In most planning applications all policy importance 
votes are generally assigned the same value for the 
first iteration in order to produce a reference map 
on which to base further analysis and evaluation. 
This is done in recognition of the precept that the 
client and/or planning group will not yet have 
developed an absolute order of priority amongst 
policies as to their overall importance ranking. 
Using qualitative techniques such as this is not unique to 
SIRO-PLAN, but whereas other methods using strategic choice 
(such as integer programming, activity analysis, decision 
optimizing techniques, and other mathematical programming 
used to solve planning problems) attempt to organise local 
authority resources to projects, SIRO-PLAN is concerned with 
allocating land use controls to areas (Cocks et al, 
1983(a)). 
3.1.1 . 4  Reference and Interim Plans. 
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By combining the technical (ratings) and political (votes) 
components of the planning process, a suitability score for 
each land use for each planning zone can be achieved. For 
each planning zone, the land use with the highest 
suitability score (a sum of the products of ratings and 
votes pertaining to the attributes of that planning zone and 
policies referring to the land use) is selected as the 
preferred land use. When each planning zone has been 
assigned a preferred land use the first reference plan is 
complete and the iterative political process of small 
alterations to the plan by judgement of policy importance 
(or, more rarely, changes in data items, planning zones, 
ratings or land uses) can begin (Ive and Cocks, 1984). 
The formulation of a preferred land use (suitability 
score) is based on linear programming. Unfortunately, as its 
designers explain (Ive and Cocks, 1984) : 
"unlike, say, a profit maximizing exercise where such 
weights would be readily interpretable as product 
prices or unit costs, here they represent a judgement 
as to the relative values of increasing achievement 
levels of different policies." 
•The rationale for confidence in this approach is that : 
"Firstly, explicit weights reveal the decision maker's 
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priorities explicitly and hence can serve as a focus 
for debate. Secondly, by combining weights supplied by 
different parties, decisions can be taken which 
reflect joint opinion in a formalized way. One might 
hope that such joint decision making would promote the 
procedural if not the substantive legitimacy of the 
planning process." 
It is possible to produce reference and subsequent interim 
(or tentative) plans without a computer by applying the 
simplified linear programming formulations (Ive and Cocks, 
1984) but it is usual to expedite the planning process by 
using the LUPLAN decision support system which has been 
developed to handle the complex land use allocation 
problems. 
3.1.2 SIRO-PLAN - Summary. 
In summary, SIRO-PLAN is seen as being a simple, flexible 
and yet comprehensive procedure for "setting up and using a 
customized geographic data base to produce land use plans in 
a variety of local government and resource agency contexts." 
(Cocks et al, 1983(a)). 
The designers of the SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN (Cocks et al, 
1983(a)), feel that the method can cope with the emerging 
demands on Australian plan-makers, such as those of : 
a. Addressing a wide range of issues. 
b. Increasing public participation (by eliciting 
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specific rather than just general input). 
c. Producing "transparent" (easily understood) plans. 
d. Increasing planning office productivity due to time-
saving through establishing all data requirements 
without extraneous collection tasks and through 
computer izat i on. 
e. Incorportating additional zone types and control 
instuments rather than just the permitted-use-zoning 
traditionally used. 
f. Consistency with higher policy. 
g. Flexibility with respect to contingencies - through 
the predictive (simulation) capabilities of the 
approach. 
h. Well researched plans - the process can quickly and 
efficiently highlight data requirements or gaps in 
information. 
i. Value-enhancing plans, such that values can be re-
expressed as policies for explicit judgement. 
3.2 LUPLAN - DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM. 
In the South Coast Land Use Study which led to the 
development of the SIRO-PLAN method, the linear programming 
procedure used to allocate land uses was done on a mainframe 
computer. This general impediment (lack of availability of 
mainframe computing facilities or at least computer time) 
along with the general inflexibility of many linear program 
packages and a general lack of computing expertise in the 
planning profession in Australia at the time, led to the 
conception and continual development of the LUPLAN package. 
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The advantages of using LUPLAN were immediately seen as 
being (Ian Baird, pers. comm.) : 
a. it has been specifically tailored to support the 
requirements of SIRO-PLAN, 
b. it can assist with more of the SIRO-PLAN steps than 
the alternate linear program approach, 
c. it has been developed for microcomputer use, written 
in BASIC language and guides the user through its 
systems in "user friendly" fashion. 
3.3 LUPLAN PROCEDURE. 
The LUPLAN package is used in the plan evaluation phase of 
the SIRO-PLAN method, with its prime function being to 
generate a preferred land use for each planning zone in the 
study area being planned for. This is done by combining the 
technical and political judgements of the planning team (by 
combining the policy satisfaction ratings with the policy 
importance vote afforded each preference policy by the 
decision makers). 
Data items used in the LUPLAN programs are coded and 
entered following a prompt for filing along with mapping 
details, from the keyboard. Ratings can be entered directly 
but it is more customary, and certainly more accurate and 
efficient, to produce a BASIC program (planning task 
specific) which assigns ratings based on the data item code 
previously entered. Votes are entered directly from the 
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keyboard following a prompt. 
This results in a suitability score for each land use and 
the land use with the largest suitability score is the 
preferred land use for that planning zone. 
This can be shown mathematically as 
'ii = ^ (Rijk * \) 
Where S.. = suitability score for planning 
'J zone i of land use j 
R = rating value for planning zone i, 
'jk land use j, in regard to policy k. 
V = vote assigned to policy k 
k 
The suitability score for each land use is displayed (in 
descending order) to assist in determining if policy vote 
changes may alter the allocation of land uses on subsequent 
i terat ions. 
A summary of the plan is produced showing the total area 
preferred for each land use in the study. This assists in 
determination of equity. 
The level of achievement for- each policy is shown in the 
exercise summary as a percentage. A policy's achievement is 
calculated using the following formula : 
A, = £ (a R i  p k  - min R. max R 'J ijk -  mi n  ; i j k )  x 100 
Where 
A = level of policy achievement for policy k 
k 
a R .  ,  =  a c t u a l  p o l i c y  s a t i s f a c t i o n  r a t i n g  f o r  p o l i c y  
'P k  k on planning zone i for the land use p 
(previously selected as preferred land use). 
m i n R ... = minimum policy satisfaction rating for 
'J policy k on planning zone i across all land 
uses, (frequently 0.0). 
m a x R . ,  =  m a x i m u m  p o l i c y  s a t i s f a c t i o n  r a t i n g  f o r  
' J * policy k on planning zone i across all land 
uses, (< = 1.0). 
F. = a policy specific function for 
' transforming ratings greater than 1.0 to 
conform to the range 0.0 to 1.0 (where 
ratings have been constructed within that 
range, it will be 1.0). 
Additionally the LUPLAN hard copy summary display gives a 
profile of all policy achievements and an overall policy 
achievement level along with the ranked land uses chosen for 
each planning zone and a summary of total areas allotted to 
each land use. 
The mapping programs 'of 
selection of information to 
LUPLAN provide an interactive 
be mapped, including : planning 
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zone identifiers, primary data items per zone, policy 
satisfaction ratings per zone, preferred land use per zone, 
nominated suitablities of land uses not chosen as preferred, 
and the capability for user defined information to be 
p1otted. 
The programs for storing and calculating information from 
user input are all designed to allow alterations at any 
stage of the process. All data and calculations are stored 
so that retrieval is possible should there be a need to 
postpone the planning process for any length of time. 
The LUPLAN program, as adapted for fuel management 
planning applications, handles programmed and non-programmed 
decision problems as outlined by Langendorf (1985) with 
equal efficiency, and is oriented at the strong end of the 
spectrum of computer decision support (Anderson, 1985). 
CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY - SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE. 
This chapter discusses the application of the SIRO-PLAN 
methodology to fuel management planning. Adaptations to the 
basic SIRO-PLAN methodology that were required in relation 
to two case studies are discussed. The case studies were 
conducted in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
SIRO-PLAN approach to fuel management planning. The first 
involves a demonstration planning exercise for an 
hypothetical study area based on the Tidbinbilla Nature 
Reserve near Canberra, Australia. The second case study, 
which is reported in detail in the next chapter, involves an 
actual prescribed burning operation that was conducted in 
Marin County, California in September 1986. 
The mnemonic PREFIRE (PREscri bed FIRE use planning 
program) is used for the adapted LUPLAN package since the 
interactive instructions and prompts for LUPLAN have been 
rewritten for fuel management planning terminology. 
4.1 SIRO-PLAN AND FUEL MANAGEMENT. 
The essential logic behind this study is that the use of 
prescribed fire can be considered as a control or management 
activity analogous to land use allocation. Hence, the 
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feasibility of using the SIRO-PLAN method to determine the 
suitability of each type of prescribed fire for various 
natural areas was established (this view has been 
subsequently supported by Ive and Cocks (1984) : 
"Provided that field staff and specialist staff in the 
resource agency can predict the impacts of fires in 
different situations, the SIRO-PLAN procedure can 
harness this expert judgement to produce either a 
preferred management plan or a series of candidate 
management plans to be compared with simulation of the 
consequences of a sample of uncontrolled ignitions." 
In land use allocation the planning zones are evaluated 
for their capacity to support, and attractiveness for, a 
particular land use type, such that the land use can 
function efficiently and the planning zone will suffer no 
undue degradation. In allocation of fuel management 
strategies, the planning zones can be evaluated for their 
capability to support a particular type of fuel management 
regime or operation, such that the desired objectives of the 
operation or regime can be achieved efficiently and the 
planning zone will suffer no undue degradation, in both 
short and long term considerations. 
This last condition, (no undue degradation in short or 
long term considerations), has prompted the initiation of 
this study. SIRO-PLAN is seen as the best planning method 
currently available for addressing the legal, fiscal, 
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environmental and political (social) conditions required in 
planning the use of prescribed fire as a management tool in 
natural areas. 
It is important to limit the environmental and visual 
impacts of the prescribed fire operation especially with 
regard to fire break and access construction, (Andrew Bond, 
Supervisor, Research and Training, New South Wales Bushfire 
Council, pers. comm.) and these factors can be adequately 
addressed in the SIRO-PLAN procedure by incorporating them 
in the descriptions of the fuel management operation or 
reg i me. 
The traditional essence of fire management planning in 
Australia has been to produce maps showing the perceived 
most desirable frequencies for fire hazard reductiion for 
various vegetation communities. The frequency can be 
expressed as the number of years between burns or as the 
fuel loading at which prescribed burning will be employed 
(regardless of the number of years this has taken to 
accumulate). Implementation of a prescribed fire operation 
(i.e. writing the prescription, assessing forces required to 
control it and carrying out the operation) is usually 
delegated to an experienced senior field officer with 
knowledge of fire behaviour in the vegetation community. 
Only in recent years have the consequences of the activities 
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that support the burning operation been considered for their 
ecological impacts. 
Input from interdiscip1inary 
judgement) and involvement 
judgement) can only enhance the 
this regard. SIRO-PLAN procedur 
a formalised manner. 
team planning (technical 
of the public (political 
uality of decisions made in 
allows this enhancement in 
SIRO-PLAN is now a familiar planning method in many 
Australian shire and rural city councils and will be 
immediately useful to those planners with responsibility for 
imposing ecologically responsible regular fire hazard 
reduction operations on natural areas. 
4.2 PLANNING FUEL MANAGEMENT - SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE. 
In establishing the modifications and adaptations required 
for application of the SIRO-PLAN methodology to fuel 
management planning, each step of the SIRO-PLAN approach was 
examined in order. Where rewording has been required to 
specify fuel management planning, the rewording has been 
under 1i ned. 
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4.2.1 Establishing Management Guidelines. 
Phase A. Establishing terms of reference and plan-making 
gu i de1i nes. 
Step 1. Confirm the task as being within the class of 
planning exercises for which the procedure is 
desi gned. 
Comment : Fuel management planning is mandatory for most 
major land management agencies in Australia, and is 
implicated for other classes of land tenure by relevant 
federal and state acts of parliament. 
A great proportion of Australia's Crown Lands are 
unmanaged and regulations covering the protection of private 
land abutting such areas are left to the discretion of the 
private land owners or occupiers. For example, in Western 
Australia, land owners in this situation are permitted to 
clear a three metre wide fire-break on the crown land and, 
with permission, burn the intervening vegetation up to 200 
metres from the common boundary, irrespective of the 
vegetation type. Permits are granted by a Bush Fire Control 
Officer, who is an appointee from the ranks of volunteer 
bush fire brigade officers. The appointment is made by the 
"Local Authority", usually a shire council or District Crown 
Lands Office (W.A. Bush Fires Board, 1983) 
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Under the same Act (Bush Fires Act, W.A.), a local 
authority may form a Bush Fire Advisory Committee - a body 
which is structured so as to permit public participation and 
access to administrative support from the local authority. 
These, or similar conditions apply in all other Australian 
states and it would seem that if the SIRO-PLAN methodology 
is adopted in such regions, the potential for producing fuel 
management plans by the methodology proposed in this study 
would be greatly enhanced. 
Step 2. Identify client, study area boundaries, re 1evant 
fuel management strategies, (or management regimes 
or controls), relevant interest groups and their 
demands, relevant government authorities which must 
be informed and/or involved in the planning, and 
issues needing to be addressed. 
Comment : (a) Relevant fuel management strategies - can be 
broadly grouped into those that don't use fire and those 
that do. Each of these categories can be further divided : 
1. Fuel management strategies not involving prescribed 
f i re. 
i. Mechanical - slashing, mowing, ball and chain, 
c1 eari ng etc. . . 
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ii. Manual - clearing, raking etc... 
iii. Biological - grazing, herbicides etc... 
2. Fuel management strategies involving the use of 
planned ignition prescribed fire. 
These can be categorized in several ways but will 
generally contain considerations of the following 
factors. : -
i. Fire intensity - low, medium, high. 
ii. Type of fire line or fuel break utilized -
natural (water bodies, cliffs, snow line, 
etc...), man made (manual, mechanical, wet 
line, black line, explosives, chemical 
retardant, etc...) or diurnal change (humidity 
recovery reaching moisture of extinction), 
iii. Method of ignition - ground forces (drip torch, 
flares, flame throwers etc...) or aerial forces 
(helitorch, fusee droppers etc...) 
iv. Season and time of burn - spring, summer, 
autumn or winter, and time of day. 
Comment : (b) Relevant government authorities which must be 
informed and/or involved in the planning process. 
These responsibilities may be detailed in relevant 
legislation but should include representatives of government 
agencies responsible for such elements as soil conservation, 
smoke management, wildlife habitat management, historic 
sites etc., so that all impacts of proposed fuel management 
activities can be addressed in the planning. 
Comment : (c) In general the identification of relevant 
representation on the planning team (from interdiscipiinary 
fields and the public) will depend on the land tenure (and 
hence the client). 
Step 3. Develop guidelines (policies) which suggest ways of 
zoning or implementing fire operations or regimes 
for various categories of land as sensible reponses 
to the demands and issues being addressed. 
Comment : Selection of fuel management strategies will very 
much depend on the client's objectives for fuel management 
(viz : fuel reduction, vegetation manipulation, habitat 
improvement, grazing etc..) and fire control factors 
associated with the resources being planned for, such as 
topography, aspect, vegetation types etc.. Policies that are 
derived will take either of two forms. 
a. Resource oriented - constraints imposed on 
permissable strategies due to the nature of the 
resource (eg : soil erodibility) 
b. Operation oriented - constraints imposed due to 
costs, manpower and plant availability, 
effectiveness of the operation type, danger to fire 
controlling forces (eg : machine operators in steep 
and rugged terrain). 
In general these restrictions will translate to being 
exclusion or avoidance for resource oriented policies and 
preference policies for operation oriented considerations. 
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For these reasons Steps 2 and 3 should be taken 
concurrently if possible since treatment options and 
biophisical resource types are so intimately linked. This 
avoids compiling an unrealistical1y large list of possible 
strategies in Step 2. 
Step 4. Formulate measures of policy satisfaction which 
allow any fuel management plan to be evaluated in 
terms of the extent to which it satisfies any 
particular policy. 
Comment : In this step the ratings and votes are assigned. 
Ratings (technical judgement) relate to the attributes of 
data item classes (such as vegetation type) which will 
contribute to the satisfaction of a policy that relates to a 
particular treatment option (fuel management strategy) 
should that option be selected for a planning zone. 
For example : A policy which states "Give preference to 
high intensity fires in areas of low soil erodibility" will 
be satisfied to the full if that treatment option (high 
intensity fire) is selected for all zones having low soil 
erodibility. Ratings for those zones will be 1.0, however 
zones with moderate soil erodibility would have less than 
1.0 (probably 0.5) since their contribution to the 
satisfaction of the policy (as above) will be less. 
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Votes (political judgement) will be assigned according to 
the planning group's judgements. It is advisable for the 
generation of the first reference plan to assign all 
policies an equal vote (usually 10). Subsequent iterations 
will feature alteration of those votes without altering the 
total number of votes allocated. 
4.2.2 Inventory-Taking. 
Phase B. Data collection and generation of plans. 
Step 5. Subdivide study area into numerous mapping units 
(zones) which will be used 
- as entities against which data will be collected 
and recorded. 
- as entities against which the plan will specify 
particular fuel management strategies. 
Comment : An additional consideration at this step is the 
areal extent of zones, due to constraints imposed by 
manpower available to conduct fuel management operations. 
Unrealistical1y large areas could not be handled by the 
average fire fighting force and so zoning should be examined 
from this standpoint. This restriction may only become a 
concern after the first plan is generated (eg: if a, large 
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area is allotted to a treatment option consisting of manual 
clearing). 
Another method of circumventing manpower restrictions is 
to design policies which would express avoidance of such a 
treatment for planning zones over a certain size. 
Step 6. Collect data judged necessary to allow each measure 
of policy satisfaction to be calculated throughout 
all pians. 
Comment : Two aspects of fuel management planning will bear 
influence here - static factors (vegetation types, slope, 
aspect, etc..) and dynamic factors (seasonal and diurnal 
climatic patterns). 
The involvement of these factors will depend on the 
resolution of the planning task and hence the data 
implicated by the policies. If policies have implicated 
dynamic factors, data collection will, of necessity, be 
modelled (eg: stochastic climate model) rather than 
collected. It would be possible to divide the planning task 
into two operations by stipulating that a broad overall 
planning strategy (i.e. an accepted plan based on only 
static data factors) should be adopted before planning the 
refined prescription necessary. Advantages accruing to this 
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process center around economy of planning effort and 
involvement. A broad plan would be quickly developed through 
the normal SIRO-PLAN method with representation from 
appropriate interdiscip1inary fields and the public. Then a 
smaller planning team (fuel management experts) could refine 
the plan by developing (also through SIRO-PLAN), the exact 
prescri ptions and timings of the selected treatment options 
broadly outlined in the initial planning process. 
4.2.3 Formulating the Management Plan. 
Phase C. Evaluation of plans. 
Step 7. Identify an initial reference plan of treatment 
options (fuel management strategy) allocations to 
mapping units (planning zones) judged by the client 
to be feasible (not unacceptable) with respect to 
the extent to which it achieves each policy 
gu i de1i ne. 
Comment : This step is performed, in most instances, by a 
computer package. For this study the LUPLAN computer program 
has been rewritten in GWBASIC language for use with IBM and 
IBM compatible computers. The programs have been modified in 
some instances and reworded so as to use fuel management 
terminology, especially with respect to interactive 
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instructions displayed on the VDU. The mnemonic PREFIRE 
(PREscri bed FIRE use planning package) has been used to 
signify these alterations from the original LUPLAN program 
package. No other alterations to the LUPLAN program have 
been made. 
It is recognised that because of the numerous combinations 
possible for describing prescribed burning and other fuel 
management operations, the program running time will be 
greater for fuel management planning exercises than for land 
use allocation exercises. With experience in collapsing or 
combining policies (or the combinations of data implicated 
by them), or by adopting the approach described for step 6 
(broad planning strategy allocation followed by refinement 
of prescription and timing), this disadvantage could well be 
overcome. Advanced forms of BASIC are becoming available now 
which promise to cut running times for such iterative 
programs most dramatically (eg: Microsoft's QuickBASIC 3.0, 
and Borland's Turbo BASIC). 
Other prospects that offer hope for decreasing the running 
time are the improvements that have been made to the LUPLAN 
package (selective and conditional reallocation 
capabi1i ti es). 
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Step 8. In a direction suggested by the client, search for a 
plan which can be judged better than the reference 
plan in terms of policy achievement. If successful, 
designate this new plan as the new reference plan. 
Comment : As in any application of the SIRO-PLAN 
methodology, the use of formal search technique (linear 
programming) assures the planning team of an efficient 
answer. This means that policy achievement improvement for 
one policy causes a decrease in achievement for another or 
others. Thus in searching for a plan which improves on the 
initial reference plan, the planning team must consider what 
trade-offs are acceptable when seeking to improve the 
satisfaction of any particular policy. 
In the present version of LUPLAN (PREFIRE), sensitivity in 
this regard can only be determined by trial and error, 
however later versions, (as explained in Step 7.), allow 
exploration of possible trade-offs without having to re-run 
the entire suite of programs. 
Step 9. Repeat Step 8 until time runs out or, as judged by 
the client, no further attempt should be made to 
improve the reference plan, that is, the reference 
plan becomes the accepted plan. 
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Comment : For the two case studies conducted as 
demonstrations of this methodology, the former condition was 
applied. Three iterations were used for the demonstration 
exercise (Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve) and these were 
sufficient to illustrate the applicability of the 
methodology and also illuminated some possible improvements 
that have been incorporated for the second case study. These 
were : 
a. Votes for all policies for the first iteration 
should be held equal at 10. 
b. Total vote allocation should be held constant 
throughout subsequent iterations to ensure explicit 
expression of policy preference. 
c. The changes that are most likely to occur from one 
plan to the next are those where the difference 
between suitability scores for first and second 
preference in the former plan is small. These should 
receive the attention of the planning team as 
possible improvements for the second iteration. 
d. General preference policies to cover all treatment 
options over all planning zones are not necessary 
(policy achievement can only be calculated as 0.0% 
or 100%.). These general policies should be 
reflected in votes for specific policies (i.e. 
treated as a general scenario for the planning 
emphasis) (See Arman, 1982). 
4.2.4 Legitimation and Implementation. 
Phase D. Legitimation, implementation and updating. 
Steps 10 through 13 are not applicable to the current study, 
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and are poorly reported in the literature for other 
exercises involving the SIRO-PLAN methodology- This is 
partly due to the newness of the approach and the fact that 
very few studies have been conducted on the follow up to 
planning tasks using the methodology. Some points that 
arise, however (Cocks, 1980) : 
"Ideally the criteria under which the plan will be 
reworked should be defined in advance." 
and that, 
"planners are able to continuously upgrade plans as 
perceptions change or knowledge increases." 
These factors can be catered for within the process and 
additionally, the implementation of the plan (or part of the 
plan) can be simulated by data manipulation to examine how 
the application of the selected treatment option to a 
planning zone will change the conditions. For example, by 
assuming (simulating) a successful prescribed burning 
operation on one planning zone, data such as fire history, 
fuel loads and adjacency to recently burned areas will 
change with respect to the planning zone and those around it 
or similar to it. This, in effect, produces a new set of 
circumstances for planning and may be a valuable tool in 
assessing impacts of the adopted plan. 
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Similarly the occurrence of wildfire, insect infestations, 
additional infrastructure etc., will alter the data base and 
hence could be deemed sufficient cause for re-planning. 
CHAPTER 5. CASE STUDY EXERCISE. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter presents the results of a case study using 
the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE methodology. The case study is a 
prescribed burning operation at the Hill Ranch, Mann 
County, California, which took place on 11th and 12th 
September, 1986. This operation was chosen as a case study 
for the following reasons : 
a. The study area, being predominantly chaparral, is an 
example of a Mediterranean type ecosystem, and as 
such, is similar to areas of Australia where the 
SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE methodology is intended for 
i ntroducti on. 
b. The area scheduled for burning is close to populated 
areas (City of Novato) and therefore the burning 
operation raises issues of concern to a wider range 
of public interests than would have been the case 
with other burning operations. 
c. Documentation is available for pre-burn planning and 
post burn evaluation. 
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d. The constraints imposed on prescribed fires in 
California are sufficiently rigorous to enhance 
opportunities for the capabilities of the SIRO-
PLAN/PREFIRE methodology to be shown to best 
advantage. 
e. The author was afforded the opportunity to survey 
the burn area prior to the day chosen for the 
burning operation, to preview the planning document, 
interview the planning team and fire boss, and to 
witness all stages of the burning operation. 
5.2 BACKGROUND - WILDFIRE HAZARD IN CHAPARRAL. 
The history of fire management in California can be traced 
through eras of deliberate use of fire for improvement of 
grazing conditions for cattle during the 1870's and 1880's. 
through total fire suppression from the early 1900's with 
firebreaks and later, fuel breaks as precautionary 
strategies, to the reintroduction of prescribed fire as a 
management tool in recent times (Rogers, 1982). 
Prescribed fire has been employed to achieve several 
management objectives, the most important being for the 
reduction of hazardous fuel levels. Much of the concern over 
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the build up of hazardous fuel levels is due to the fact 
that a great deal of the chaparral is located on privately 
owned land. Wildfires emanating from or passing through 
chaparral on private lands were responsible for the 
destruction of 1,231 dwellings in the ten year period 1970 
to 1980 (Rogers, 1982). 
One other effect of high intensity wildfire in chaparral 
that has caused great concern is the denudation of steep 
slopes and the creation or intensification of hydrophobic 
soils which combine to give massive erosion events during 
subsequent severe storms (De Bano et al, 1979 ; De Bano, 
1981). The voluminous debris from such events can destroy or 
damage homes and property, (Boyle, 1982) and cost lives 
(Bruington, 1982). 
5.3 STUDY AREA - BIOPHYSICAL AND SOCIAL SETTING. 
The H i l l  .Ranch, covering about 2,750 acres, is situated 
one mile south and west of the City of Novato, California, 
in the California Coast Range, .just to the north of San 
Francisco, and is used primarily for cattle grazing, 
agriculture and game hunting (mainly the coastal Columbian 
black tail deer (Odocoileus hemionus co1umbi ana), the 
Californian quail (Lophortvx cali forni ca) and perhaps 
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mountain lion (Fe 1 is concolor). black bear (Ursus 
ameri canus). and feral pig (Sus scrofa). 
(See Map 1. Location Diagram - Marin County, and Map 2. 
Study Area - Hill Ranch, pages 109 and 110.) 
Soils of the Hill Ranch are primarily of the Tocaloma-
McMullin soil unit which are typical of the uplands of Marin 
County. These soils are shallow to moderately deep on steep 
to very steep slopes, and are well drained soils derived 
from weathered sandstones and shales. These soils are listed 
as being highly erodible (Kashiwagi, 1985). 
Vegetation at the ranch is comprised of chaparral, forest 
or mixed chaparral, oak woodlands and grasslands on steep 
slopes at elevations between 400 feet and 1800 feet. The 
area was last burnt by wildfire in 1920, but some spring 
burns of smal1 areas of chaparral were conducted by the 
owner up to five years ago, and helitorch operations were 
used in the spring of 1986 to burn some south facing slopes. 
MAP 1. : LOCATION DIAGRAM - MARIN COUNTY. 
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Climate at the Hill Ranch is of the cool summer 
Mediterranean type with most precipitation received in 
winter. The average annual rainfall is between 30 and 40 
inches, mostly occurring in the months of December, January 
and February. Fog and drizzle are common at any time of 
year, and the relative humidity can remain high throughout 
the year due to the proximity to the Pacific Ocean and the 
fog producing effects of the ocean currents associated with 
the coast of California. Temperatures range from 32 to 100 
deg. F. and frost free days per year range from 290 to 330 
(Kashiwagi, 1985). 
Onshore winds, particularly in the afternoons, help to 
moderate the climate but pose problems for smoke management 
in prescribed burning due to the airsheds channelling toward 
the heavily populated Novato area. 
5.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE BURN. 
Under the terms of the Keene Bill (SB 1704), the landowner 
filed application for cost sharing with the State and cited 
as objectives for the burn the following 
a. Fire Hazard reduction, 
b. Wildlife habitat improvement, and 
c. Range management. 
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A planning team consisting of Mr. Jim Selfridge, 
Superintendent of Marin County Fire Department and Mr. Wayne 
Mitchell. Prescribed Fire Specialist from the California 
Department of Forestry, Santa Rosa, then drew up plans for 
the burning operation and submitted these to the relevant 
government agencies and to the property owner. The plan was 
subsequently adopted and the operation scheduled for 11th 
and 12th September 1986 (Mitchell, 1986). 
5.5 APPLICATION OF SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE. 
A planning exercise using the documentation generated for 
the prescribed burning operation has been devised to 
illustrate the applicability of the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE 
methodology to the production of a prescribed burn plan for 
the study area. Comparisons between the plans produced by 
the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE approach and the plan that was 
actually implemented are then made. 
5.5.1 Constraints. 
The constraints imposed for the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE exercise 
were deduced from the preburn documentation compiled by the 
Prescribed Fire Specialist of the California Department of 
Forestry (CDF). The documentation included legal 
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constraints, government agency directives and guidelines, 
and expressions of intent from the land owner as well as 
from the government agency representatives (Mitchell, 1986). 
In addition to the CDF, legislative constraints implicated 
the involvement of the following government agencies 
Marin County Fire Department, 
California Department of Fish and Game, 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 
Sonoma State University (for Archaeological 
Survey ) , 
USDA Soil Conservation Service, and 
Marin County Open Space District. 
Correspondence between these agencies and the planning 
team was used to develop policies and treatment options 
(alternative prescriptions or fuel management strategies) 
for use in the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE exercise. 
5.5.2 Selection of Policies and Treatment Options. 
Treatment options and policies were developed concurrently 
to simulate the advantages of this aspect of the SIRO-
PLAN/PREFIRE approach, as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 
4.2.1 (Establishing Management Guidelines, Steps 2 and 3.). 
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5.5.2.1 Treatment Options - Summary. 
After examination of the checklist provided for the 
burning operation and literature concerning prescribed 
burning in chaparral, oak-woodlands and grasslands (eg. 
Greene, 1982 ; Bonniksen, 1977 ; Leisz and Wilson, 1930 ), 
treatment options were selected for the exercise. The 
complete list can be found in Appendix B.1 : Treatment 
Opti ons. 
The treatment options can be summarised as follows 
a. Treatments without fire using either hand clearing 
or mechanical reduction of fuel. 
b. Low intensity fires using either natural fuel 
breaks, hand lines, mechanically constructed lines, 
humidity recovery or "black-line" techniques. 
c. Medium intensity fires using either natural fuel 
breaks, hand lines, mechanically constructed lines, 
humidity recovery or "black-line" techniques. 
High intensity fires using natural fuel breaks, 
mechanically constructed fire line, humidity 
recovery or "black-line" techniques. 
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5.5.2.2 Policies - Summary 
Policies were derived from the environmental checklist of 
the planning document and the correspondence generated for 
the planning of the burning operation. 
The 97 preference policies and 6 avoidance policies 
formulated for the exercise are given in full in Appendix 
B.2 : Preference Policies and Appendix B.3 : Avoidance 
Po1i ci es. 
A summary of those policies and the treatment options to 
which they refer follows:-
Table 2. : Policies for Treatment Options. 
For Treatment Option 1 (No fires but hand clear 
accumulations of fuel), preference is given to areas 
containing - sites of archaeological significance, rare or 
important plants, developments and structures, highly 
erodible soils, or are of area! extent under 150 acres. 
For Treatment Option 2 (No fires but mechanically reduce 
fuels), preference is given to areas containing - soils of 
low erodibility, high fuel loads, flat or moderate terrain, 
or are adjacent to neighbours or high fuel loads or are of 
areal extent under 150 acres. 
For Treatment Option 3 (Low intensity fires using natural 
fuel breaks), preference is given to areas containing - low 
fuel loads, grasslands or woodlands, high soil erodibility, 
or steep terrain or are adjacent to areas recently burnt. 
For Treatment Option 4 (Low intensity fires using hand 
cleared fire breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - grasslands or woodlands, high fuel loads, soils 
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Tab 1e 2. (Cont. ) 
of low erodibility, rare species or archaeological sites or 
are adjacent to areas recently burnt or with high fuel 
1oads. 
For Treatment Option 5 (Low intensity fires using 
mechanically cleared fuel breaks), preference is given to 
areas containing - grassland or woodland, low fuel loads, 
soils of low erodibility, or are adjacent to areas with high 
fuel loads or adjacent to neighbours. 
For Treatment Option 6 (Low intensity fires using humidity 
recovery to contain fire size), preference is given to areas 
containing - high fuel load, steep terrain, grasslands or 
woodlands, northerly aspects, or are adjacent to areas with 
low fuel load or are bounded by roads or creeks. 
For Treatment Option 7 (Low intensity fires using "black-
line" fuel breaks), preference is given to areas containing 
- soils of high erodibility, steep terrain, grasslands or 
woodlands, or are bounded by roads or creeks, or are 
adjacent to neighbours or areas recently burnt. 
For Treatment Option 8 (Medium intensity fires using 
natural fire breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - low fuel loads, highly erodible soils, 
northerly aspects, or are adjacent to areas of low fuel 
loads or are bounded by roads or creeks. 
For Treatment Option 9 (Medium intensity fires using hand 
cleared fuel breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - steep terrain, low fuel loads, northerly 
aspects, highly erodible soils, or are of areal extent under 
150 acres, or are adjacent to areas of low fuel loads. 
For Treatment Option 10 (Medium intensity fires using 
mechanically cleared fuel breaks), preference is given to 
areas containing - moderate slope, high fuel loads, decadent 
chaparral, southerly aspects, soils of low erodibility, no 
natural fuel breaks, or are of areal extent over 150 acres. 
For Treatment Option 11 (Medium intensity fires using 
humidity recovery to contain fire size), preference is given 
to areas containing - high fuel loads, decadent chaparral, 
steep terrain, northerly aspects, or are of areal extent 
over 150 acres. 
For Treatment Option 12 (Medium intensity fires using 
"black-line" fuel breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - steep terrain, highly erodible soils, southerly 
aspect, or are bounded by natural fire breaks or are Table 
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2. (cont.) 
adjacent to areas recently burnt. 
For Treatment Option 13 (High intensity fires using 
natural fuel breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - decadent chaparral, steep terrain, northerly 
aspect, or are of areal extent under 150 acres, or are 
bounded by roads or creeks or are adjacent to areas recently 
burnt. 
For Treatment Option 14 (High intensity fires using 
mechanically cleared fuel breaks), preference is given to 
areas containing - decadent chaparral, flat or moderate 
terrain, soils of low erodibility, high fuel loads, or of 
areal extent over 150 acres or are not bounded by any 
natural fuel breaks. 
For Treatment Option 15 (High intensity fire using 
humidity recovery to limit fire size), preference is given 
to areas containing - decadent chaparral, steep terrain, 
highly erodible soils, high fuel loads, or are adjacent to 
recently burnt areas or high fuel loads or are of areal 
extent over 150 acres. 
For Treatment Option 16 (High intensity fires using 
"black-line" fuel breaks), preference is given to areas 
containing - steep terrain, highly erodible soils, decadent 
chaparral, or are adjacent to recently burnt areas, or are 
not bounded by roads, or are of areal extent over 150 acres. 
A summary of avoidance policies relating to all treatment 
options shows that 
1. all fires are to be avoided in areas containing 
riparian zones of feeder creeks of Hal leek Creek and 
areas containing developments. 
2. high intensity fires are to be avoided on geological 
hazard areas, in old vegetation other than 
chaparral, in areas of archaeological significance. 
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or areas containing locally important vegetation 
communi ti es. 
A detailed list of avoidance policies can be found in 
Appendix B.3 : Avoidance Policies. 
5.5.3 Data Collection. 
The policies were examined to identify data required to 
support them. For this exercise data was available from the 
following sources 
- the planning document for the burning operation 
(Mi tchel 1, 1986) 
- personal surveillance of the study area by the 
author, 
- oblique aerial photographs of helitorch operations of 
spring 1986, 
- topographic maps (USGS 7.5 min. series, San Geronimo 
and Novato) 
- soi1-vegetation complex maps (USDA Forest Service 
maps based on 7.5 min. series.) 
- soil maps, Marin County (USDA Soil Conservation 
Servi ce) 
The number of policies implicating each of the data items 
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is given in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 : Data Items Implicated by Policies. 
Data Item Descri pti on Number of Policies 
(that refer to 
each data item) 
1 . Road Network 9 
2 . Deve1opments 1 
3. Adjacency to 
Ne i ghbour 3 
4 . Archaeological 
s i tes 2 
5 . Rare species 2 
6 . Drai nage 7 
7 . SI ope 1 2 
3. Aspect 7 
9 . Vegetation types 4 
10 . Veg. Age c1 asses ' 6 
1 1 . Fuel loading 1 2 
1 2 . Fire history 6 
13. Soi1 erodi bi1i ty 1 3 
14. Areal extent 9 
1 5 . Adjacency to 
fuel loads 7 
1 6 . Adjacency to 
burnt areas 8 
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From the list of required data items a subset of 7 was 
chosen (the Critical Data Item Set) in order to divide the 
Hill Ranch property into planning zones for the SIRO-
PLAN/PREFIRE exercise. Each planning zone is homogeneous 
with respect to the data items used in its delineation. 
The critical data items chosen were 
TABLE 4. : Critical Data Items 
Number Descr i pti on 
1. Road Network 
6. Drainage 
7. SI ope 
8. Aspect 
9. Vegetation Type 
11. Fue1 Load i ng 
12. Fi re Hi story 
5.5.4 Summary of Data Items and Classes for Coding. 
Each of the data items was divided into classes to 
facilitate coding for the PREFIRE computer program. The 
rationale for these classes follows. 
(1) ROAD NETWORK (Critical Data Item) 
The existing road network can be used as fire lines/fuel 
breaks for utilization in planning. 
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The directives and guidelines implicate the avoidance of 
additional roads due to increased risk of erosion, therefore 
the existing road network is critical to planning. 
Five classes were used to categorize planning zones. 
1. Area not bounded on any sides by existing roads -
not considered important in selecting treatments not 
requiring mechanically constructed fire breaks. 
2. Area bounded on one side by existing road -
considered important in deliberations regarding 
access and use of road as fire break. 
3. Area bounded on two sides by existing roads - access 
improved and potential for utilization as fire 
breaks increased. 
4. Area bounded on three sides by existing road network 
- all benefits increased. If area is selected for 
burning operations the choice of burn day on 
criterion of weather is not as restrictive. 
5. Area encircled by roads - all benefits of access and 
fuel breaks at maximum. Selection of burn day can be 
based on other criteria. 
(See Map 3. : Road Network.) 
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Map 3. : ROAD NETWORK. 
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(2) DEVELOPMENTS. 
Areas containing structures such as dwellings, stock 
enclosures and farm buildings are considered inappropriate 
for high intensity fires or fires involving no mechanically 
constructed fire breaks. Maximum protection of capital 
investments is to be provided. 
Two classes were used. 
1. Areas containing developments or structures. 
2. Areas not containing developments or structures. 
(3) ADJACENCY TO NEIGHBOURS. 
Areas abutting the planning area boundaries were 
considered inappropriate for treatments involving high risk 
of fire escaping into neighbouring properties. The 
neighbours should be afforded maximum protection. 
Two classes were chosen 
1. Areas abutting boundaries of the Hill Ranch. 
2. Areas not on property boundaries. 
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(4) ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES. 
A requirement of the planning process in the Chaparral 
Management Program is to afford protection of archaeological 
s i tes from f i re. 
Two classes were chosen 
1. Areas containing archaeological sites. 
2. Areas not containing archaeological sites. 
(5) RARE SPECIES. 
This data item includes rare or endangered plant species 
or communities, vegetation considered important through 
local rarity or desirability for protection or conservation 
as laid down by guidelines contained in the environmental 
checklist used by the California Department of Forestry. 
Included in this data item are considerations of wildlife 
habitat or migration corridors also outlined in the 
environmental checklist and riparian zones for perennial 
watercourses feeding Hal leek Creek which are to be protected 
from burn treatments. 
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Two classes were chosen 
1. Area contains rare, endangered, locally uncommon 
species or communities, wildlife habitat or 
migration corridors, or riparian zones for Hal leek 
Creek. 
2. Area not as above. 
(6) DRAINAGE. (Critical Data Item.) 
There are important issues relating to drainage 
a. drainage lines can be used as natural fire breaks 
thus decreasing significantly the need to use 
machines that increase the risk of erosion. 
b. drainage line and associated riparian vegetation are 
important in reducing the amount of detached 
sediment being transported into the water courses. 
c. catchments feeding impoundments should be given 
maximum protection from sedimentation. 
The Hill Ranch contains headwaters for Hal leek Creek which 
flows into Nicasio Reservoir to the west of the property. 
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Five classes were chosen for this data item 
1. Area not containing water courses - considered to 
have no bearing on the issues relating to fire near 
or in major drainage lines. 
2. Area bounded on one side by water course or drainage 
line - considered appropriate to use low intensity-
fires from or to these features but inappropriate to 
have high intensity fires using water course as fire 
break. 
3. Area bounded on two sides by water courses or major 
drainage lines - appropriate for use as fire breaks 
for low intensity fires only. 
4. Area bounded on three sides by water courses or 
major drainage lines - considered appropriate in low 
intensity fire treatments only. 
5. Areas containing feeder creeks to Hal leek Creek. 
(See Map 4. : Drainage.) 
Map 4. : DRAINAGE. 
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(7) SLOPE. (Critical Data Item.) 
Study area is generally steep terrain. Slope is important 
in considerations of fire behaviour (and hence control 
aspects of rate of spread, fire line intensity, spotting 
potential and suppression effort required if needed), and 
for use of mechanically constructed fire breaks (safety of 
machine operators and erosion impacts following fire break 
constructi on. 
Three slope classes were used 
1. Flat terrain (0 - 10%) - fire behaviour most easily 
predicted and controlled. 
2. Moderate slopes (10 - 35%) - some limitations on 
control and use of mechanically constructed fire 
breaks. 
3. Steep slopes (35 - 60%) - limitations on ease of 
control and the use of vehicles for fireline 
construction and during burning operations. Also 
greater risk of erosion following high, intensity 
fires and/or mechanically constructed fire breaks. 
(See Map 5. : Slope.) 
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Map 5. : SLOPE. 
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(8) ASPECT. (Critical Data Item.) 
1 0 2  
Aspect will determine to some extent, the soil moisture 
content, in lieu of data specific to soil moisture levels 
which is implicated as required by the environmental 
checklist compiled by the CDF (Mitchell, 1986). 
Damage to soil is less severe under conditions of higher 
soil moisture content but impact of machinery is greater 
under conditions of higher moisture levels, especially if 
soil moisture is at or above field capacity. In the absence 
\ 
of soil moisture data aspect has been used to infer higher 
moisture levels on north facing slopes and other protected 
aspects, and low moisture levels on exposed and south facing 
s1 opes. 
Three classes of aspect were used :-
1. Area "predominant1y north facing slopes and protected 
slopes facing north-east. 
2. Area predominantly south facing slopes and exposed 
south west facing slopes. 
3. Area predominantly east or west facing slopes that 
are intermediate between protected and exposed. 
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MAP 6. : ASPECT. 
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(9) VEGETATION TYPES. (Critical Data Item.) 
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The study area was divided into 5 classes of vegetation. 
These were considered important in determining 
a. the impacts of fire on vegetation, habitat and fuel 
reduction or arrangement. 
b. the fire intensity that would be controllable by 
fire fighting forces implicated by the treatment 
opti ons. 
c. the appropriateness of mechanically constructed fire 
breaks. 
d. the regenerative responses of the vegetation 
following fire. 
The vegetation types chosen were 
1. Grasslands - naturally grassy areas d,evoid of trees, 
principally used for cattle grazing and wildlife 
grazi ng. 
2. Oak-woodlands - open spaced oak (Quercus sp.) and 
pepperwood (Umbe11u1ari a californica) with grassy 
understorey. 
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3. Mixed or Forest Chaparral - emergent oak, pepperwood 
or conifers with understorey of brush consisting of 
chamise (Adenostoma fasci cu1atum) and manzanita 
(Arctostaphv1os sp.) with toyon (Heteromeles 
arbuti foli a). poison-oak (Toxi codendron 
di versi1oba ) , scrub oak (Quercus sp.), 
chaparral pea (Viola adunca), and yerba santa 
(Eri odi ctvon cali forni cum). 
4. Chaparral - brush dominated by chamise and 
J 
manzanita. 
5. Conifer groves - valuable and locally rare groves of 
redwood (Seauoi a sempervi rens). 
(See Map 7. : Vegetation Types.) 
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Map 7. : VEGETATION TYPES. 
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(10) VEGETATION AGE CLASSES. 
Considered important for wildlife habitat diversity. Prior 
to the 1980's, the Hill Ranch had not experienced fires of 
any note and the age class of the predominant vegetation 
(chaparral and oak-woodlands) was in the order of 60 years. 
With some recent burning (5 years to present), this data 
item has become relevant to the exercise and is included 
more for its future pertinence than for present 
deliberations. The chaparral management program stipulates 
that an age mosaic is desired for wildlands and the 
inclusion of vegetation age classes is closely linked with 
fire history and fuel loadings but should receive individual 
attention now and more so in future planning. 
Four classes can be used for the present exercise 
1. Decadent chaparral (over 60 years). 
2. Young chaparral (recently burnt). 
3. Vegetation other than chaparral over 60 years. 
4. Recently burnt vegetation other than chaparral . 
( 1 1 )  F U E L  L O A D I N G .  ( C r i t i c a l  D a t a  I t e m . )  
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This data item is included for its implications in regard 
to fuel hazard reduction operations. 
Three broad classes were chosen 
1. Low fuel loading (under 2 tons per acre) - not 
considered crucial in fuel hazard reduction 
operat i ons. 
2. Medium fuel loading (2 to 5 tons per acre) -
appropriate to be considered in fuel reduction 
operati ons. 
3. High fuel loadings (over 5 tons per acre) -
considered crucial for fuel hazard reduction. 
(See Map 8. : Fuel Loading.) 
Map 8. : FUEL LOADING. 
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(12) FIRE HISTORY. (Critical Data Item.) 
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The study area was divided according to recent fire 
history where possible. This data item is considered very 
important for the following reasons 
a. prescribed fire should not be allocated to areas 
recently burned due to the low ratios of age classes 
in the vegetation of the Hill Ranch. 
b. areas adjacent to burnt areas can utilize burnt 
areas as fire breaks. 
c. forage and browse for wildlife will be severely 
depleted if both decadent vegetation and young 
vegetation are burned in the same operation. 
Two classes of fire history can be used 
1. Areas not burned since 1920 - considered for fuel 
reducti on. 
2. Areas burned within the last 10 years - prescribed 
fire should be avoided - adjacent areas could use as 
a fire break. 
(See Map 9. : Fire History.) 
Map 9. : FIRE HISTORY. 
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(13) SOIL ERODIBILITY. 
Soil erodibility is considered a vital issue in the 
Chaparral Management Program. The directives and guidelines 
supplied in the environmental checklist and in 
correspondence with the USDA Soil Conservation Service and 
the Department of Fish and Game are quite explicit as to the 
precautionary measures to be taken with prescribed fire in 
relation to soil erosion and geological hazard areas. 
Soil maps indicate that the soils of the study area are 
predominantly of high erodibility and as such may severely 
limit the options available in fuel hazard reduction 
operat i ons. 
Three broad classes of soil erosion hazard were used 
1. Soils of low erodibility - considered appropriate 
for selection of fuel reduction treatment options 
based on other criteria. 
2. Soils of high erodibility but not considered 
geological hazards due to flat terrain or distance 
from water courses. 
3. Soils of high erodibility especially on steep slopes 
above water courses and/or vegetated by chaparral. 
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(14) AREAL EXTENT. 
The size of planning zones is used in calculations of 
policy satisfaction but is implicated here since prescribed 
burning operations generally involve only a portion of a 
total planning area. The intent of restricting the amount 
burned and the desirability of mosaic burning effects is 
catered for by this data item. 
Two classes were used 
1. Planning zones over 150 acres. 
2. Planning zones under 150 acres. 
(15) ADJACENCY TO FUEL LOADS. 
Continuity of fuels across planning area boundaries is a 
consideration in determining the risk of prescribed fire 
escape and the effort required to suppress an escape. The 
risk is hi gher where heavy fuel 1oads are adjacent to an 
area that is allocated a treatment involving fire. 
Three classes were chosen in order to utilize, and be 
consistent with data entered for fuel loadings as data item 
1 1 . 
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1. Adjacent to areas with low fuel loads. 
2. Adjacent to areas with medium fuel loads. 
3. Adjacent to areas with high fuel loads. 
(16) ADJACENCY TO RECENT BURNS. 
Two issues arise with respect to this data item - the area 
covered by recent burns will be extended contiguously if 
areas adjacent to recent burns are allocated treatments 
using fire. However recently burnt areas can act as natural 
fire breaks for areas adjacent to them. The issue of areal 
extent being increased by contiguous burning is addressed 
further in the data item 14. (Areal extent). 
Two classes were used 
1. Adjacent to recent burns. 
2. Not adjacent to recent burns. 
A 
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5.5.5 Planning Zones. 
The attributes of the study area were analysed for data 
selected for the Critical Data Item Set, mapped (Maps 3 
through 9.) and overlaid onto the base map to produce 
planning zones which are homogeneous with respect to all 
critical data items. The planning zones delineated by this 
process is shown in Map 10. : Planning Zones. 
The critical data item set and their respectve attribute 
classes are shown in Table 4. 
TABLE 5. : Critical Data Item Set and Attribute Classes. 
Data Item. Descri pti on. Attribute Classes. 
1 . Road Network - not adjacent to 
- bounded one side 
- bounded two sides 
- bounded three 
si des 
- bounded all sides 
2. Drainage 
7. SI ope 
- no water courses 
- bounded one side 
- bounded two sides 
- bounded three 
si des 
- flat terrain 
- moderate slopes 
- steep slopes 
8. Aspect - N and NE slopes 
- S and SW slopes 
- W and E slopes 
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Tab!e 5. (Cont.) 
9. Vegetation type 
1 2 . 
Fuel Loading 







med i um 
h i gh 
>10 years 
<10 years 
Boundaries produced by overlaying the maps showing 
critical data items were transferred to the "planning zone 
map" . 
(See Hap 10. : Planning Zones.) 
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Map 10. : PLANNING ZONES. 
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Each planning zone is then examined for each of the data 
items and a matrix constructed to show a coded class for 
each data item in each planning zone. Planning zones were 
numbered with a unique number commencing from the top left 
corner and passing systematically to the bottom right 
corner. 
The matrix therefore has array dimensions of 16 by 18 (16 
data items by 18 planning zones). 
NOTE : The actual burning operation conducted by the CDF and 
Marin County Fire Department was in zones 8 and 10 of the 
study area, and was planned to be a medium intensity fire 
using humidity recovery to limit fire size on day 1 of the 
operation, and the "black-line" created by this burn as 
control for the operations of day 2. This treatment strategy 
closely resembles Treatment Option 11 as detailed in Section 
5.5.2.2 of this chapter. 
5.5.6 Coding Data. 
Codes are used to show the attribute classes of data items 
in each planning zone. These codes are used in a program 
specifically written for the exercise to allow allocations 
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of ratings for preference policies to the ratings matrix for 
the planning area. 
5.5.6.1 Data Item Matrix 
This is constructed from data collected then coded for 
each planning zone and keyed into the computer following a 
prompt. 
5.5.6.2 Additional Data Items. 
The area of each planning zone is calculated using a 
scaled grid system. Areal extent of planning zones is 
important as an aid to fire prescription writing in 
assessing the rates of spread and areal coverage in 
prescriptions using humidity recovery as the method of 
limiting the size of the burn areas. The area of each 
planning zone is shown in Table 5 (Overleaf). 
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TABLE 6. : Planning Zone Areas. 
Zone Area 
1 1 63 
2 1 83 
3 1 74 
4 1 33 
5 142 
6 155 
7 1 1 1 
8 65 
9 1 46 
1 0 1 02 
1 1 1 38 
1 2 259 
1 3 1 28 
1 4 1 94 
1 5 1 1 4 
1 6 1 39 
1 7 249 
1 8 1 55 
5.5.7 Suitability. 
5.5.7.1 Rati ngs. 
Ratings were assigned to each attribute class of each data 
item based on perceived potential of that attribute class to 
satisfy each of the preference policies that have been 
generated for the exercise. 
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5.5.7.2 Policy Importance votes. 
Policy importance was placed at a maximum of 10 votes for 
any one policy for the first iteration with the view that in 
subsequent iterations the votes could be altered without the 
total number of votes being changed. Hence if the vote for 
one policy is increased there must be a matching decrease in 
the vote of another, or others. 
This procedure was adopted in order to simulate 
constraints that can be imposed on the planning team in 
order to arrive more explicitly at the relative importance 
of voi.es when compared to each other. In this way advocates 
of particular treatment options can argue for more 
importance to be placed on policies involving that option or 
manipulate votes for those policies relating to the 
treatments they favour. 
For the first iteration all policies have 10 votes and so 
consensus is not essential. Thereafter, however, consensus 
on votes must be reached for subsequent iterations. 
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5.5.8 PREFIRE — First Iteration. 
To achieve suitability scores for each of the Treatment 
options on each of the planning zones, the ratings and 
policy importance votes were entered into the PREFIRE 
computer program. 
Votes were entered directly from the keyboard following a 
prompt, but a coding program was used to assign the ratings 
to specified matrix positions (See Appendix B.7). 
5.5.8.1 Suitability Scores. 
Suitability scores for each treatment option were produced 
by the PREFIRE computer program for each planning zone and 
reported in descending order. The treatment options with the 
highest suitability scores were allocated to each of the 
planning zones to produce the first reference plan. 
This reference plan was compared to the actual plan 
implemented at the Hill Ranch- and the following features 
noted 
a. No planning constraints were violated. 
b. The treatment options selected for the area that was 
burnt in the actual operation (Planning Zones 8 and 
10), were not in total agreement with the actual 
treatment option used due to Treatment Option 7 
I Low intensity fires using "black-1ine") being 
selected for Planning Zone 8. However, virtually the 
same treatment option (T.O. 11) used in the actual 
operation was selected for Planning Zone 10. The 
actual burn called for some hand line clearing and 
upgrading of the road network, but relied 
extensively on humidity recovery to control fire 
spread. 
While using "black-1ine" strategies generally decrees a 
humidity recovery controlled burn to create the black line, 
this cannot be construed as commendation for the 
methodology. However, the selection of these two treatment 
options over those using mechanically constructed fire lines 
is encouraging considering the resource values at risk. 
Against this performance, however, it must also be noted 
that Treatment Option 11 was selected for the majority (11 
of 18) planning zones, representing 58% of the total study 
area, whilst T.O. 6 was selected for 4 planning zones (26.2% 
of the tota1). 
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Only 3 other treatment options were selected - T.O. 2. (No 
fires, mechanical reduction of fuels), T.O. 4. (LOW 
intensity fires using hand lines), and T.O. 6. (Low 
intensity fires using humidity recovery). 
The general avoidance of medium and high intensity fires 
raises two issues for consideration in further iterations. 
Firstly the biology of some chaparral species requires 
intense fires to stimulate germination of the hard coated 
seeds for there to be no compositional changes in the 
regenerating vegetation community. Secondly, the risk of 
erosion is increased by denudation of steep slopes and the 
possibility of creating hydrophobic soil layers. 
5.5.8.2 Policy Achievement. 
Policy achievement for those policies relating to 
Treatment Option 11 were understandably high and ranged from 
54% to 83% achievement. For most policies associated with 
treatment options that were not selected, the achievement 
levels were necessarily 0.0, whilst those relating to other 
selected treatment options ranged from 2% to 42%. 
Significantly, some policies that referred to selected 
treatment options had achievement levels of 0.0 (eg. 
Policies 7, 8 and 22), whilst some policies, despite being 
associated with treatment options that were not selected, 
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had achievement levels ranging from 42% to 74% (eg. Policies 
41 66 and 67 ) . 
Overal1 policy achievement, as would be expected with a 
large number of policies and the large number of treatment 
options being considered, was low at 13.9%. The reason for 
this is that, unlike land use allocation planning with the 
SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN system, where a small number of competing 
land uses are all allotted space in a large number of 
planning zones (thus assuring that all of the candidate land 
uses will feature in the plan), in SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE 
applications, the large number of possible combinations of 
fuel management strategies and smaller number of planning 
zones precludes selection of every treatment option. Hence 
the overall policy achievement will be low. 
The low value for overall policy achievement is not 
considered to detract from the efficacy of the methodology. 
This point would need to be explained to new planning team 
members or those with experience in land use applications 
using SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN. 
5.5.8.3 Evaluation. 
To attempt an increase for the overall policy achievement 
figure, and in view of the small number of treatment options 
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considered for such a diverse planning area, a second run of 
PREFIRE was implemented with deliberately small changes to 
the policy importance votes. Alterations to votes were kept 
small for the second iteration in an attempt to test the 
sensitivity of the iterative aspect of the methodology and 
to detect trends depicting possible changes in treatment 
options being selected by PREFIRE. 
The first reference plan summary was examined for small 
differences between suitability scores of 1st and 2nd ranked 
treatment options for each of the planning zones. Policy 
importance votes were then traded between these to develop a 
guide to the number of votes needing to be exchanged in 
order to reverse the ranking. 
The policies selected as being appropriate in this pursuit 
were those relating to the most frequently selected 
treatment options (T.O.'s 7 and 11). The policy importance 
of one policy relating to Treatment Option 7 was increased 
by one vote, whilst one vote was deducted from a policy 
relating to Treatment Option 11. Similarly votes were traded 
for T.O.'s 9 (+1) and 6 (-1), 15 (+1) and 7 (-1), 9 (+1) 
and 11 (-1), and 10 ( + 1) and 11 (-1). 
5.5.9 PREFIRE - Second Iteration. 
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The second run of PREFIRE, with policy importance vote 
changes, produced only one treatment option ranking change. 
This was in planning zone 18 where Treatment Option 7 
replaced Treatment Option 11. 
5.5.9.1 Suitability Scores. 
Suitability scores for T.O.s 11 and 7 were equal in the 
initial reference plan for Planning Zone 18. Where this 
occurs, the PREFIRE program will select the latter treatment 
option (for this exercise, T.O. 11). The changes to the 
policy importance votes were sufficient to break this 
deadlock (by a margin of 0.6) and reverse the ranking. 
Ranking margins for other chosen treatment options were 
narrowed and this served as a guide to trends in the 
sensitivity of the planning process associated with the 
linear programming in PREFIRE. (Linear programming produces 
an "efficient" solution - i.e. no slack, or, for each 
increase in policy achievement there must be an decrease in 
another or others.) 
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5.5.9.2 Policy Achievement. 
Policy achievements were largely unaltered, ranging from 
0.0% for those not represented in the interim (2nd 
iteration) plan to 74% (down 9% from the reference plan). 
Overall policy achievement remained the same at 13.9% 
5.5.9.3 Evaluation. 
The trends demonstrated by small changes made to policy 
importance votes provided sufficient encouragement to alter 
the same policies in the same direction by the same amount 
agai n. 
5.5.10 PREFIRE - Third Iteration. 
The third run of PREFIRE, with new votes, produced the 
expected result of changing the selected treatment options 
for more of the planning zones. This occurred for Planning 
Zones 7 and 8. The revised treatment option for Planning 
Zone 8., (one of the planning zones burned in the actual fuel 
management operation) was notable in that the new option was 
ranked not second but third, in the previous iteration, 
although it had enjoyed an increase in policy importance 
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votes assigned to a policy associated with it in the second 
i teration. 
The revised option for Planning Zone 8 (T.O. 9.) involves 
medium intensity fire using hand cleared fuel breaks. This 
is a noteworthy change when compared with the actual burn 
plan which involved some hand clearing of fuel breaks. 
5.5.10.1 Suitability Scores. 
Comparison of the suitability 
ranked treatment options showed 
0.2 with the two planning zones 
and 10), having margins of 1 and 
scores of first and second 
margins ranging from 22 to 
under closest scrutiny (8 
11 respeti ve1y. 
5.5.10.2 Policy Achievement. 
High scoring policies from previous plans again suffered 
diminution in policy achievement figures, to the benefit of 
policies that were becoming involved in the selected 
options. All other aspects remained virtually the same, 
including the overall policy achievement figure. 
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5.5.10.3 Evaluation. 
A trend for the first three ranking suitability scores to 
be separated by smaller margins, including the planning 
zones of most interest (P.Z.s 8 and 10). For this reason a 
fourth iteration was prepared with votes pertaining to 
policies associated with treatment options occupying third 
rank being increased at the expense of votes from high 
scoring treatment option policies. 
5.5.11 PREFIRE - Fourth Iteration. 
Interim planning summaries from the fourth iteration 
showed three treatment option selection changes. These were, 
in effect, reversions to earlier selected options for 
Planning Zones 5, 7 and 18. 
5.5.11.1 Suitability Scores. 
Significant narrowing of suitability ranking margins 
occurred and in three instances the third and second ranked 
options were reversed from the previous iteration. Planning 
Zones 8 and 10 were unaffected, although ranking margins 
were decreased slightly, especially with regard to that 
between first and third ranked options. 
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5.6.11.2 Policy Achievement. 
With the reversion to earlier selected treatment options 
there were understandable recoveries and losses in policy 
achievement figures for policies that were involved. In all 
four iterations the number of policies achieving positive 
figures (non-zero), remained the same at 31. This is due to 
the limited amount of manipulation that was implemented. 
No policy was given a vote above 12 nor below 8, and the 
majority remained at 10 throughout all four iterations. In 
an actual planning exercise this would obviously not be the 
case and with a greater number of treatment options becoming 
involved as the iterative process was followed, more 
policies would feature in the calculations. 
This would probably also apply to the overall policy 
achievement figure which remained at 13.9% throughout all 
four runs of PREFIRE. 
5.5.11.3 Evaluation. 
Trends that were highlighted by selectively small policy 
importance vote manipulations are considered to indicate the 
directions in which the planning process could be taken. 
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Close inspection of ranking margins can be used to determine 
the most likely changes that could be made without drastic 
alteration to votes, and the plans produced by them would 
incur sufficient small alterations from one plan to the next 
to allow better comparisons between them. 
5.6 DISCUSSION. 
At this point (after four iterations), the exercise was 
halted since the purpose of the case study was merely to 
illustrate the workings and the applicability of the 
methodology in fuel management planning. 
Whilst the exercise was conducted by a planning team of 
only one, it was able to demonstrate the method by which the 
values entertained by planning team members would shape the 
interactions and consequently the direction in which 
successive developments of the iterative planning process 
would take. 
By focusing on two planning zones for which expert 
judgement, in the form of a prescribed burning operation 
planning document, was available, the process of trading 
votes between policies relating to different treatment 
options was illustrated to good effect. The similarities 
between the actual plan and those selected by the PREFIRE 
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program amply demonstrate the value of technical judgement 
in the form of ratings for resource attributes in this 
process. The link between resources and treatment options 
was well established by the methodology and the potential 
for the procedural legitimacy was also well demonstrated. 
Each iteration was completed in under 30 minutes (PREFIRE 
running time being 18 minutes of this). Such economy of time 
can be attributed to computer time availability constraints 
and a planning team of one. However, by observing the 
general technique of many small changes rather than complex 
alterations to voting, a larger planning team, with a more 
powerful (faster) version of PREFIRE, would be capable of 
equally rapid confirmation of the most desirable plan. 
CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
6.1 SUMMARY. 
T.he purpose of this study was to describe and analyse the 
aop1 icat ion of the SIRO-PLAN methodology to fuel management 
planning for natural areas. This was done by i rst i 
establishing tne contexts within which fire management 
planning operates ana the requirements governing the 
production cf fuel management plans. Secondly, literature 
review of accepted plann-ng theories was used to introduce 
and to delineate the strengths and weaknesses of current 
planning methodologies. 
Comparisons between these theories were made in order to 
provide a basis for evaluation of the 3IR0-PLAN philosophy. 
The comparisons included examination of the underlying 
philosophies and the practical aspects of interdiscip1inary 
team planning and the role of public participation in the 
planning process. 
The planning theories used in this comparison were the 
synoptic, incremental, transactive, advocacy and radical 
planning theories. Comparisons were based on how well each 
of the planning theories addressed factors such as the 
public interest, the human dimensions of decision 
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consequences, the feasibility of planning method processes, 
potential for implementation of the plans produced, the 
descriptive and normative aspects of problem solving, and 
provision for learning from those being planned for. 
within that content, the role of the planner and trie 
s k i  lis required b y  the planner in land use and f u e l  
management were also discussed. 
Models of public participation were analysed from the 
standpoint of objectives for public input, the advantages 
and disadvantages that accrue to the planning process from 
group decision-making and various methods of involving the 
public in the planning process. 
The factors governing the utility of decision support 
systems were elucidated to provide a basis -or fc;-
evaluation of the LUFLAN decision support system used in the 
SIRO-PLAN approach and recent advances in the capabilities 
of computerised decision and planning aids were presented. 
The SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN L a n d  Use Planning System was t h e n  
explained in detail ana the modifications and adaptations 
that were made to that system for use in prescribed tire and 
fuel management planning were expounded. The adapted version 
- SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE - was e/aluated in relation co the 
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special problems associated with planning fuel management, 
espacially the use of planned ignition prescribed fire. In 
order to provide a basis for comparison in this regard a 
section deal ir,g with current fuel management planning 
approaches was presented from literature review. 
Finally, the suitability of the SIRO-PLAN/P'EFIRE 
metivodo logy was tested for decision making in fuel 
management planning by using the results of two 
demonstration exercises, one of which was reported in detail 
in this paper. 
6.2 CONCLUSIONS. 
6.2.1 SIRO-PLAN. 
Based on the results of the two demonstration exercises, 
and particularly the exercise reported in this paper, it is 
concluded that the SIRO-PLAN methodology has value as a 
responsible approach to achieving fuel management objectives 
whilst accurately abiding by legislative requirements with 
regard to resources being managed and those parties with 
legitimate interest in the resources and the outcome of the 
planning process. 
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Comparison of the basic philosophy of the SIRO-PLAN 
process with current planning theories showed that the SIRO-
"•-"N system confers the flexibility required in the present 
dynamic planning environment. SIRO-PLAN is ideally suited to 
providing the basis for accommodating any level resolution 
of planning task through controls on such aspects as 
defining the level of data required, making explicit, the 
values of those involved in the planning process, and 
allowing transactive interaction to shape the evolution of 
the planning process. 
By seeking specific, rather than general. public and 
interdiscip1inary input, the methodology can begin the 
process of issue resolution before a plan is produced. This 
ordering of events assists the planners avoiding the plan 
becoming an issue in itself. In this way SIRO-PLAN also 
circumvents the time consuming task of producing a plan and 
then inviting comment from interested parties. Issues are 
therefore addressed before the plan producing stage, so that 
the issues will have bearing on the plan and the process 
which forms it, rather than being created or confounded by 
the results of the planning process. 
By utilizing a formalised expression of values which aiso 
allows for transactive influences on those values, planners 
can benefit from the iterative aspects of SIRO-PLAN to 
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©ff©ct i ve 1 y and effi c I entl y arrive at consensus regarding 
plans that are produced. The combining of political 
judgement with technical judgement in the decision support 
system (LUPLAN), gives an easily understood comparative 
measure of suitability of land uses, controls or management 
activities for particular land units. This is seen as a very 
powerful! aspect of SIRO-PLAN, especially in view of the 
constraints currently being imposed on land use allocation 
and land management planning. 
Public involvement at the pre-planning stage will alert 
the planning team to the desires entertained by the 
community, and to the level of importance perceived for the 
issues being addressed. Professional expertise can be 
incorporated from as wide an interdiscip1inary spectrum as 
is required and available for each planning task such that 
data requirements are identified before any collection of 
data is initiated. When data is not available, decisions as 
to the necessity of its collection can be made following the 
formulation of the policies which will guide the planning. 
Avoidance of unnecessary data collection is considered 
another of SIRO-PLAN's strong points. 
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6.2.2 SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE. 
The applicability of the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE approach tc 
decisicn making in fuel management planning was established 
through two case studies. The first, a small demonstration 
e-erci se, could be -• nt J i t i ve 1 y .judged to determine how well 
the system observed the constraints and expressed values 
criteria placed on the selection of treatment options for 
land urits. Based on the success c-f this first exe-cise the 
methodology was further tested against an actual prescribed 
burn operation and found to achieve the same level of 
success. 
From this second application it was concluded that the 
advantages conferred on land use planning by the SIRO-
PLAN/LUPLAN system, also accrue, with some reservations, to 
fuel management planning with the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE 
methodology. These reservations are as follows 
a. SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE does not seek to allocate all of the 
possible treatment options to planning zones and so policy 
satisfaction figures, which are expressed as percentages, 
will always include a large proportion of zero satifaction. 
Additionally, the overall policy achievement will be a low 
figure, which could lead to disappointment for the planning 
team ("which will include lay persons) unless this aspect is 
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pointed out before an initial reference plan is produced. 
b. In SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN applications, the suitability of a 
planning zone for a particular 1 and use will not diminish 
when that land use is implemented, whereas in SIRO-
PLAN/PREFIRE, the suitability of a planning zone for a fuel 
management strategy wi11 be rendered void once that strategy 
is implemented. The data base for all other planning zones 
will also change and hence there will be a requirement for 
continual re-planning following each fuel management 
operation for a planning area. While this may be 
environmentally sound, it may prove to be impractical on 
anything but large scale considerations where-environmenta1 
impact statements are required by law. 
c. Despite providing procedural legitimacy through the 
politically ratified systeme of PREFIRE, any fuel management 
plan would need to go through two applications before a 
prescription for any application was achieved. The first 
application would be to establish broad correlations between 
the resources, the objectives for fuel management and public 
expectations of the outcomes, and the second to establish 
how those factors could be accomplished. The second 
application would be conducted by fuel management 
specialists, without the same level of public and 
interdiscip1inary involvement. 
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This process may be no more efficient than that currently 
employed whereby the fuel management specialists devise a 
broad plan and then prescriptions for soecific operations 
within tnac plan, and then seek comment from relevant 
aisciplines and the public. 
d. The SIRO-PLAN approach sheds no new light, on the 
problem of identifying the most relevant publics tc be 
involved in the planning process. However, this normative 
deficiency is common to all current planning processes which 
involve public participation, and it is therefore not a 
unique deficiency of the SIRO-PLAN approach. Guidelines 
issued with legislative requirements for larger land 
management agencies go some way in identifying relevant 
invo1vements. 
Against those reservations, the study also expounded many 
virtues of the SIRO-PLAN approach to fuel management 
planning. First., and most importantly, the SIRO-
PLAN/PREFIRE methodology derived treatment options which 
agreed with those of prescribed fire specialists and which 
were actually (and successfully) implemented in the area 
used as a case study for this paper. Second, and of equal 
significance, this agreement was achieved using the same 
data base as was used for the actual operation. 
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Application of SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE is considered to have 
improved on the actual plan in as much as it provided 
suitability for all of the planning area for the treatment 
strategies that were chosen for consideration in the 
exercise. This aspect confers advantages in the following 
ways :-
a. Suitability scores can be used to evaluate the order in 
which fuel management operations should be implemented. 
Priority can be established, at least by inference, through 
policy e-pressions regarding hazards and values at risk, 
whereby the suitability scores can be utilized to indicate 
treatment options involving "time of year" constraints. 
b. The process is ideally suited to the transactive 
theories of decision making in planning and would benefit 
all spheres of involvement. By involving i nterd i sc i p 1 i nary-
specialists and representatives of interest groups from the 
general public, the ecological and social role of fuel and 
vegetation manipulation in land management would become more 
succinctly defined for planners as well as for those with an 
interest in the resources to be managed. 
c. By creating a politically ratified process of decision 
making in the construction of a fuel management plan, the 
SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE approach provides a firmer basis for 
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accountability considerations. The approach assures planners 
of recognising and observing all legal constraints, 
guidelines from clients and other disciplines as well as the 
expressed values of relevant and affected interest groups. 
Avoidance of inadverta'nt violations of these planning 
constraints is therefore assured and the only possible cause 
fcr contention then comes from the process of determining a 
balance amongst competing preferences. 
d. The SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE approach provides procedural 
efficiency as well as procedural legitimacy through aspects 
such as avoidance of unnecessarily wasteful data collection, 
early identification of issuers that have bearing on the 
plan, efficacy and sensitivity of small changes in policy 
importance votes, ability to predict likely changes and to 
evaluate desirability of these changes, and the use of 
comparative measures for expressing peoples values and how 
well they are represented in the produced plans. 
e. The approach promises to equal any other predictive 
modelling system currently in use for fuel management 
planning. Simulation modelling of possible future data bases 
is possible with PREFIRE by replacing actual data with 
simulated data as would apply following successful 
implementation of a treatment option for a planning zone. 
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6.2.3 Management Implications. 
In view of the recent and continuing adoption of the SIRO-
PLAN system and its attendant computer decision support 
system LUPLAN, for land use management applications both in 
Australia and abroad, the experience required for 
application of the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE approach to fuel 
management is being gained by an increasing number of land 
management authorities. It would need only moderate 
extension of that experience to have the SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE 
approach adopted by local authorities having responsibility 
for prescribed fire use regulation and implementation. 
Most land management agencies, and certainly all the major 
authorities, use computers in everyday affairs and since 
PREFIRE has bee written for the most commonly used hardware 
(IBM or IBM compatible computers) there is little impediment 
to its immediate application following acquisition of the 
software. The LUPLAN package is available for practically 
all commonly used computer systems and by reading "treatment 
option" for "land use" the user can produce plans that are > 
virtually identical to those produced by PREFIRE. 
Legislative constraints and accountability would suggest 
that approaches that are more responsive to public and 
professional scrutiny are required in the sphere of fuel 
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management planning. The need has been established (by Law), 
the expertise to implement plans has existed for some time-
what is required now is a sensitive method of linking the 
ideas with the most appropriate action. SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE, 
even in its present form, is offered as a strong candidate 
for adoption as that method. 
6.2.4 Suggestions for Further Research. 
Obviously the improvements that have been recently made to 
the LUPLAN suite of programs, such as localised adjustment 
capabilities (selective and conditional re-allocations), and 
the geographic information system (LUPIS) should be examined 
for appropriateness as additions to the PREFIRE 
capabi1i t i es. 
A second direction for research is seen in attempting a 
method of normalising policy achievement figures against the 
number of treatment options selected. The advantages that 
would accrue from this are minor but would assist planners 
having to justify low figures, particularly for overall 
policy satisfaction. 
The predictive capabilities and also the appropriateness 
of sleeted treatment options would be enhanced if adjacency 
regulation could be built into the PREFIRE programs. 
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Policies that express preference for allocation of treatment 
options for planning zones that are conditional on the 
treatment option selected for adjacent planning zones cannot 
be accommodated by the current version of PREFIRE. This 
deficiency. incidentally, is seen to apply to land use 
allocations with the current LUPLAN versions also. 
The expression of general policies (such as those to limit 
certain aspects of fuel management activities over all 
planning zones) is also seen as a potentially fruitful line 
of research. The approach adopted to date has been to 
produce opposing scenarios, akin to traditional methods of 
preferred and alternate plan production for public display, 
out this approach is sen to impose preconceived and 
potentially presumptious values on the planning approach. 
The advantages that would be gained from finding a way to 
regulate the areal extent or the number of planning zones 
that can be assigned a particular treatment option would 
ensure that the principles of mosaic vegetation patterns 
could be accommodated within the iterative process of plan 
production rather than by evaluation of the plans following 
each iteration. This would save time and also avoid 
inadvertant overuse or underuse of any one fuel management 
strategy - an important aspect of habitat manipulation, 
vegetation composition and distribution, and continuity of 
fue1s. 
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All of the above research possibilities would be 
superfluous, however, should there be no further research 
conducted into the application of the methodology as it 
currently stands. The most pressing research need for this 
proposed approach is to select a natural area and to conduct 
an application of the methodology comp>ete with 
interdiscip1inary and public input, implement the plan 
produced by that process and evaluate the results. 
Only from such results will the applicability of the SIRO-
PLAN approach to decision making in,fuel management planning 
fcr natural areas be truly established. This paper has been 
the first step in that quest. 
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY. 
Adopted plan - plan adopted by the managing authority. It 
can be the plan produced as the final iteration in tne 
planning process, or, in a situation where time runs 
Out, a favoured plan from orevious iterations. 
Base Mao - study area with planning zones del . neated 
according to homogeneity of areas with resoect to a"i 
data 'terns of tne cr•;ica1 data item set. 
Scde (also : Data Item Code or Coding) - a single number 
5.1 "i ocatea for each class of attribjte ie.g. : - wood 1 ana 
ic^ass; vegetation is code 4 of data item 2. i 
Coding - see coae. 
Constraints - laws, directives and guidelines 
adnerec; to in tne production of a plan 
area. 
Critical Data Item - data item used to divide the study area 
into homogeneous zones according to the attribute 
classes of the land with respect to that data item. 
> 
Critical Data Item Set - subset of data items selected from 
complete set and used to delineate planning zones 
within the planning exercise area (study areai. 
C.S.I.P.O. - Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organisat i on. 
Item - attribute of a land area (e.g.:- vegetation 
tyces ) 
Item Class - attrioute class of a land area according 
to a particular data item (e.g.:- data item = slope : 
c1 ass = steep ) . 
Item Code - see Coae. 
Item Matrix - matri* of coded data item classes for 
each planning zone <matrix size is number of data items 
by number of planning zones). 
Directive - an expression of a specific objective for the 
study area. These are normally issued by a managing 
authority or agency of a study area. 
Exclusion Rule - a statement wh ; ch asserts that a certain 
treatment option wiii oe forbidden from a planning zone 
which must be 
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treatment option will be fcrbidcien from a planning zone 
due to impacts from that treatment being 
environmentally or socially unacceptable. 
Guideline - an expression of general objectives for areas 
such as the study area. 
-3'»1 at ive constraints - laws which govern management 
cract•ces tor the study area. 
LUPLAN [ A Land Use PLANoni ng program package ] - a computer 
program package developed by the C.S.I.R.O. to be used 
in conjunction with SIRO-PLAN for land use planning in 
Australia. 
Mapping Unit - see Planning Zone. 
Overall Policy Achievement - the degree to which all 
policies are satisfied by a plan. 
Planning Zone (also Mapping Unit) - one unit of the managed 
area which is homogenedus with respect to the data 
items selected to delineate plaznning zones (the 
critical data items). 
Policy - guideline for treatment option selection supported 
by the objectives of the management of the study area. 
Policy Achievement (also Policy Satisfaction) - the degree 
to which an individual policy is satisfied in a plan. 
Policy Satisfaction - see Policy Achievement. 
Policy Importance Votes ( also Policy Weightings or Policy 
Votes) - expressions of preference between policies 
relating to a study area. 
Policy Votes - see Policy Importance Votes. 
Policy Weightings - see Policy Importance Votes. 
Preference Policy - an expression of preference for a 
particular treatment option in areas having attributes 
favouring the use of that treament option (generally 
expressed as "Give preference to option X in areas with 
attribute class V of data item Z."). 
PREFIRE [ PREscri bed FIRE use planning program ] - a 
computer program based on LUPLAN to be used in 
conjunction with the SIRO-PLAN methodology in fuel 
management planning. 
Prescribed Fire - for this exercise a planned ignition fire 
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prescribed such that fire intensity can be predicted 
and the effects of the fire can be controlled. This 
exercise does not address unplanned ignition 
prescription fires (i.e.:- fires ignited by natural 
causes and meeting prescriptions laid down by the 
managing authority). 
Primary Data Items - data items, including critical data 
items, coded for inclusion in the data item matrix. 
Rating - the extent to which a treatment option will satisfy 
each policy if applied to an individual planning zone. 
Rating Weights - ratings expressed as percentage. 
Reference Plan - the first plan produced after applying the 
SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE methodology. Subsequent iterations 
replace the reference plan until a plan is produced 
which becomes the adopted plan. 
SIPG-PLAN - a procedural methodology developed in Australia 
by the C.S.I.R.O. for land use planning. 
Suitability Score - the extent to which the allocation of a 
particular treatment option to a particular planning 
zone will contribute to the satisfaction of policies 
relating to the use of that treatment option. 
Treatment Option - optional treatment or management action 
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APPENDIX B. SIRO-PLAN/PREFIRE - INPUT. 
B.1 : TREATMENT OPTIONS. 
No fires but hand clear accumulations of fuel. 
No fires but mechanically reduce accumulations of 
f ue 1 . 
Low intensity fires using natural fuel breaks. 
Low intensity fires using hand cleared fuel breaks. 
Low intensity fires using mechanically cleared fuel 
breaks. 
Low intensity fires using humidity recovery to 
contain fire size. 
Low intensity fires using "black-line" fuel break. 
Medium intensity fires using natural fuel breaks. 
Medium intensity fires using hand cleared fuel 
breaks. 
Medium intensity fire using mechanically 
constructed fuel breaks. 
Medium intensity fire using humidity recovery to 
limit f i re size. 
Medium intensity fire using "black-line" fuel 
breaks. 
High intensity fire using natural fuel breaks. 
High intensity fire using mechanically constructed 
fuel breaks. 
High intensity fire using humidity recovery to 
contain fire size. 
High intensity fire using "black-line" fuel breaks. 
Appendix B.2 :  PREFERENCE POLICIES. 
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A. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 1. 
(No fires but hand clear accumulations of fuel.) 
1. Give preference to treatment option 1 in areas of 
archaeological significance. 
2. Give preference to treatment option 1 in areas of 
rare, endangered or locally important vegetation 
specles. 
3. Give preference to treatment option 1 in areas 
containing developments and structures. 
4. Give preference to treatment option 1 in areas of 
high soil erodibility. 
5. Give preference to treatment option 1 in areas 
under 60 hectares. 
B. ^reference Policies relating to Treatment Option 2. 
(No fires but mechanically reduce accumulations of fuel.) 
6. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas of 
low soil erodibility. 
7. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas 
adjacent to high fuel accumulations. 
8. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas of 
high fuel loads. 
9. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas of 
flat terrain or moderate slopes. 
10. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas 
adjacent to neighbouring land. 
11. Give preference to treatment option 2 in areas 
under 60 hectares. 
C. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 3. 
(Low intensity fires using natural fuel breaks.) 
12. Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas of 
low fuel loads. 
13. Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas that 
are predominantly grasslands or oak-woodlands. 
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1 4 .  Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas 
adjacent to., areas recently burnt. 
15. Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas of 
high soil erodibility. 
16. Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas cf 
steep terrain. 
D. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 4. 
(Low intensity fires using hand cleared fuel breaks.) 
17. Give preference to treatment option 4 in areas of 
grassland or oak-wood 1 and. 
18. Give preference to treatment option 4 in areas of 
high fuel loads. 
19. Give preference to treatment option 4 in areas 
adjacent to areas with high fuel loads. 
20. Give preference to treatment option 4 in areas 
adjacent to recent burns. 
21. Give preference to treatment option 4 in soils of 
1ow erodlbi1i ty. 
22. Give preference to treatment option 4 on areas 
containing rare or threatened species. 
23. Give preference to treatment option 4 on areas 
containing archaeological sites. 
Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 5. 
(Low intensity fires using mechanically cleared fuel 
breaks.) 
24. Give preference to treatment option 5 in areas of 
grassland or oak-woodland. 
25. Give preference to treatment option 5 in areas of 
low fuel loading. 
26. Give preference to treatment option 5 on areas 
adjacent to areas with high fuel loads. 
27. Give preference to treatment option 5 on areas with 
low soil erodibility. 
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28. Give preference to treatment option 5 in areas 
adjacent to neighbours. 
h. Preference Pol icies relating to Treatment Option 6. 
•Low intensity fires using humidity recovery to contain 
^ re size.) 
29. Give preference to treatment option 6 in areas of 
high fuel loads. 
30. Give preference to treatment option 6 in areas cf 
steep terrain. 
31. Give preference to treatment option 6 in areas 
bounded by roads, creeks and other natural fuel 
breaks. 
32. Give preference to treatment option 6 in areas of 
grassland or oak-woodland. 
33. Give preference to treatment option 6 in areas 
adjacent to areas with low fuel loads. 
34. Give preference to treatment option 6 on areas with 
predominantly northerly aspects. 
Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 7. 
(Lew intensity fire using "black-line" fuel breaks.) 
35. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas 
adjacent to recent burns. 
36. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas with 
highly erodible soils. 
37. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas of 
steep terrain. 
38. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas that 
are predominantly grassland or oak-woodland. 
39. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas 
adjacent to neighbours. 
40. Give preference to treatment option 7 in areas not 
bounded by roads creeks or other natural breaks. 
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H. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 8. 
(Medium intensity fires using natural fuel breaks.) 
41. Give preference to treatment option 8 in areas 
adjacent to recently burnt areas. 
42. Give preference to treatment option 8 on areas 
bounded by roads and creeks. 
43. Give preference to treatment option 8 in areas with 
low fuel loading. 
44. Give preference to treatment option 8 in areas of 
highly erodible soils. 
45. Give preference to treatment option 3 in areas with 
predominantly northerly aspect. 
46. Give preference to treatment option 8 in areas 
adjacent to areas with low fuel loadings. 
I. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 9. 
(Medium intensity fire using hand cleared fire breaks.) 
47. Give preference to treatment option 9 in areas of 
steep terrain. 
48. Gwe preference to treatment option 9 in areas or 
low fuel loading. 
49. Give preference to treatment option 9 in areas with 
predominantly north aspect. 
50. Give preference to treatment option 9 in areas 
adjacent to areas with low fuel loadings. 
51. Give preference to treatment option 9 in areas with 
soil of high erodibility. 
52. Give preference to treatment option 9 in areas less 
than 60 hectares. 
j. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 10. 
(Medium intensity fires using mechanically constructed 
fue1 breaks.) 
53. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas of 
moderate slope. 
k 
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54. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas of 
high fuel loads. 
55. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas 
containing decadent chaparral. 
56. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas of 
predominantly southerly aspects. 
57. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas of 
low soil erodibility. 
58. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas 
without natural fuel breaks. 
59. Give preference to treatment option 10 in areas 
over 60 hectares. 
Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 11. 
(Medium intensity fires using humidity recovery to limit 
the size of fire.) 
60. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas of 
high fuel loading. 
61. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas of 
decadent chaparral. 
62. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas of 
steep terrain. 
63. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas 
bounded by roads, creeks and other natural fuel 
breaks. 
64. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas 
over 60 hectares. 
65. Give preference to treatment option 11 in areas of 
predominant1y northerly aspects. 
L. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 12. 
(Medium intensity fire using "black-line" as fuel 
breaks.) 
66. Give preference to treatment option 12 in areas 
adjacent to recent burns. 
6 7  Give preference to treatment option 12 in steep 
terrai n. 
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68. Give preference to treatment option 12 in high fuel 
loads. 
69. Give preference to treatment option 12 in areas 
bounded by roads. 
70. Give preference to treatment option 12 in areas 
with highly erodible soils. 
71. Give preference to treatment option 12 in areas of 
predominant southerly aspect. 
M. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 13. 
(High intensity fires using natural fuel breaks only.) 
72. Give preference to treatment option 13 in areas 
adjacent to recently burnt areas. 
73. Give preference to treatment option 13 in areas of 
decadent chaparral. • 
74. Give preference to treatment option 13 in steep 
terrai n. 
75. Give preference to treatment option 13 in areas 
bounded by roads, creeks and other natural fire 
breaks. 
76. Give preference to treatment option 13 on north 
aspects. 
77. Give preference to treatment option 13 on areas 
under 60 hectares. 
78. Give preference to treatment option 13 on areas of 
high soil erodibility but not geological hazard. 
N. Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 14. 
(High intensity fire using mechanically constructed fuel 
breaks.) 
79. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas of 
decadent (=> 40 yrs.) chaparral.) 
80. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas of 
flat terrain or moderate slope. 
31. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas of 
low soil erodibility. 
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82. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas 
without natural fire breaks. 
83. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas 
over 60 hectares. 
84. Give preference to treatment option 14 in areas of 
high fuel load. 
Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 15. 
(High intensity fire using humidity recovery to contain 
size of f i re. ) 
85. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas of 
decadent chaparral. 
86. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas of 
steep terrain. 
87. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas 
adjacent to areas of high fuel loading. 
88. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas 
adjacent to recently burnt areas. 
89. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas 
over 60 hectares. 
90. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas of 
high soil erodibility. 
91. Give preference to treatment option 15 in areas of 
high fuel loads. 
Preference Policies relating to Treatment Option 16. 
(High intensity fire using "black-line" fuel break) 
92. Give preference to treatment option 16 in areas 
adjacent to recently burnt areas. 
93. Give preference to treatment option 16 in steep 
terrai n. 
94. Give preference to treatment option 16 in areas of 
high soil erodibility. 
95. Give preference to treatment option 16 in areas of 
decadent chaparral. 
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96. Give preference to treatment option 16 in areas 
over 60 hectares. 
97. Give preference to treatment option 16 in areas not 
bounded by creeks or roads. 
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Appendix B.3 :  AVOIDANCE POLICIES. 
Avoidance Policies relating to All Treatment Options. 
1. Avoid fires in areas containing riparian zones of 
feeder creeks of Hal leek Creek. 
2. Avoid high intensity fires on geological hazard 
areas. 
3. Avoid high intensity fire in old vegetation other 
than chaparral. 
4. Avoid fires in areas containing developments. 
5. Avoid high intensity fires in areas of 
archaeological significance. 
6. Avoid high intensity fires in areas containing 
locally important vegetation communities. 
APPENDIX C :  PREFIRE LISTING. 
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Appendix C.1 :  PREFIRE (Loading).  
10 REM PREFIRE LOADING 
100 ' PROGRAM WRITTEN BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEB., 1987. 
110 ' * * * PREFIRE LOADING PROGRAM * * * 
115 PRINT CHRi(12) 
120 PRINT-.PRINT sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT 
130 PRINT TAB(10);"WELCOME TO PREFIREPRINTsPRINT 
140 PRINT TAB(10)|"A PRESCRIBED FIRE USE OPTIONS PLANNING PACKAGE.":PRINT:PRINTJ 
PRINT 
150 PRINT TAB<10); "THIS PACKAGE IS BASED ON THE AUSTRALIAN LAND USE PLANNING SYS 
TEM" 
160 PRINT TAB(10){"DESIGNED IN AUSTRALIA BY THE COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDU 
STRIAL" 
170 PRINT TAB(10)J"RESEARCH ORGANISATION, DIVISION OF WATER AND LAND RESOURCES, 
CANBERRA," 
180 PRINT TAB(10) {"AND CALLED - SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN."sPRINT sPRINT 
190 PRINT TAB(IO){"WILL THERE BE A HARD COPY PRINT-OUT " 
192 PRINT TABUO) "REQUIRED FOR THIS"} 
195 INPUT" EXERCISE (Y)ES OR <N)0 "{ANS$ 
200 IF ANS*<>"Y" AND ANS*<>"N" THEN 190 
210 IF ANSt="N" THEN RUN "TITLE" 
220 IF ANSi="Y" THEN GOTO 225 
225 PRINTsPRINT TAB(10)"PLEASE TURN ON PRINTER AND SET TO TOP OF A NEW PAGE.":PR 
INT 
226 PRINT TAB<9)" "5 
227 INPUT "HAS THIS BEEN DONE <Y)ES OR <N)0 ";BNS<: IF BNS«<>"Y" AND BNS«>"N" T 
HEN 227 
228 IF BNS*="Y" THEN 230; IF BNS*="N" THEN PRINT :PRINT"WAITING" :PRINT-.GOTO 225 
230 LPRINT"*******# ******** ********* *  ******* ** ******** *********" 
240 LPRINT"********* ********* ********* *  ******* ** ********* *********" 
250 LPRINT"** ** ** *» * *  * ** ** ** **" 
260 LPniNT"5* ** *« ** «* * ** ** ** **" 
270 LPRINT"********* ********* ******* * ***** ** ********* *******" 
280 LPRINT"******** ****•*«• ******* * ***** ** ******** *******" 
290 LPRINT"** ** ** ** * ** ** ** **" 
300 LPRINT"** ** ** ** * ** ** ** **H 
310 LPRINT"** ** ** ********* * ** ** ** *********" 
320 LPRINT"** ** ** ********* * ** ** ** *********" 
330 LPRINTsLPRINTiLPRINT 
332 PRINT TAB(IO) "WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE STUDY"; 
333 INPUT" AREA"{SAt 
334 LPRINT "STUDY AREA : "JSA* 
336 LPRINTsLPRINTiLPRINt 
338 PRINT TAB(IO) "WHAT IS THE CODE NAME FOR THE "I 
339 INPUT"EXERCISE "|CN* 
340 LPRINT "CODE NAME : "{CNi:LPRINT:LPRINTjLPRINT 
348 INPUT "WHAT IS TODAY'S DATE "}DAi 
350 LPRINT "EXERCISE RUN ON s "J DA* 
360 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT s LPRINT 
370 RUN "INDEX" 
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Appendix C.2'  :  TITLE. 
10 REM TITLE 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1901 
105 'REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEBRUARY 19 
B7 
110 ' * * * TITLE TO PREFIRE PACKAGE * * * 
120 PRINT CHR*(12)tPRINT: VERS*»"2.0 "t 
125 ' 
130 PRINT" ******** ********* ********* ** ******** **** 
*****" 
140 PRINT" ***«**•*« ********* ********* ********* ** ********* **** 
*****" 
150 PRINT" ** ** ** «* ** ** ** *» ** **" 
160 PRINT" ** »* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **-
165 PRINT" ********* ****«•**« ******* ** ********* **** 
***" 
168 PRINT" ******** ******** ******* ** ******** **** 
***" 
170 PRINT" ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **" 
175 PRINT" ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **" 
178 PRINT" *# ** ** ********* ** ** ** ** **** 
«****" 
180 PRINT" ** «* ** ********* ** ** ** ** **** 
* * * • * "  
190 ' 
220 PRINTsPRINTsPRINT TAB(22U"A PREscribed FIRE use planning program.PRINT 
230 PRINT TAB(24)f"Based on a program developed by the " 
240 PRINT TAB(7);HLand Use Planning Group, Division of Water and Land Resources, 
CSIRO."sPRINT TAB<31U"CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA." 
250 PRINTsPRINTsPRINT TAB<29)I"Version ";VERS*1" "DATE*5TAB(65)I"CAny Key3"{: R 
*=INPUT«(l)t RUN "INDEX" 
Appendix C.3 : INDEX 
10 REM INDEX 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ. CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 
REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, 
* * * INDEX Tfl PREFIRE PACKAGE * * # 












PRINT TAB(25)t"1 INPUT/ALTER DATA ITEMS"sPRINT TAB<25){"2 INPUT MAP BA 
PRINT TAB(25);"3 INPUT, CALCULATE, ALTER RATINGS" 
PRINT TAB(25)t"A PREFIRE - PART 1MsPRINT TAB(25)J"5 PREFIRE - PART 2" 
PRINT TAB(25);"6 TREATMENT OPTIONS MAP"sPRINT TAB(25){"7 REMOVE EXERCI 
SE"sPRINT TAB(25);"8 CONTACT ADDRESS"sPRINT TAB(25);"9 FINISH"sPRINT 
160 PRINTsPRINTsPRINT TAB(25);"ENTER YOUR SELECTION "sPRINT TAB(IB)J"(Just the n 
umber - don't hit enter.)";sA*=INPUT*<I)s A=VAL(A*) 
170 IF A<1 OR A>9 THEN PRINT CHR«(7)sPRINT TAB(15)"SELECTION IS OUT OF RANGE - M 
BE 1 TO 9."{CHR*(7)sFOR X=1 TO 1500:NEXT XsGOTO 120 
ON A GOTO 220, 230, 185, 190, 200, 210, 240, 260, 250 
PRINT CHR<(12){"LOADING ENTER/ALTER RATINGS."sRUN"ALTRATS" 
CHR$(12)sPRINT"LOADING PREFIRE - PART l"sRUN "PREFIRE1" 
CHR*(12)sPRINT "LOADING PREFIRE - PART 2"sRUN"PART2" 
CHR$(12)sPRINT"LOADING TREATMENT OPTIONS MAP"sRUN"PREFIREM" 
DATA ITEM INPUT"sRUN"PREFIRED" 
























PRINT CHR*(12)I"FOR INFORMATION ON 'PREFIRE 
HODOLOGY"sPRINT "PLEASE CONTACT s"sPRINT sPRINT 
270 PRINT "BRIAN LORD OR 
"C/o FORESTRY SCHOOL, 
"UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, 















OR 'THE SIRO-PLAN/LUPLAN ' MET 
BRIAN LORD" 
R.M.I.H.E." 
P.O. BOX 789," 
ALBURY, 2640 AUSTRALIA 
TELEPHONE (060) 23 0800" 
FOR ANY QUERIES 
KAGE"sPRINT-PLEASE CONTACT 
310 PRINT "JOHN IVE"sPRINT 
601 AUSTRALIA." 
320 PRINTi PRINT "TELEPHONE (062) 465 
Continue] "I»A<«INPUT*<1)sGOTO 120 
OR QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THE 'LUPLAN ' PROGRAM PAC 
!"sPRINTsPRINT 
"P.O. BOX 1666"sPRINT "CANBERRA CITY"sPRINT "A.C.T. 2 
728, TELEX 62337."sPRINTsPRINT"CAny Key to 
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Appendix C.4 : CALCRATE. 
1 REM CALCRATE 
S ' ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1981. 
5 'REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEB. 1987. 
10 This is CALCRATE, the program where the user enters his or her code for 
20 calculating the policy satisfaction ratings. The code is then saved. 
30 GOTO 17000 ' Save the code and continue. 
80 ' 
'0 * * * User's ratings code starts here # * * 
95 FOR K=1 TO N : GET 1, REC2 s REC2=REC2+1 I FOR J»1 TO M i AtJ,K)=CVI<D*<J-l)) 
/1000 s NEXT J,K 
100 ' 





15300 ' * * * Run Code * * * 
15400 PRINT CHR*<12)s PRINTBPLEASE WAIT, RUNNING YOUR CODE TO CALCULATE THE RATI 
NGS." 
' 1 5 4 5 0  D I M  A ( M , N ) , W D * ( N 9 ) , D * ( M ) ,  W ( N 9 )  
15500 OPEN "R",2,DN*,N9*2 t FOR X»0 TO N9-1 : FIELD 2, (X*2) AS FILLER*,2 AS WD* 
(X) t NEXT X 
15600 OPEN "R", 1 ,RA*,2*M t FOR X=0 TO M-l : FIELD 1, <X*2) AS FILLER** 2 AS D*(X 
) : NEXT X 
15700 REC2=1 : REC=1 s FOR 1=1 TO L : GET 2, I 
15800 PRINT CHR*(12)i PRINT"CALCULATING RATINGS FOR PLANNING ZONE"11 
15900 FOR X=1 TO N9: W(X)=CVI(WD*<X-l)): NEXT 
16000 IF RATFLAG=0 THEN GOSUB 95 ELSE GOSUB 100 
16100 FOR K=1 TO N: FOR J=1 TO M 
16200 IF NOT(A(J,K)<0 OR A(J,K>>1) THEN 16700 
16300 PRINT CHR*(7)fCHR*(12)f" * * * PROGRAM ABORTED # » *"iPRINT:P 
RINTsPRINT:PRINT"A POLICY SATISFACTION.t 
16400 PRINT"RATING MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND l."»PRINTiPRINTiPRINT"YOUR CODE HAS CAL 
CULATED A RATING OF" A<J,K) 
16500 PRINT "FOR PLANNING ZONE" I "TREATMENT OPTION" J "POLICY" K tCHR*<7) sPRINT 
tPRINTiPRINT:PRINTi F3-1 
16600 INPUT"TO CONTINUE HIT RETURN",R*i F3=Ii CHAIN "ALTRATS", 1260, ALL 
16700 LSET D*(C1J=MKI*<A(J,K)*1000)i C1«C1+1 
16800 NEXT J i PUT 1, REC I C1=0 I REC=REC+ls NEXT K,I:CLOSE 
16900 CHAIN "ALTRATS", 500, ALL 
17000 
17100 ' 
17200 ' * * « Continue PREFIRE1 # * # 
17300 CLEAR:PRINT CHR*<12> 
17500 OPEN "I",1,"EXINFO" t INPUT#1, P*, DR* ,RATFLAG : CLOSE 1 
17600 PN*»DR*+"t"+P*+".COD" 
17700 IF RATFLAGOO THEN PR I NT "PLEASE WAIT, SAVING YOUR CODE." : SAVE PN* 
17750 OPEN "I" , 1 ,DR*+-" : "+P*: INPUT#1,B*,L,M,N,N9,DN* : CLOSE » DN*=DR*+B:"+DN* : 
RA*=DR*+"s"+P*+".RAT" t GOTO 15400 
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Appendix C.5 : ALTRATS. 
10 REM ALTRATS 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 19B1. 
105 ' REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEB. 1987. 
110 * * * THIS IS ALTRATS - ENTER OR ALTER RATINGS # * # 
120 PRINT CHR*(12) 
130 '*****«*******«******#********#*#***#*********************#*******•»** 
140 ' 
150 PRINT TAB(20>|"ENTER OR ALTER THE RATINGS"sPRINT TAB(20);"****************** 
********" tPRINT JPRINT 
160 PRINT"THIS OPTION ALLOWS THE USER TO ENTER RATINGS FOR A TOTALLY NEW EXERCIS 
E, OR "sPRINT"ALTER THE RATINGS OF AN OLD EXERCISE, THAT IS , AN EXERCISE THAT H 
AS ALREADY " 
170 PRINT"HAD RATINGS CREATED FOR IT. EVERY EXERCISE MUST HAVE POLICY SATISFACTI 
ON":PRINT"RATINGS CALCULATED FOR IT BEFORE PREFIRE PARTS 1 AND 2 CAN BE RUN.":PR 
INT sPRINT sPRINTsPRINT 
180 INPUT"IS THIS A NEW EXERCISE (Null to Exit) "}R*s IF R*="" THEN RUN "INDEX" 
190 IF R$<>"Y" AND R$<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*<7) : GOTO 180 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN GOS 
UB 310 ELSE NEX=-1t GOSUB 910 
200 GOSUB 230 ' DISPLAY INFO 
210 IF NEX=-1 THEN GOTO 640 ELSE GOTO 500 ' SELECTION MENUS 
220 'ft******************************************************************** 
230 ' 
240 ' * * * DISPLAY EXERCISE INFO * * * 
250 DIM A(M,N),D*(M)jW(N9), W*(N9> : RETURN 
260 PRINT CHRt(12)J"EXERCISE NAME i ";P$tPRINT "NUMBER OF PLANNIN 
G ZONES i "{LsPRINT"NUMBER OF TREATMENT OPTIONS s "JM: PRINT"NUMBER OF POLICIES 
s " }N 
270 PRINT "NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS : ";N9 
280 RETURN 
300 ' 
310 ' * * » OLD EX * * * 
320 PRINT CHR*<12):PRINTMENTER THE NAME OF THE EXERCISE": INPUT"IN WHICH YOU WIS 
H TO CHANGE THE RATINGS ! ",P* sPRINT 
330 INPUT "WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN "|DR«sPRINTs IF DR$<>"A" AND DR*<>"BM 
THEN PRINT CHR$(7)I"DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER A OR B NOT "DR*s GOTO 330 
335 0PEN"0"»1 •"EXINFO" s PRINTH1»P$","DR$ : CLOSE 
340 ON ERROR GOTO 350s OPEN"I",1,DRi+"s"+P* sINPUT#1»Pf»L»M,N,N9,DN* : ON ERROR 
GOTO 0: CLOSE sRA*=DR*+"s"+P*+".RAT" sRETURN 
350 CLOSE : PRINT CHR«(7):PRINTsPRINTsPRINT"THE EXERCISE '"P*"' IS NOT ON THE DI 
SKETTE IN DRIVE "DR* sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT"CAny Key]"sA*=INPUT«(1) 
360 PRINT CHRt(12)s INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO TRY ANOTHER EXERCISE NAME "{R*iIF Ri<>" 




390 ' * * * FIELD THE RATINGS BUFFER * * * 
400 OPEN"R"»1,RA$»2*M 
410 FOR X=0 TO M-l 
420 FIELD 1,(2*X) AS FILLER*, 2 AS Dt(X) : NEXT X 
430 RETURN 
440 '•*»«*»«»*»#*•*****«**»*»*************»*»*#**«***»*»*«*»«**«******»*** 
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450 ' 
/,&0 ' * * * WRITE TO THE BUFFER * * * 
470 FOR K=1 TO N : FOR J=1 TO M 
480 LSET Dt<Cl)=MKI$(A(J,K)*1000) s C1=C1+1 
490 NEXT J : PUT 1, REC ! Cl=0 : REC=REC+1 : NEXT K s RETURN 
500 '******************•********##*»***#***#***#**»*#***#*#*****#*#******* 
510 ' 
520 ' # * * MENU - OLD EX * * * 
530 PRINT CHR$(12){"YOU MAY "sPRINTsPRINT 
540 PRINT"1) CHANGE THE CODE THAT CALCULATED THE RATINGS,"sPRINT"2) WRITE 
CODE TO (RE)CALCULATE ALL THE RATINGS,":PRINT"3) WRITE CODE THAT WILL RECALCU 
LATE JUST SOME OF THE RATINGS," 
550 PRINT"4) ENTER, BY HAND, ALL THE RATINGS,"sPRINT"5> ENTER, BY HAND, RA 
TINGS FOR SELECTED PLANNING ZONES,":PRINT"6) CORRECT, BY HAND, INDIVIDUAL RAT 
INGS," 
560 PRINT"7) LIST ALL THE RATINGS,"sPRINT"B) LIST THE RATINGS FOR SELECTED 
PLANNING ZONES, 0R"sPRINT"9) DO NOTHING AND EX IT."sPRINTsPRINT:PRINT"ENTER S 
ELECTION "sPRINT"(Just the number - don't hit enter.)"Js A*=INPUT*(1>: A=VAL(A*) 
570 IF A<1 AND A>9 THEN PRINT CHRi(7> s GOTO 530 
580 ON A GOSUB 600, 1110, 1380, 710, 800, 1800, 1580, 1620, 610 
590 GOTO 530 
600 NA*=DR*+"s"+P«+".COD" s ON ERROR GOTO 620 I OPEN "I",1,NA* s CLOSE s ON ERRO 
R GOTO 0 : GOSUB 1260 : GOTO 530 
610 RUN "INDEX" 
620 CLOSE sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT CHR*(7);"CODE HAS NOT BEEN WRITTEN TO CALCULATE RAT 
INGS FOR THIS EXERCISE, THEREFORE NOTHING CAN BE CHANGED !"sPRINTsPRINTsPRINT "C 
Any Key1"Is A*=INPUT•(1)s RESUME 530 
630 'ft***************************************#**********#***************** 
640 ' 
650 ' * * * MENU - NEW EX * * * 
660 PRINT CHR*(12){"YOU MAY "sPRINTsPRINT 
670 PRINT"1) WRITE CODE TO CALCULATE THE RATINGS, 0R"sPRINT"2) ENTER ALL T 
HE RATINGS BY HAND."sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT"ENTER SELECTION ";sA*=INPUT*(1)s A=VAL(A* 
) 
680 IF AO 1 AND A<>2 THEN PRINT CHR«(7)s GOTO 680 ELSE IF A=1 THEN GOSUB 1110 EL 
SE GOSUB 710 
690 IF A=1 THEN 660 
700 GOTO 500 
720 ' 
730 ' * * * INPUT RATINGS FILE * * # 
740 REC=lsRA<=DR*+"s"+P*+".RAT"sPRINT CHR*(12)sPRINT "NOW INPUT RATINGS VIA THE 
KEYBOARD." : GOSUB 380 ' OPEN AND FIELD RATINGS 
750 FOR 1=1 TO Ls Cl=0: FOR J=1 TO MsPRINT CHR$(12)sPRINT"PLANNING ZONE "{Is F 
OR K=1 TO N 
760 PRINT"ENTER TREATMENT OPTION "{Jj" POLICY ";K}tINPUT" RATING s ",A(J,K)s IF 
NOT <A(J,K)<-1 OR A(J,K)>1) THEN GOTO 780 
770 PRINT"RATING MUST BE EQUAL TO OR BETWEEN 1 AND CHR*(7)s GOTO 760 
780 NEXT K,J sCl=OsGOSUB 440s NEXT I ' INPUT THE VALUES INTO THE RATINGS BUFF 
ER 
790 CLOSE s RETURN 
BOO '#»##*#******#»*«**************»»«*«**••#**»*****•»»*******#*****»**« 
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910 ' 
820 ' * * * INPUT RATINGS - RANDOM * * * 
830 REC=1 : PRINT CHR*<12)j"YOU WILL NOW ENTER RATINGS FOR SELECTED PLANNING ZON 
ES.": GOSUB 380:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
840 INPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR 0 IF THERE ARE NO MORE : ",I : IF I<0 OR 
I>L THEN PRINT CHR«(7)J"PLANNING ZONE NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE.": GOTO 840 
850 IF I«0 THEN GOTO 900 
860 REC=I : C1=0 : FOR J=1 TO M : PRINT CHR*<12);"PLANNING ZONE : "{Is FOR K=l T 
0 N 
870 PRINT"ENTER TREATMENT OPTION ";J»" POLICY "}K;:INPUT" RATING i ",A(J,K)s I 
F NOT (A(J,K)<0 OR A(J,K)>1) THEN GOTO 890 
880 PRINT"RATING MUST BE EQUAL TO OR BETWEEN 1 AND -1.";CHR«(7): GOTO 870 
890 NEXT K,J : GOSUB 440 : PRINT CHR*(12) : GOTO 840 
900 CLOSE : RETURN 
910 'ft****************************************************#*********#****# 
920 ' 
930 ' * * * ORGANISE FILES FOR NEW EX • * » 
940 PRINT CHR*(12)-.INPUT"ENTER THE NAME OF THIS NEW EXERCISE : ",Pi 
950 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN ";DR*:IF DR*<>"A" AND DR«<>"B" THEN PR 
INT CHR$(7) | "THE DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER A OR B NOT "DR«: GOTO 950 ELSE GOSUB 
1050 
960 ON ERROR GOTO O: INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS ";N9 
970 INPUT"ENTER NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES MJL:INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF TREATMENT 
OPTIONS " JM 
980 INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF POLICIES ";N: GOSUB 260 'PRINT INFO 
990 PRINT:PRINT:PRINTsPRINT 
1000 INPUT-IS ALL OF THIS CORRECT ";R*:IF RtCV'Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7) 
s GOTO 1000 
1010 IF R*="N" THEN GOTO 940 
1020 CLOSE: OPEN "0", 1, "EXINFO"i PRINTK1 ,P<", "DR$ : CLOSE : EN*=DR*+":"+P* 
1030 OPEN "0",l,EN*t PRINT#1,P«","L,M,N,N9,P«+".DAT" :CLOSE 
1040 GOTO 200 
1050 ON ERROR GOTO 1100 : OPEN "I",1,DR*+":"+P«: INPUT#1,P*,L,M,N,N9 : CLOSE 
1060 ON ERROR GOTO OrPRINT CHRt(12)JCHR<<7)"THIS EXERCISE ALREADY EXISTS ON THE 
DISKETTE IN DRIVE "fDR« 
1070 PRINTsPRINT P«{" CONSISTS OF :"sPRINT Lj" PLANNING ZONES": PRINT M»" TREAT 
MENT OPTIONS PRINT Nf" POLICIES":PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
1080 INPUT-DO YOU WISH TO OVER-WRITE THIS EXERCISE "jRP$tIF RP$<>"Y" AND RP*<>"N 
" THEN PRINT CHR*(7) : GOTO 1080 ELSE IF RP«="Y" THEN PRINT CHR*(12)i GOTO 960 
1090 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"THEN USE A DIFFERENT EXERCISE NAME OR USE A D 
IFFERENT DISKETTE !":PRINTsPRINT:PRINT"CAny Key]":A*=>INPUT*(1): GOTO 940 
1100 RESUME 960 
1110 '*****#***#***#****************************************************** 
1120 ' 
1130 ' # * * Write in the code » * * 
1140 PRINT CHRf(12):PRINT TAB(25) "INSTRUCTIONS": PRINT TAB<25) "************":P 
RINT 
1150 PRINT"You have opted to write BASIC code to calculate the ratings. Type in 
":PRINT"your code starting at line 100 "( 
1160 PRINT"and finishing before line 15000."JPRINT 
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M?? PR1NT"Th* r«tings should be stored in a matrix s- A(J,K) where J and K "sPR 
INT represent the TREATMENT OPTION and POLICY"; 
11B0 PRINT" numbers respectively."sPRINT:PRINT"The primary data items are store 
d in a vector for each planning zone, i.e."sPRINT"s-W(N), where N represents"; 
1190 PRINT" the data item number."sPRINT 
1210 PRINT To produce a hard copy listing of the code created you must type in"! 
PRINT""LLIST 100-15000' and hit RETURN. "sPRINT 
1220 PRINT"Should an error occur in your code"sPRINT" when it is run then make t 
he necessary corrections, type in 'RUN', and "sPRINT"hit RETURN."sPRINT 
1230 PRINT"To restart PREFIRE (which will in turn run your code) type in 'RUN'"s 
PRINT"and hit RETURN."sPRINTsPRINT 
1240 INPUTBD0 YOU STILL WISH TO WRITE YOUR OWN CODE ";Ri: IF R«<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" 
THEN 1240 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN RETURN 
1242 PRINTsPRINT "DO YOU WISH TO HAVE A PRINT-OUT OF THESE "; 
1243 INPUT "INSTRUCTIONS"IANS* 
1244 IF ANSiO-Y" AND ANS$<>"N" THEN 1242 s IF ANS*="N" THEN RETURN 
1245 IF ANS*="Y" THEN GOTO 2000 
1250 OPEN "0",I,"EXINFO" s PRINTttl,P$","DRi", O" : CLOSE 1 sLOAD "CALCRATE" 
1260 '*«**««*»«««*******##*«***#«#«#***««*««**»««**««**«*«**««*****««*#**« 
1270 ' 
1280 ' * * * Change ratings code * * * 
1290 PRINT CHR*(12)sPRINT TAB(25) "CHANGE RATINGS CODE"sPRINT TAB(25) "********* 
*«#•««*#•*" 
1300 PRINT:PRINT"You have decided to change the BASIC code that has calculated t 
he ratings."sPRINT"To produce a hard copy "I 
1310 PRINT"1isting of the existing code, type in 'LLIST 100-15000'" 
1320 PRINT"and hit RETURN. Make the changes to the code and then type in'RUN'," 
1330 PRINT"which will restart PREFIRE and in turn run the code. Should an error 
occur in" 
1340 PRINT"your code, make the necessary corrections and type in 'RUN'."iPRINTsP 
RINT 
1350 IF F3=l THEN INPUT"RETURN TO CONTINUE"{R*: GOTO 1370 ELSE INPUT"D0 YOU STIL 
L WISH TO MAKE CHANGES TO THE CODE ";R*:IF R*<>"Y" AND R$<>"N" THEN 1350 
1360 IF R*="N" THEN RETURN 
1370 PN$=DR*+"i"+Pi+".COD" : OPEN "0",1,"EXINFO" : PRINT#1,P«","DR*", 1" i CLOSE 
1 : CHAIN PN«, 17800 
1380 '*#**#*************************************************************** 
1390 ' 
1400 ' * * * Change some ratings (across pols. & T.O.s) * * * 
1410 PRINT CHRt(12){TAB(15); 
1420 PRINT-CHANGE RATINGS ACROSS CERTAIN TREATMENT OPTIONS POLICIES"sPRINT TABU 
5)"###*#*##***#*#**######*##**#«*********«*****************M 
1430 PRINTsPRINTsPRINT" You have opted to recalculate the policy satisfaction ra 
tings for certain "sPRINT"treatment options"; 
1440 PRINT" policies across all planning zones. Enter your code beginning at lin 
e ":PRINT"100 and finishing before line 15000."sPRINT 
1450 PRINT"The ratings should be stored in a matrix A(J»K), where J and K "sP 
RINT "represent the TREATMENT OPTION"; 
1460 PRINT" and POLICY numbers respectivelysPRINTsPRINT"The primary data items 
are stored in a matrix s- W(N), where N represents" 
1470 PRINT"the data item numbersPRINTsPRINT"To restart PREFIRE (which will in 
turn run your code) type in 'RUN '"| 
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1480 PRINT" and hit RETURN."sPRINT 
1490 PRINTHTo record a hard copy listing of the code created you must type in"»P 
RINT"'LLIST 100-15000' and hit RETURN."sPRINT 
1500 PRINT"Should an error occur in your code "iPRINT"when it is run then make t 
he necessary corrections, type in 'RUN'"J 
1510 PRINT", and " 
1520 PRINT"hit RETURN"i PRINT:PRINT"Note l The present ratings are already stor 
ed in matrix A."sPRINTsPRINT 
1530 INPUT"DO YOU STILL WISH TO WRITE YOUR OWN CODE "jR*s IF R*<>"Y" AND R«>"N" 
THEN 1530 ELSE IF R«="N" THEN 16=4: RETURN ELSE OPEN "0", 1, "EXINFO" s PRINT#1,P 
$","DR*", 1" i CLOSE 1 : CHAIN "CALCRATE", 17000 
1540 
1550 ' 
1560 ' * * * List ratings * * # 
1570 ' ALL 
1500 GOSUB 300 : GOSUB 1680:REC=1: FOR 1=1 TO L 
1590 FOR K=1 TO Ns GET 1,RECsREC=REC+l s FOR J=1 TO Ms A< J,K)=CVI (D*< J-l)) 
1600 NEXT J,K s GOSUB 1710s NEXT I s GOTO 1670 
1610 ' SOME 
1620 GOSUB 380 : GOSUB 1680 
1630 PRINT CW?$( 12) s INPUT "ENTER THE PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR 0 IF THERE ARE NO M 
ORE "IG: I=Gs IF G=0 THEN 1670 
1640 IF G>L OR G<0 THEN PRINT CHR*<7) J "PLANNING ZONE NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE." FO 
R P=1 TO 1500:NEXT PsGOTO 1630 
1650 REC=( 1-1 )»N+1: FOR K=1 TO Ns GET 1, RECs REC=REC+1 : Z=Os FOR J=1 TO Ms A<J 
,K)=CVI(D*(Z)) iZ=Z+l 
1660 NEXT J,K : GOSUB 1710 sGOTO 1630 
1670 CLOSE It RETURN 
1680 LPRINTsLPRINTsLPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINTsLPRINT 
1690 LPRINT"POLICY SATISFACTION RATINGS : "{PisLPRINTsLPRINT" <ROWS=TRE 
ATMENT OPTIONS, COLUMNS=POLICIES )"sLPRINTsRETURN 
1700 '*#***********«*#*#***#*#*#**#«***********«**«**#************»«****** 
1710 * * * * Print out ratings » * * 
1720 LPRINT sLPRINT TAB(U) "PLANNING ZONE » "flxLPRINT: FOR J=1 TO M t N8=0 
1730 FOR K=N8+1 TO N8+8 s IF K>N THEN N8=NB+B t GOTO 1750 
1740 T=(A(J,K))/1000 s LPRINT USING"**###.###"|T| 
1750 NEXT KtLPRINT:N8=N8+81 IF N8<N THEN 1730 
1760 IF N>8 THEN LPRINT 




1799 * * * * Correct the Ratings * * # 
1800 GOSUB 380 
1810 PRINT CHRf(12) 
1820 INPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE, TREATMENT OPTION, AND POLICY NUMBER, EACH SEPARA 
TED BY A COMMA, FOR THE RATING YOU WISH TO CORRECT s M,I,R0,R1 
1830 ON ERROR GOTO Ot IF I>L OR I<1 THEN PR I NT "PLANNING ZONE NUMBER IS OUT OF RA 
NGE"|CHR<(7)sGOTO 1820 
1840 IF R0< 1 OR ROM OR R1 < 1 OR R1>N THEN PRINT"EITHER OR BOTH TREATMENT OPTION 
AND POLICY NUMBERS ARE OUT OF RANGE "|CHR*(7>l GOTO 1820 
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1050 GET 1, (I-1)*N+R1 tPRINT"THE PRESENT RATING VALUE IS"; (CVI(D*(R0-1)))/1000 
I860 INPUT"ENTER THE NEW RATING VALUE : RATING 
1070 IF RATING >1 OR RATING <-1 THEN PRINT"THE RATING MUST NOT BE GREATER THAN + 
1 NOR LESS THAN -1"|CHR*(7)t GOTO I860 
1880 PRINTiPRINT "CORRECTION MADE"-.PRINTsLSET D«(R0-1) = MKI*(RATING*1000) : PUT 
1, A (III)*N+R1 
1890 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY MORE CORRECTIONS ";R«» IF R*0"Y" AND R*0"N" 
THEN 1890 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN 1810 ELSE CLOSE: RETURN 
2000 PRINT CHR*(12):PRINT "PLEASE SET LINE PRINTER TO THE TOP OF A NEW PAGE - HI 
T ENTER TO CONTINUE"J00*:GOTO 2040 
2030 RETURN : IF PEEK (14312)063 THEN INPUT "PRINTER NOT READY - PLEASE CHECK. 
HIT ENTER WHEN CORRECTED"}00*:GOTO 2030 ELSE RETURN 
2040 GOSUB 2030 : LPRINT TAB(22) "INSTRUCTIONS": LPRINT TAB(22)"************":LP 
RINT:LPRINT 
2050 LPRINT"You have opted to write BASIC code to calculate the ratings. Type in 
"iLPRINT"your code starting at line 100 "J 
2060 LPRINT"and finishing before line 15000."-.LPRINT 
2070 LPRINT"The ratings should be stared in a matrix i- A(J,K) where J and K ":L 
PRINT"represent the TREATMENT OPTION and POLICY"; 
2080 LPRINT"numbers respectively:LPRINT:LPRINTHThe primary data items are stor 
ed in a vector for each planning zone." 
2085 LPRINT"i.e.s- W(N) where N represents"! 
2090 LPRINT" the data item number:LPRINT 
2100 LPRINT"To produce a hard copy listing of the code created you must type in" 
:LPRINT"'LLIST 100-15000' and hit RETURN.LPRINT 
2110 LPRINT"To restart PREFIRE (which will in turn run your code) type in 'RUN'" 
-.LPRINT "and hit RETURN.LPR I NT sLPRINT-.LPRINT 
3000 GOTO 1250 
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Appendix C.6 :  PREFIRE1 (PREFIRE -  Part 1) .  
10 REM PREFIRE1 (PREFIRE - PART 1) 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1981. 
105 rewritten for IBM compatible computers by BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, Feb. 1987. 
110 * * * THIS IS PREFIRE - THE MAIN PART * # * 
120 PRINT CHR*(12) 
130 CLEAR 100 :P0KE 16455,0 :P0KE 16457,0 
140 PRINT" THIS IS PREFIRE : A PRESCRIBED FIRE USE PLANNING PROGRAM AID." 
150 PRINT" 
160 PR INTsPRINTsPRINT"THIS OPTION ALLOWS THE USER TO ENTER OR ALTER THE AREAS OF 
THE PLANNING"sPRINT"ZONES FOR A SPECIFIED EXERCISE AS WELL AS PRODUCE HARD-COPY 
LISTINGS OF THE " 
170 PRINT"PLANNING ZONE AREAS, DATA ITEMS AND POLICY SATISFACTION RATINGS. IT TH 
EN":PRINT"CHAINS PREFIRE PART 2, WHICH REQUIRES THAT THE FOLLOWING FILES HAVE BE 
EN"sPRINT"CREATED : " 
180 PRINT" ===> RATINGS FILE"sPRINT" ===> AREAS FILE"sPR 
INT sPRINT "THIS MEANS THAT BOTH THIS OPTION AND THE ENTERING/ALTERING OF RATINGS 
OPT I ON "sPRINT "MUST HAVE BEEN EXECUTED FOR EACH NEW EXERCISE." sPRINT sPRINT 
190 PR I NT "C Any Key]";:A*=INPUT*(1): OPEN "I",1,"EXINFO": INPUT#1,P*,DR*s GOSUB 3 
33 sCLOSEs P*=DR*+"s"+P*sON ERROR GOTO 340s0PEN"I",1,P*sON ERROR GOTO 0: INPUT#1 
,P*,L,M,N,N9,DN* s CLOSE 
200 GOSUB 490 s PRINT sPRINT sPRINT sPRINTsPRINT 
210 INPUT" IS THIS THE EXERCISE YOU WISH TO USE (Null to Exit) "{R*s IF R*="" THE 
N RUN"INDEX" ELSE IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7)s GOTO 210 
220 IF R*="N" THEN GOSUB 340 
230 OPEN "O",1,"EXINFO": PRINT#1, P*",";DR*s CLOSE 
240 ON ERROR GOTO 250s PZ*=»DR*+"1"+P*+".PZA" sOPEN "I",1,PZ*J CLOSE J ON ERROR G 
OTO 0 : GOTO 260 
250 CLOSE : NPZAS=1 : RESUME 260 
260 ON ERROR GOTO 0 s IF NPZAS=1 THEN GOSUB 800 
270 GOSUB 450j GOSUB 520 
280 PRINT CHR*(12) siNPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF THE PLANNING ZONE AREAS ";R*s 
IF R*<>"YM AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7): GOTO 280 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN GOSUB 87 
0 
290 PRINT CHR*( 12) s INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY OF THE AREAS "»R*s IF R*<> Y 
AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7): GOTO 290 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN GOTO 1210 ^ 
300 GOSUB 610 
310 PRINT CHR*( 12): INPUT "DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF THE DATA ITEMS "JR*:IF R*OnY" 
AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*7: GOTO 310 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN GOSUB 720 
315 RA*=DR*+"i"+P*+".RAT" 
320 PRINT CHR*( 12): INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF THE POLICY SATISFACTION RATIN 
GS "}R*:IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7): GOTO 320 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN 
GOSUB 950 
330 PRINT CHR*(12){"PLEASE WAIT - GOING TO PART 2."s RUN "PART2" 
333 IF DR*="BB THEN PRINT sPRINT :PRINT"MAKE SURE YOUR DISKETTE IS IN DRIVE B.":PR 




360 ' * * * OLD EX * * * 
370 CLOSE 1 : PRINT CHR* (12) s INPUT "ENTER THE NAME OF THE EXERCISE YOU WISH TO US 
E : " ,B* 
380 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN ";DR*s IF DR*<>"A" AND DR*<>"B" THEN P 
RINT CHR*(7);"DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER A OR B NOT"DR*: GOTO 380 
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IT. THEN 390 ELSE 0PEN "0">#1 >"EXINFO":PRINT#1»B*","DR*:CLOSE 1 
« !?.°? G0T° 4,00: 0PEN : I NPUT# 1 ,B*,L,M,N,N9,DN*: ON ERROR 
GOTO 0: CLOSE: RA*=DR*+":"+B*+".RAT":P*=B*: GOTO 200 
400 CLOSE :PRINT CHR#(7):PRINTsPRINT:PRINT"THE EXERCISE '"B*"' IS NOT ON THE DIS 
KETTE IN DRIVE "DR* sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT sPRINT"CAny Key]"sA*=INPUT*(1) 
410 PRINT CHR«(12)s INPUT MD0 YOU WISH TO TRY ANOTHER EXERCISE NAME ";R*: IF R*< 
>"Y" AND RiO"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7)sGOTO 410 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN RESUME 370 ELSE 
RESUME 200 
420 '************************#*#***»*#*******************.***************** 
430 ' * * * SUBROUTINES FOLLOW * * * 
440 ' 
460 ' 
470 ' # # * DIMENSION ARRAYS * * * 
480 DIM A<M,N)tW<N9),WD*<N9>,D*<M),H<L> 
490 PRINT CHR*<12)sPRINT "EXERCISE NAME s "}P* 
500 PRINT"NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES : "JL:PRINT "NUMBER OF TREATMENT OPTIONS : 
"jMsPRINT "NUMBER OF POLICIES : "{N s PRINT"NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS 




540 ' * * * PRINT FILE AND MATRIX INFORMATION * * * 
550 PRINT"PLEASE SET THE LINE PRINTER TO THE TOP OF A NEW PAGE - CAny 
KeyJ"A*=INPUT*(1) 
560 LPRINTsLPRINT;P*{" USES THE FOLLOWING FILES AND ARRAYS." 
570 LPRINTsLPRINT?"FILE",,"NAME","MATRIX"sLPRINT 
580 LPRINT"DATA FILE",,DN«,"W<";N9J")"sLPRINT"RATINGS FILE",,P*".RAT","A<"}M;" 
JNJ")" 
590 LPRINT"P.Z. AREA FILE",P*".PZA","Q<"}L{")"sLPRINT "VOTES FILE",,P*".VOT" , "V 
C'JNJ")"sLPRINTJ"SOLUTION FILE",,P*".SOL","C< 3 , "}M;")" 
600 RETURN 
6 1 0  ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
620 ' 
£30 ' # # * Use Different Data Items File Name. * * * 
640 PRINT CHR*(12);"THE DATA ITEMS FILE SPECIFIED FOR THIS EXERCISE ISs- "{DN*s 
PRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINT 
650 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO USE A DIFFERENT DATA ITEMS FILE ";R*s IF R*<>"YH AND R« 
<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*<7): GOTO 650 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN RETURN ELSE PRINTsPRINT: 
ON ERROR GOTO 680 
660 I NPUT "ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA ITEMS FILE YOU WISH TO USE : " ,DI*sDNl*=DR* 
+":H+DI* 
670 OPEN "I"»l»DNl<sCLOSEtON ERROR GOTO 0 :OPEN "O'M, EN* : PRINT#1, P$|","5LlM 
)N;N9(DI*t CLOSE: DN«=DI*: RETURN 
680 CLOSE:PRINTsPRINTsPRINT:PRINT"THE FILE '"DI*"' IS NOT ON THE DISKETTE IN DRI 
VE "DR*JCHR*(7)sPRINTsPRINT sPRINT tPRINT :PRINT"CAny Key]":A*=INPUT*(1): RESUME 64 
0 
700 ' 
710 ' * * » OUTPUT DATA ITEMS * * * 
720 LPRINT sLPRINTsLPRINT sLPRINT 
1  8 3  
730 LPRINT J"PRIMARY DATA LISTING sLPRINT 
740 LPRINT; "PLANNING","DATA ITEM NUMBER"sLPRINT;" 20NE"i 
750 LPRINT" " J :FOR K=«l TO N9 sLPRINT USING''*##" JK; t NEXT K s LPRINT 
760 DA*=DR*+":"+DN*i OPEN "R",2,DA*,N9*2:F0R X=0 TO N9-1 t FIELD 2, <X*2) AS FIL 
LER*, 2 AS WD*(X) s NEXT X 
770 FOR S=1 TO L:Cl=Os GET 2,SsF0R Dl=l TO N9 j U<D1>=CVI<UD*<D1-1)) : NEXT DI 
780 LPRINT : LPRINT USING"####";S; s LPRINT" ";iFOR Dl=i TO N9 s LPRINT USING " 
###";M(D1); t NEXT DIsLPRINT 
790 NEXT s CLOSE : RETURN 
800 '**#***•«»«#******«*«•****«*«*****»«****»«**»««****•#*«****•*««*••*«*** 
810 ' * * * INPUT AREA FILE * » * 
820 PRINT CHR*(12)tPRINT "NOU INPUT THE PLANNING ZONE AREAS FROM THE KEYBOARD."» 
OPEN "0",2,PZ* 
830 FOR 1=1 TO L 
B40 PRINT "ENTER AREA OF PLANNING ZONE "51;tINPUT" s M,HsIF H<0 THEN PRINT CHR*< 
7);"AREA MUST BE POSITIVE - TRY AGAIN.":GOTO 840 ELSE H9=H9+H 
850 PRINT#2,I; Hs NEXT I 
860 PRINT#2»I : CLOSE 2 : RETURN 
870 'ft*###********************#****#*******#*#******************#*#******# 
880 ' 
890 ' * * * Print planning fcone areas * * * 
900 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINTsLPRINT 
910 LPRINT"PLANNING ZONE AREAS:"sLPRINT tLPRINT TAB(12);"PLANNING"sLPRINT TAB(14 
)»"ZONE";sLPRINT TAB(28);"AREA" 
920 OPEN " I", 2»PZ*:LPRINT" " : H9=0 
930 FOR 1=1 TO L s INPUT#2,Q,H s H9=H9+H t LPRINT,Q,H : NEXT I: CLOSE 2s 
940 LPRINTsLPRINT TAB(14)"TOTAL",H9 sRETURN 
950 'ft*****#**#*************************************************#********* 
960 ' 
970 ' * * * List ratings * * * 
980 LPRINT s LPRINT sLPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT 
990 LPRINT"POLICY SATISFACTION RATINGS i "sLPRINTsLPRINT" (ROMS » TREATMENT 
OPTIONS, COLUMNS = POLICIES)" 
lOOO INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF ALL OR SOME OF THE RATINGS (A OR S)";R*JIF R 
*0"S" AND R*<>"A" THEN PRINT CHR*<7): GOTO 1000 
1010 IF R*="S" THEN 1070 
1020 ' ALL 
1030 0PENHRM,1,RA*,M«2: FOR X=0 TO M-l : FIELD 1, <X*2) AS FILLER*, 2 AS D*(X) : 
NEXT X:R£C«1:FOR 1=1 TO L 
1040 FOR K=1 TO NtGET 1,REC:REC=REC+1: FOR J=1 TO MiA(J,K)=CVI(D«(J-l)) 
1050 NEXT J,K » GOSUB 1140: NEXT I : GOTO 1120 
1060 ' SOME 
1070 0PEN"R",1,RA*,M#2 : FOR X=0 TO M-l : FIELD 1, (2#X) AS FILLER*,2 AS D*(X) t 
NEXT X 
1080 PRINT CHR*( 12) s INPUT "ENTER THE PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR 0 IF THERE ARE NO MO 
RE ";G: I=G : IF G«0 THEN 1120 
1090 IF G>L OR G<0 THEN PRINT CHR*(7); "PLANNING ZONE NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE.":FO 
R P=1 TO 1500: NEXT P: GOTO 1080 
1100 REC=(I-1)*N+1:FOR K=1 TO NsGET 1,REC: REC=REC+1 : Z=0:F0R J=1 TO Mx A<J,K)= 
CVI(D*(Z)) »Z=Z+1 
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1110 NEXT J,K : GOSUB 1140 i GOTO 10B0 
1120 CLOSE 1: RETURN 
H*»0 ' » « * Print out ratings * » » 
1150 LPRINTjLPRINT "PLANNING ZONE : "{I :FOR J=1 TO M : N8=0 iLPRINT 
1160 FOR K=N8+1 TO NB+G x IF K>N THEN N8=NB+8 J GOTO 1180 
1170 T=(A(J,K))/1000 tLPRINT USING"###*#.###";T; 
1180 NEXT KiLPRINT tN8=N8+8: IF N8<N THEN 1160 
1190 IF N>8 THEN LPRINT 
1200 NEXT JiRETURN 
1210 'ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft 
1220 ' 
1230 ' * # * CHANGE AREAS ft ft * 
1240 PRINT CHR*(12){"CHANGE PLANNING ZONE AREAS.OPEN"I",1.PZ* : FOR 1=1 TO L t 
INPUT#1,Q,H<I) : NEXT I t CLOSE 
1250 PRINT CHR*(12)tINPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER AND THE NEW AREA, SEPARATED 
BY A COMMA i ",I,A : IF I<0 OR I>L THEN PRINT CHR*(7)f"PLANNING ZONE IS OUT OF 
RANGE I": FOR X=1 TO 2000tNEXT XsGOTO 1250 
1260 H<I)=A i PRINT:PRINT"CHANGE MADE."tPRINT 
1270 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY MORE CHANGES "5R*: IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THE 
N PRINT CHR*(7)s GOTO 1270 
1280 IF R«="Y" THEN GOTO 1250 
1290 OPEN "0"•1iPZ*: FOR 1=1 TO L i PRINT#1» I» H(I) : NEXT I:CLOSE: GOTO 280 
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Appendtx C.7 : PREFIREM (PREFIRE Map). 
10 REM PREFIREM (PREFIRE MAP) 
100 'ORIGINAL TRANSLATION BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1901. 
105 ' RETRANSLATED FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEB. 19 
87 
110 ' * * * PREFIREMAP « # * 
120 CLEAR 150:PRINT CHR$(12): PRINT TAB<22);"PREFIREMAP":PRINT TAB<22){********* 
**"tPRINT:PRINT" THIS IS THE TREATMENT OPTIONS MAPPING PROGRAM."; 
130 PRINT" BEFORE THIS PROGRAM"-.PRINT" IS RUN, PREFIRE SHOULD HAVE BEEN RUN AND A 
LL THE FILES CREATED." 
140 PRINT"ALSO THE MAP BASE FILE SHOULD HAVE BEEN CREATED USING THE MAP":PRINT"B 
ASE INPUT PROGRAM.":PRINT 
150 PRINT"IF ALL OF THIS HAS NOT YET BEEN DONE THEN PREFIREMAP CANNOT BE":PRINT" 
RUN FOR THIS EXERCISE." 
160 PRINT:INPUT"HAS ALL OF THIS BEEN DONE (Null to Exit) ";R*:IF R*="" THEN RUN 
"INDEX" ELSE IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 160 ELSE IF R«="N" THEN RUN "INDEX" EL 
SE GOSUB 240 
170 GOSUB 390 ' ENTER CO-ORDINATES 
100 GOSUB 500 ' MENU 
190 SL=1: IF FF=0 THEN FOR F=1 TO L s GOSUB 1290 : NEXT F : CLOSE 
200 PRINT CHR<(12): INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE ANOTHER MAP USING THE SAME SCALE "|R«: 
IF R*<>"Y" AND R$<>"N" THEN 200 
210 IF R*="Y" THEN 100 
220 PRINT CHR$(12):INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE ANOTHER MAP USING A DIFFERENT SCALE"{R*: 
IF R$<>"Y" AND R«<>"N" THEN 220 




260 ' * * * INITIALISE * * * 
270 PRINT CHR<(12):INPUT"ENTER THE EXERCISE NAME : ",Pi 
200 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN ";DRi 
290 IF DR$<>"A" AND DR«>HB" THEN PRINT CHR«(7);"THE DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER 
A OR B. NOT ";DR$: GOTO 200 
300 ON ERROR GOTO 370 : EN$=DR*+":"+P*lOPEN "I",1,EN« : INPUT#1,B$,L,M,N,N9,DI* 
: CLOSE 
310 MB*=DR«+"i"+P*+".MAP": OPEN "I",1,MB« :CLOSE: ON ERROR GOTO O 
320 HN=N9*2 : IF HN<M*2 THEN HN=M*2 
330 IF HN<M*6 THEN HN=M*6 
340 DIM A(M,N), WD«(HN), Q(L),C(3,M), V(N), W(N9), EL(2,L+1), WA*(HN), WB*(HN) 
350 DI«=DR»+":"+DI*:PZ*=DR*+":"+B*+".PZA":RA*=DR*+":H+B*+".RAT":VO»=DR*+"s"+B$+" 
. VOT" :SO«=DR«+'*: "+Bt+M .SOL" 
360 PRINT "EXERCISE ID s ";P«:PRINT L; "PLANNING ZONES"iPRINT M;"TREATMENT OPTIO 
NSHsPRINT N{"POLICIES"sFOR X=1 TO 1000s NEXT X : RETURN 
370 CLOSES IF ERL=300 THEN PRINT "THIS EXERCISE IS NOT ON FILE";CHR«(7): FOR X=1 
TO 2000:NEXT XsRESUME 270 
300 IF ERLS310 THEN PRINT"THE MAP BASE CO-ORDINATES FILE HAS NOT BEEN CREATED YE 
T - SELECT FROM INDEX.";CHR<(7): FOR X=1 TO 2000:NEXT X: RUN "INDEX" 
390 '***************************************************************»***** 
400 ' 
410 ' * * * INPUT CO-ORDINATES * * * 
420 MBt=DRt+":H+P$+".MAP":OPEN "I",1,MBi:INPUT#1,CX,CY 
430 PRINT CHR«(12){"THE FOLLOWING CO-ORDINATES YOU ARE TO INPUT WILL BE USED AS 
THE -sPRINT"BOUNDARIES OF THE MAP/S TO BE PLOTTED." 
1  8 6  
"ENTER X»Y REFERENCE OF THE TOP RIGHT CORNER" t X 3, Y3s INPUT "ENTER 
X»Y REFERENCE OF BOTTOM LEFT. CORNER"{XI,Y1 
<•50 IF X3>=X1 AND Y3>=Y1 THEN 470 ELSE PRINT 
460 PRINT "THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE BOTTOM LEFT CORNER CANNOT BE GREATER THAN"iPR 
INT"THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE TOP RIGHT CORNER.PRINT:GOTO 440 
470 INPUT-ENTER MAP SIZE REQUIRED IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS (cn) "IXE.Ya ! IF XE>30 
THEN PRINT "MAXIMUM X WIDTH IS 30.":G0T0 470 
480 X4=CX/(X2/2.54*10) : Y4=CY/(Y2/2.54#6) i XA=INT(Xl/X4+.5) : YA=INT(Yl/Y4+.5) 
: XC=INT(X3/X4+.5) : YC=INT(Y3/Y4+.5) 
405 XW=<CX/X4)/(XC-XA+.0001): YL=(CY/Y4)/(YC-YA+.0001): LL=INT(Y2*6/2.54+.5> 
490 FOR 2=1 TO L : INPUT#1,Q,X,Y s EL(0,2>=INT((<X/10/X4>-XA)*XW+.5) :EL(1,2)=IN 
T(Y/10/Y4*YL+.5) s EL(2,Z)=Q j NEXT 2: CLOSE: RETURN 
500 * eft************#**********************#******************************* 
510 ' 
520 * « * * MENU # # # 
530 PRINT CHR«(12):PRINT TAB(23)J"LIST OF AVAILABLE MAPPINGS":PRINT:PRINT TAB(25 
)S"1• PRIMARY DATA ITEM": F7=l: FF=0 
540 PRINT TAB(25);"2. PLANNING 20NE AREAS":PRINT TAB(25);"3. PLANNING ZONE N 
UMBERS":PRINT TAB(25);"4. POLICY SATISFACTION RATING":PRINT TAB(25); 
550 PRINT"5. SUITABILITY SCORE ELEMENT" 
560 PRINT TAB( a5 ) ; "6 .  RECOMMENDED OPTION "sPRINT TAB(25){"7. SUITABILITY 
SCORE": PRINT TAB(25);H8. USER DEFINED MAPPING" 
570 PRINT TAB(25)J"9. NO MAPPING":PRINT 
580 PRINT SPC(25){"ENTER SELECTION "xPRINT SPC(18)J"(Just the number - don't hit 
enter.)" 
590 Zli=INPUT$( IMPRINT: Zl=VAL(Zl«): IF ZKl OR Zl>9 THEN PRINT TAB(25)JCHR$(7) 
J"SELECTION OUT OF RANGE": GOTO 580 
600 ON Z1 GOTO 610, 640, 650, 660, 690, 730, 740, 750, 760 
610 M0=1: PRINT CHR*(12) 
620 INPUT-ENTER DATA ITEM NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED ";R0: IF R0>N9 OR R0<1 THEN PRINT 
"DATA ITEM NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE MlCHR*(7): GOTO 620 
630 RETURN 
640 Ml=l: RETURN 
650 M2=1: RETURN 
660 M3=l: PRINT CHR«<12):INPUT"ENTER TREATMENT OPTION AND POLICY NUMBER SEPARATE 
D BY A COMMA"JRI,R2 
670 IF R1 >M OR R2>N OR RKl OR R2<1 THEN PRINT CHR$(7) 5 "EITHER OR BOTH NUMBERS A 
RE OUT OF RANGE": FOR Q=1 TO 1500: NEXT Q: GOTO 660 
680 RETURN 
690 M4S1iPRINT CHR«(12)tINPUT"ENTER TREATMENT OPTION AND POLICY NUMBER SEPARATED 
BY A COMMA";R3,R4 
700 ' 
710 IF R3>M OR R4>N OR R3<1 OR R4<1 THEN PRINT CHR*(7) I "EITHER OR BOTH NUMBERS A 
RE OUT OF RANGE RANGE.": FOR Q=1 TO 1500: NEXT Q: GOTO 690 
720 RETURN 
730 M5=ls RETURN 
740 M6=l: RETURN 
750 GOSUB 770: IF FF=1 THEN 530 ELSE RETURN 
760 FF-1: RETURN 
770 '*******#******#»«*****#*#*#******#*#*#******************************* 
780 ' * * * USER DEFINED MAPPING * * * 
I 
1  8 7  
790 PRINT CHR*(12):PRINT TAB<22)J"INSTRUCTIONS":PRINT TAB<22>|"************":PRI 
000 PRINT"YOU HAVE OPTED TO WRITE BASIC CODE FOR THE MAPPING CRITERIA."iPRINT"TY 
PE IN YOUR CODE BEGINNING AT LINE 2000"; 
810 PRINT" AND FINISH BEFORE" 
820 PRINT"LINE 10000. MAKE SURE THE CODE IS ABSOLUTELY CORRECT."tPRINT" AS TH 
E LAST STATEMENTS ASSIGN THE MAPPING VARIABLE"? 
830 PRINT" TO 'P'":PRINT"IN THE OTHER MAPPING OPTIONS, YOURS MUST DO SO AS WELL. 
"•.PRINT 
840 PRINT"egj- IT MUST BE IN THE FORM "iPRINT:PRINT" CLINE NUMBER> P= 
<DESIRED MAPPING VARIABLE>"sPRINT 
850 PRINT"WHEN ERROR FREE CODE HAS BEEN ENTERED THEN TYPE IN 'GOTO 900'":PRINT"F 
OR THE PROGRAM TO CONTINUE." 
060 PRINTJPRINT"NOTE» BECAUSE ENTERING THIS CODE CLEARS ALL VARIABLE VALUES"sPRI 
NT"YOU WILL BE ASKED TO RE-ENTER SOME DATA." 
870 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT"DO YOU STILL WISH TO WRITE CODE FOR THE MAPPING"{R*: IF R* 
<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 870 
875 IF R*="Y" THEN GOTO 870 
876 IF R*«"NM THEN FF=1: RETURN ELSE END ' STOP FOR CODE ENTRY 
878 PRINTjPRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A PRINT-OUT OF THESE"! 
879 INPUT "INSTRUCTIONS"|ANS* 
880 IF ANS*="N" THEN 876 
882 IF ANS*="Y" THEN GOSUB 10100 




930 ' * * * EVALUATE P * * * 
940 ON 21 GOTO 950, 980, 1000, 1010, 1050, 1100, 1140, 1180 
950 IF F7=L THEN F7=>0: OPEN "R",1,DI*,(N9*2): FOR XZ=0 TO N9-1T FIELD 1,<2*XZ) A 
S FILLER*, 2 AS WD*<XZ>: NEXT XZ 
960 GET T.J5 P=CVI(WD*(R0-1)) 
970 RETURN 
980 IF F7=L THEN F7=0: OPEN "I",1,PZ*J FOR XZ=1 TO L: INPUT#1,Q,Q(XZ): NEXT XZ:C 
LOSE 
990 P=Q(I)i RETURN 
1000 P=I: RETURN 
1010 IF F7=L THEN F7=0: OPEN "R",I,RA*,(M*2): FOR XZ=0 TO M-LS FIELD 1,(2*XZ) AS 
FILLER*,2 AS WD*(XZ): NEXT XZ 
1020 REC=<1-1)*N+LS FOR K=1 TO N: GET 1,REC: REC=REC+1: FOR J=1 TO M: A(J,K)-CVI 
(WD*(J-1))/1000 
1030 NEXT J,KJ P»A(R1,R2)*100 
1040 RETURN 
1050 IF F7=L THEN F7=0: OPEN "I",1,V0* ELSE GOTO 1070 
1060 FOR X*1 TO NJ INPUT#1,V<X): NEXT X: CLOSE: OPEN "R",1,RA*,(M*2): FOR X-0 TO 
M-li FIELD 1,(X*2) AS FILLER*, 2 AS WD*(X): NEXT X 
1070 REC=(1-1)*N+1: FOR K=1 TO N: GET 1,REC: REC=REC+T: FOR J=1 TO M: A(J,K)=CVI 
(WD*(J-L))/1000 
1080 NEXT J,Kt P=A(R3,R4)*10*V(R4 > > 
1090 RETURN 
1100 IF F7=l THEN F7=0: OPEN "R",1,SO*,(M*2): FOR XZ=0 TO M-l: FIELD l,(X2*2) AS 
FILLER*, 2 AS WD*(X2)i NEXT XZ 
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1110 FOR K=1 TO 3: GET l,(I*3)+K-3: FOR J=1 TO Mi C (K, J )=CVI<WD*(J-1))/10: NEXT 
J 9 K 
1120 P=C(3,M) 
1130 RETURN 
1140 IF F7-1 THEN F7=0: OPEN "R",1,S0*,<M*2)i FOR XZ=0 TO M-l: FIELD 1, (XZ*2> A 
S FILLER*i2 AS WD*(XZ)« NEXT XZ 
1150 FOR J=1 TO 3t GET l,(I*3)+J-3: FOR K=1 TO M: C<J,K)=CVI(WD*(K-1>)/10 
1160 NEXT KiJ: P=C(2,M> : 
1170 RETURN 
1180 IF F7=0 THEN 1240 ELSE F7=0r PRINT"PLEASE WAIT - MAKING CALCULATIONS." 
1190 OPEN VO*: OPEN "I",2,PZ*: FOR K=l TO N: INPUT#1,V<K): NEXT K: FOR X=1 
TO Lt INPUT#2, Q, Q ( X ): NEXT X: CLOSE 1,2 
1200 OPEN "R",1,DI*,(N9*2): OPEN "R",2,RA*,<M*2): OPEN "R",3,SO*,(M«2> 
1210 FOR XZ=0 TO N9-1: FIELD 1,(XZ*2) AS FILLER*,2 AS WA*<XZ): NEXT XZ 
1220 FOR XZ*0 TO M-l: FIELD 2,(XZ*2) AS FILLER*, 2 AS WD*(XZ): NEXT XZ 
1230 FOR XZ=0 TO M-l: FIELD 3,(XZ*2) AS FILLER*, 2 AS WB*(XZ): NEXT XZ 
1240 GET 1,1: Z=0: FOR D=1 TO N9: W(D)=CVI(WA*(Z))/1000: Z=Z+1: NEXT D 
1250 REC=(I-1)*N+1: FOR K=1 TO N: GET 2,REC: REC=REC+1: FOR J=l TO M: A(J,K)=CVI 
(WD*(J-lJ)/1000: NEXT J,K 
1260 FOR J=1 TO 3: GET 3,<I*3)+J-3: FOR K=1 TO M: C(J,K)=CVI<WB*(K-1))/10: NEXT 
K, J 
1270 GOSUB 1560 ' RUN USERS CODE 
1280 RETURN 
1290 ' ********************************************************************* 
1300 ' 
1310 ' * * * PLOT P VALUE * # * 
1320 IF FOl THEN 1355 ELSE INPUT "PLEASE SET LINE PRINTER TO THE TOP OF A NEW P 
AGE - HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE";00*: GOTO 1340 
1330 RETURN: IF PEEK<14312)<>63 THEN INPUT "PRINTER NOT READY - PLEASE CHECK. HI 
T ENTER WHEN CORRECTED"}00*: GOTO 1330 ELSE RETURN 
1340 GOSUB 1330: TAB=INT(XC/3+.5)i GOSUB 1430: GOSUB 1561 
1350 LPRINT:LPRINT TAB(XA-XA)}" + MJ:LPRINT TAB(INT(XC-XA)*XW+.5){"+"5 
1353 REM IF FOl THEN 1355 
1354 REM TL=LL: GOTO 1360 
1355 REM TL=INT(LL-(EL(1,F-1)*YL+.5)) 
1356 IF EL(1,F)=EL(1,F-I) THEN GOTO 1380 
1360 IF EL(0,FX(XA-XA)*XW OR EL(0,F)XXC-XA)*XW OR EL< 1,F)<<YA-YA)*YL OR EL(1,F 
)>(YC-YA)*YL THEN 1390 
1365 RL»SL 
1370 FOR C1=LL-RL TO EL(1,F) STEP -1: SL=SL+1: LPRINT: NEXT CI 
1380 I=EL<2»F): GOSUB 910: LPRINT TAB<EL(0,F))}PJ 
1390 IF FOL THEN 1400 
1392 FOR C1=LL-SL TO INT(YA*YL+.5) STEP -1: S=1:LPRINT: NEXT CI 
1395 GOSUB 1410: LPRINT TAB(XA-XA): LPRINT TAB(INT(XC-XA)*XW+.5)5"+" 
1400 RETURN 




1450 ' * * « PRINT TITLE * * * 
1460 ON Z1 GOTO 1470, 1480, 1490, 1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1540 
1 8 9  
1470 LPRINT TAB(TAB){"PRIMARY DATA ITEM ";R0sRETURN 
I4B0 LPRINT-TAB(TAB);"PLANNING ZONE AREAS ": RETURN 
1490 LPRINT TAB(TAB);"PLANNING ZONE IDENTIFIERS": RETURN 
1500 LPRINT TAB(TAB)\"RATING WEIGHTS : OPTION"JR1J"POLICY"JR2J" (RATING* 
100)"j RETURN 
1510 LPRINT TAB(TAB)5"SUITABILITY SCORE s LAND USE";R3{"POLICY"SR4{" (RA 
TING*10)":RETURN 
1520 LPRINT TAB(TAB){"MOST PREFERRED TREATMENT OPTION ": RETURN 
1530 LPRINT TAB(TAB) "TOTAL SUITABILITY SCORE": RETURN 
1540 LINE INPUT"ENTER THE MAP TITLE "{R*:LPRINT TAB<TAB);R*:RETURN 
1550 
1560 ' 
1561 U=Ls F5=l: PRINT "PLEASE WAIT - MAKING CALCULATIONS" 
1562 ' SORTING INTO ASCENDING X IN DESCENDING Y ORDER - BUBBLE SORT. 
1563 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
1564 IF EL(1,D1KEL(1,D1 + 1) THEN SWAP EL(0,D1>, EL(0,D1+1): SWAP EL(1,D1), EL(1, 
Dl + 1): SWAP EL(2,Dl), EL(2,D1+1): F5=l 
1565 NEXT Dli U=U-1: IF F5=l THEN F5=0: GOTO 1563 ELSE F5=l 
1566 U=L: F5=l 
1567 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
1568 IF EL(l,Dl)=EL<l,Dl+l> AND EL(0,D1)>EL(0,D+1) THEN SWAP EL(0,D1>, EL(0,D1+1 
)s SWAP EL(1,D1), EL(1,D1+I): SWAP EL(2,D1), EL(2,D1+1): F5=l 
1569 NEXT Dl: U=U-1: IF F5=l THEN F5=0: GOTO 1567: RETURN 
1570 ' * * * USER MAPPING CODE * * * 
10000 RETURN ' THE END OF THE USER'S MAPPING CODE 
10010 ' **************************************#********************************* 
10100 PRINT CHR*(12):PRINT "PLEASE SET LINE PRINTER TO THE 
10110 INPUT"TOP OF A NEW PAGE - HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"J00*: GOTO 10140 
10130 RETURN : IF PEEK (14312)063 THEN INPUT "PRINTER NOT READY - PLEASE CHECK. 
HIT ENTER WHEN CORRECTED 00*: GOTO 10130 ELSE RETURN 
10140 GOSUB 1330s LPRINT TAB(22) "INSTRUCTIONS": LPRINT TAB(22)"************" :LP 
RINT:LPRINT 
101.50 LPRINT "Vnij HAVE OPTED TO WRITE BASIC CODE FOR THE MAPPING CRITERIA.": LPR 
INT "TYPE IN YOUR CODE BEGINNING AT LINE 2000": 
10160 LPRINT-AND FINISHING BEFORE LINE 10000." 
10170 LPRINT: LPR I NT "MAKE SURE THE CODE IS ABSOLUTELY CORRECT,": LPR I NT "AS THE LAS 
T STATEMENTS ASSIGN THE MAPPING VARIABLE" 
10180 LPRINT "TO 'P ' IN THE OTHER MAPPING OPTIONS. YOURS MUST DO SO AS WELL." 
10190 LPRINT:LPRINT"eg:- IT MUST BE IN THE FORM:-"-.LPRINT-.LPRINT" 
<LINE NUMBER> P = <DESIRED MAPPING VARIABLE>":LPRINT 
10200 LPR I NT: LPR I NT "WHEN ERROR-FREE CODE HAS BEEN ENTERED, TYPE IN 'GOTO 900 
LPRINT-FOR THE PROGRAM TO CONTINUE." 
10210 LPRINTjLPRINT"NOTE s BECAUSE ENTERING CODE CLEARS ALL VARIABLE VALUES" 
10215 LPRINT-YOU WILL BE ASKED TO RE-ENTER SOME DATA." 
10220 RETURN 
Appendix C.8 : PREFIRED (PREFIRE Data). 
1  9 0  
10 REM PREFIRED 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1901. 
105 ' REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, 1907. 
110 ' * * » PREFIREDATA * * * 
120 PRINT CHR*<12);PRINT" INPUT/ALTER DATA ITEMS":PRINT" 
• PR I NT; PRINT 
130 PRINT"IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS ON THIS SCREEN REPLY AS ":PRINT"DIRECTED OR W 
ITH A Y (YES), AN N (NO), AN S (SEQUENTIAL)," 
140 PR I NT "OR AN R (RANDOM) AND HIT RETURN. IF YOU WISH YOU MAY STOP AFTER ":PRIN 
T"COMPLETING ANY PLANNING ZONE, SAVE YOUR WORK"| 
150 PRINT" UP TO THAT" 
160 PRINT"POINT AND RETURN TO IT LATER." 
170 PRINT: PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO ENTER OR ALTER DATA ITEMS FOR":INPUT"A NEW EXERC 
ISE OR AN OLD EXERCISE (N OR O) CNull to Exit3"{R*: IF R«="H THEN RUN "INDEX" EL 
SE IF R*<>"N" AND R*<>"0" THEN 170 
100 IF R*="0" THEN GOSUB 270 ELSE GOSUB 480 
190 PRINT CHR*(12): INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ANY PLANNING ZONE DATA ITEMS"JR«:I 
F R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 190 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN 220 
200 PRINT CHR*(12)SPRINT "DO YOU REQUIRE SEQUENTIAL OR RANDOM ENTRY OF THE PLANN 
ING ZONE INPUT "DATA ITEMS (S OR R)";R* 
210 IF R*<>"S" AND R*<>"R" THEN 200 ELSE IF R*="S" THEN GOSUB 620 ELSE GOSUB 740 
220 PRINT CHR*( 12): INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF PLANNING ZONE DATA ITEMS "?R*: 
IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 220 
230 IF R*="Y" THEN GOSUB 910 
240 PRINT CHR*(12): INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CORRECTIONS TO ANY OF THE PLANNING 
ZONE DATA ITEMS "{R*: IF R*<>"Yn AND R*<>"N" THEN 240 
250 IF R*="Y" THEN GOSUB 1100 : GOTO 220 
260 PRINT CHR* ( 12) : PR I NT "PREFIREDATA HAS NOW FINISHED. " :PRINT : PR I NT " GOODBYE " : FO 
R X-l TO 90:NEXT X:RUN"INDEX" 
270 '*#*********#**************************«********#***************«***** 
200 ' 
290 ' * * * OLD EXERCISE * * * 
300 PRINT CHR*<12):INPUT"ENTER THE NAME OF THE EXERCISE : ",B* 
310 INPUT-WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN "*DR*:IF DR*<>"An AND DR*<>"B" THEN GO 
SUB 430: GOTO 310 
330 ON ERROR GOTO 440 
340 EN*=DR*+":"+B*:OPEN "I",I,EN*:INPUT#1,P*,L,M,N,N9,DI* 
390 PRINT CHR*(12):PRINT "EXERCISE NAME : ";B*:PRINT"DA 
TA ITEMS FILE NAME : "|DI*:PRINT"NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES 
:" »L 
400 ON ERROR GOTO 0 : PRINT"NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS PER PLANNING ZONE :"{N9: DIM W( 
N9), WD*(N9*2) 
420 DN*=DR*+":"+DI*:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"CAny Key3":A*=INPU 
T*(l>:RETURN 
430 PR I NT "THE DRIVE LABEL MUST BE IN A OR B, NOT " {DR*i FOR R=1 TO 2000: NEXT R: 
RETURN 
440 IF ERL«=340 AND ERR=53 THEN PRINT "THIS EXERCISE DOES NOT EXIST."fCHR*(7):FOR 
X=1 TO 2000:NEXT XsCLOSE : RESUME 300 
470 ON ERROR GOTO 0 
ttBO '#*#******»***«»#************«*«»»****»«#*****«*«***«**««««****»»*«» 
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490 ' 
500 ' * * * NEW EXERCISE * * # 
510 PRINT CHR*(IS)•PRINT"ENTER THE NAME OF THE EXERCISE":INPUT"THAT WILL USE THI 
S FILE : ",B* 
515 IF LEN(B*)>8 THEN B*=LEFT*(B*,0):PRINT:PRINT CHR*(7);"THE LENGTH OF AN EXERC 
ISE NAME CANNOT BE GREATER THAN 0 CHARACTERS.PRINT"THE NAME HAS BEEN TRUNCATED 
TO "»B*sPRINTsPRINT:PRINTsPRINT"[Any Key!">A*=INPUT*(1) 
517 DI*=B*+".DAT" 
520 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN "tDR*: IF DR*<>"A" AND DR*<>"B" THEN G 
OSUB 430 : GOTO 520 
521 CLOSE:OPEN "O",I,"EX INFO"sPRINT #1, B«","DR*J CLOSEi ON ERROR GOTO 1220 
522 CLOSE 1: OPEN "I",«1,DR*+":"+B*+".DAT":CLOSE *1: ON ERROR GOTO 0 
523 PRINT "DATA FILE ALREADY EXISTS, THEREFORE OLD EXERCISE OR WRONG NAME":GOTO 
170 
530 INPUT"ENTER THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES : ",LsINPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER 
OF DATA ITEMS PER PLANNING Z0NE:",N9 
540 DN*=DR*+":"+DI* 
550 PRINT CHR*(12);"EXERCISE NAME : "{B*:PR INT"DATA ITE 
MS FILE NAME : "{DI*:PRINT"NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES 
:";LsPRINT"NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS PER PLANNING ZONE :";N9 
560 PRINT:INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO CORRECT ANY OF THIS "{R*!lF R«<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" T 
HEN 560 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN 510 
562 +B*: OPEN "O",1,EN*:PRINT #1,B*","L,M,N,N9,B*+".DAT" : CLOSE 
570 DIM W(N9),WD*(N9*2) :RETURN 
500 '********************************************************************* 
590 ' 
600 ' * * * SET UP RANDOM FILE FOR S AND R * * * 




640 ' * * * SEQUENTIAL ENTRY * * * 
650 PRINT CHR*(12) I" SEQUENTIAL ENTRY OF DATA ITEMS": PRINT 
660 PRINT"ONLY INTEGER DATA VALUES ARE PROVIDED FOR. ":PRINT "THE MAXIMUM VALUE 
ALLOWED IS 1000." 
670 GOSUB 580 : PRINT:PRINT:PRINTtPRINT:PRINT"CAny Key3":A*=INPUT*(1) 
671 N8=1 
672 INPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER FOR (RE)COMMENCING DATA ENTRY"; N0 
674 IF N8<1 OR N8>L THEN PR I NT "PLANNING ZONE NUMBER MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND "L: GO 
TO 672 
680 FOR I=N8 TO L : PRINT CHR*( 12): PR I NT "PLANNING ZONE : " {I :PRINT sFOR D=l TO N9 
:PRINT"ENTER DATA ITEM"|D{:INPUT": n,W(D) :GOSUB 730 
690 NEXT D : GOSUB 860 : PUT 1, I 
700 PRINT:IF I«L THEN PRINT "ALL PLANNING ZONES COMPLETED CAny Key!":A*=INPUT* 
(1) :PRINT:GOTO 720 ELSE INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO ENTER DATA ITEMS FOR ANYMORE PL ANN 1 
NG ZONES M{R* 
710 IF R*<>"YH AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7): GOTO 700 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN I=L 
720 NEXT I: GOSUB 860 : CLOSE : RETURN 
730 IF W(D)>1000 THEN PRINT:PRINT"MAXIMUM DATA ITEM VALUE ALLOWED IS 1000.":PRIN 
T:PRINTMENTER DATA ITEM";D{:INPUT": M,W(D): GOTO 730 ELSE RETURN 
740 
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750 ' 
7t0 ' * * * RANDOM ENTRY * * * 
770 PRINT CHR*(12) J " RANDOM ENTRY OF DATA ITEMS"sPRINT 
780 PRINT"ONLY INTEGER DATA ITEM VALUES ARE PROVIDED FOR."sPRINT "THE MAXIMUM VA 
LUE ALLOWED IS 1000."s GOSUB 580 
790 PRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINT:PRINT"CAny Key1":A*=INPUT*(1)sPRINT CHR*(IS);"ENTER 
PLANNING ZONE "; 
BOO INPUT"NUMBER FOR REQUIRED DATA ITEM ENTRY s ",IsPRINTsIF I>L OR I<1 THEN PRI 
NT"PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OUT OF RANGE."sGOTO 790 
810 PRINT CHR*(12)sPRINT"PLANNING ZONE s "{IsPRINTsFOR D=1 TO N9sPRINT"ENTER DAT 
A ITEM"JD»sINPUT": ",W(D) sGOSUB 730s NEXT D 
820 GOSUB 860 : PUT 1,1 
830 PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO ENTER 
840 INPUT"DATA ITEMS FOR ANY MORE PLANNING ZONES ";R*sPRINT:IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>" 
N" THEN 830 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN PRINT CHR*<12);CHR*(7)s GOTO 790 
850 I=L+1 s GOSUB 860 s CLOSESRETURN 
860 'ft******************************************************************** 
870 ' 
880 ' * * * WRITE TO FILE * * * 
890 FOR X=0 TO N9-1: LSET WD*<X)=MKI*<W(X+l)) 
900 NEXT XsRETURN 
910 '**#*************#**********************#*#********#****************** 
920 ' 
930 » * * * LIST DATA ITEMS * * * 
940 PRINT CHR*(12)sLPRINTsLPRINTsLPRINTsLPRINT 
950 GOSUB 580 s LPR I NT "PR I MARY DATA ITEM LISTING s " sLPRINT sLPRINT "PLANNING", "DAT 
A ITEM NUMBER"sLPRINT " ZONE": 
960 LPRINT" "JsFOR K=1 TO N9 sLPRINT USING"###"JKJ sNEXT K sLPRINT" "sLPRINT 
s GOSUB 580 
970 I NPUT" DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF ALL OR SOME OF THE PLANNING ZONE DATA ITEMS ( 
A OR S)";R*sIF R*<>"A" AND R*<>"S" THEN 970 
980 IF R*="S" THEN PRINT CHR*(12)sGOTO 1030 
990 ' ALL REQUIRED 
1000 FOR 1=1 TO L s GOSUB 1080 s NEXT I sLPRINT""sLPRINT 
1010 CLOSE:RETURN 
1020 ' SOME REQUIRED 
1030 I NPUT "ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR O IF THERE ARE NO MORE REQUIRED"} I sPRIN 
T CHR*<12) 
1040 IF I<0 OR I>L THEN PR I NT "PLANNING ZONE NUMBER IS OUT OF RANGE.";CHR*(7)sGOT 
0 1030 
1050 IF IOO THEN GOSUB lOBOsGOTO 1030 ELSE LPRINT"" sLPRINT 
1060 CLOSE :RETURN 
1070 
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1080 GET 1,1sLPRINT USING"####"{I;sLPRINT" "JsFOR D=0 TO N9-1sLPRINT USING"###"I 
CVI(WD*(D)); 
1090 NEXT D sLPRINT;LPRINTsRETURN 
1100 'ft*****************#***#*#********#********************************** 
1110 ' 
1120 ' * * * CORRECTIONS * * * 
1130 GOSUB 580sPRINT CHR*(IS) 
1140 PRINT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER AND DATA ITEM NUMBER OF THE "sINPUT"DATA I 
TEM YOU WISH TO CORRECT, SEPARATED BY A COMMA s M,PZ,DI 
1160 IF PZ<1 OR PZ>L OR DKl OR DI>N9 THEN PR I NT "PLANNING ZONE AND/OR DATA ITEM 
NUMBER OUT OF RANGE."JCHR*(7)sGOTO 1140 
1170 GET 1,PZsPRINT"PLANNING ZONE"JPZ;"DATA ITEM"}DIt"PRESENT VALUE IS t ";CVI(W 
D*(DI-l)) 
1180 INPUT"PLEASE ENTER NEW VALUE s ",D2sIF D2>1000 THEN PRINT "VALUE IS TOO HIG 
H FOR STORING."sGOTO 1180 
1190 LSET WD*(DI-1)=MKI * (D2)s PUT 1,PZ 
1200 INPUT-DO YOU WISH TO MAKE SOME MORE CORRECTIONS ";R*sIF R*<>MY" AND R*<>"N" 
THEN 1200 
1210 IF R*="Y" THEN PRINT CHR*(12)s GOTO 1140 ELSE CLOSE iRETURN 
1220 CLOSE #1 
1230 RESUME 530 
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Appendix C.9 :  MAPBASE. 
10 REM MAPBASE 
',op!,̂ rNAL PR0GRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 19B1. 
.7rt >REWRITTEN F0R COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, 19B7. 
110 * * * MAP BASE INPUT * * * 
120 PRINT CHR$(1S): PRINT TAB(22)J" MAP BASE INPUT":PRINT TAB<25>}"**#****#«** 
##*":PRINT{PRINT 
130 PRINT"AS REQUESTED FOR EACH PLANNING ZONE, ENTER THE X AND Y ":PRINT"CO-ORDI 
NATES SEPARATED BY A COMMA AND PRESS RETURN." 
140 PRINT:PRINTsPRINT"THE FOLLOWING NAME MUST CORRESPOND WITH THAT USED IN OTHER 
OPTIONS. "sINPUT"ENTER THE NAME OF THIS EXERCISE (Null to Exit) s ",N*iIF N*="M 
THEN RUN "INDEX" 
150 INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES : ",L 
160 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN "JDR* 
170 IF DR*<>"A" AND DR*<>"B" THEN PRINT CHR*(7)J"DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER A OR 
B, NOT ";DR*s GOTO 160 
190 PRINT CHR*(IS)sPRINT"EXERCISE ID s "JN*sPRINT"NUMBER OF PLANNING ZONES s"»L: 
PRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINT 
190 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO CORRECT ANY OF THIS ";R*sIF R*<>BY" AND R*<>"N" THEN PR 
INT CHR*(7)sGOTO 190 ELSE IF R*="YM THEN PRINT CHR*(12)sGOTO 140 
200 DIM X(L), Y(L), E(L),EL(2,L+1): PRINT CHR*(12) 
202 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CORRECTIONS" 5R*s IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 202 E 
LSE IF R*="NM THEN 210 
204 MB*=DR*+Bs"+N*+".MAP" 5  OPEN "I",I,MB* 
206 INPUT #l,CX,CYs FOR Z=1 TO Ls INPUT #1,E(Z),X(Z),Y(Z):X(Z)=X(Z)/10sY(Z)=Y(Z) 
/lOsNEXT Z:CLOSE 
208 GOTO 330 
210 INPUT"ENTER X,Y GRID REFERENCE OF THE TOP RIGHT CORNER " ,CX ,CYsINPUT"ENTER X 
,Y GRID REFERENCE OF THE BOTTOM LEFT CORNER",X,Y 
220 IF X>CX OR Y>CY THEN PR I NT "THE BOTTOM LEFT GRID REFERENCE CANNOT BE GREATER 
THAN THE TOP RIGHT GRID REFERENCE"{CHR*(7):GOTO 210 
230 PRINT CHR*(12) s FOR 1=1 TO L 
240 PRINT"ENTER X AND Y GRID REFERENCE FOR PLANNING ZONE";IJ 
250 INPUT"s ",X(I),Y(I)s IF X(I)>CX OR Y(I)>CY THEN PRINT"EITHER X OR Y OR BOTH 
ARE OUT OF RANGE"}CHR*(7)s GOTO 240 
2 6 0  E ( I ) = I s N E X T  I  
270 PRINT CHR*(12)sINPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE A HARD COPY LIST OF THE CO-ORDINATES "}R 
*sIF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*(7)sGOTO 270 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN 320 
2 8 0  L P R I N T s L P R I N T " P L A N N I N G  Z O N E  C O - O R D I N A T E S  F O R  " ; N *  s L P R I N T  s L P R I N T "  P . Z . " , "  
^ M M y H 
290 LPRINTtFOR 1=1 TO LsLPRINT USING"###";E(I)isLPRINT USING"########!########" 5 
X ( I ) , Y ( I ) s N E X T  I  
300 LPRINT"TOP RIGHT "JsLPRINT USING"#######"{CX;sLPRINT USING"############## 
###";CY 
310 LPRINT"BOTTOM LEFT LPRINT USING"#######"!X{sLPRINT USING"############## 
###"|YiLPRINT 
315 LPRINT 
320 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY CORRECTIONS"JR*s IF R«>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 3 
20 ELSE IF R*="N" THEN 380 
330 INPUT"P.Z. NUMBER WITH NEW X AND NEW Y s ",I,X1,Y1 
340 IF I>L OR 1(1 THEN PRINT"P.Z. NUMBER OUT OF RANGE"{CHR*(7)s GOTO 330 
350 IF X1>CX OR Y1>CY OR X1<0 OR Y1<0 THEN PRINT "EITHER X OR Y OR BOTH ARE OUT 
OF RANGE"CHR*(7)s GOTO 330 
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355 FOR Dl = l TO L 
354 IF IOE(Dl) THEN 35B 
356 X(D1)=X1: Y<D1)=Y1: GOTO 360 
350 NEXT D1 
360 PRINT"CHANGE MADE":INPUT"DO YOU REQUIRE ANdTHER CORRECTION OF THE CO-ORDINAT 
ES " ;R»:IF R*OmY" AND R*0"N" THEN 360 
370 IF R*="Y" THEN GOTO 330 ELSE GOTO 270 
300 U=L:F5=1:PRINT"PLEASE WAIT - MAKING CALCULATIONS": 'Sorting into ascending 
X in descending Y order. - Bubble sort. 
390 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
400 IF Y(D1)<Y(D1+1) THEN SWAP X(D1), X(D1+1) : SWAP Y(D1), Y(D1+1) : SWAP E(D1) 
,E(D1 + 1) :F5=1 
410 NEXT Dl: U=U-1 : IF F5=l THEN F5=0 : GOTO 390 ELSE F5=0 
415 U=L 
420 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
430 IF Y(D1)=Y(D1+1) AND X(Dl)>X(Dl+1) THEN SWAP X(D1>, X(D1+1) i SWAP Y(D1), Y( 
Dl+1) : SWAP E(D1), E(D1+1) s F5=l 
440 NEXT Dl s U=U-1 : IF F5=l THEN F5=0 : GOTO 420 
445 GOSUB 470 
447 I NPUT "DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENTS TO THE CO-ORDINATES"{Ri: IF RiO"Y 
" AND R«0"N" THEN 447 ELSE IF R$="Y" THEN 330 
450 F«=DR*+M:"+N«+". MAP": OPEN "0",#1,F<sPRINT#1,CX,CY:FOR 1 = 1 TO L :PRINT#1,E(I) 
;X(I)*10;Y(I)*10:NEXT I:CLOSE : RUN"INDEX" 
470 INPUT "ENTER MAP SIZE REQUIRED IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS (cms) X2.Y2 s IF X2> 
30 THEN PRINT "MAXIMUM X WIDTH IS 30." : GOTO 470 
400 X4=CX/(X2/2.54*10) : Y4=CY/(Y2/2.54*6) : XA=INT(X/X4+.5) : YA=INT(Y/Y4+.5) s 
XC=INT(CX/X4+.5) : YC=INT(CY/Y4+.5) 
405 XW=(CX/X4)/(XC-XA+.0001)s YL=(CY/Y4)/(YC-YA+.0001): LL=INT(Y2*6/2.54+.5) 
490 FOR Z=1 TO L : EL(0,Z) = INT( ((X(Z)/X4)-XA)*XW+.5) : EL( 1 »Z)=INT(Y(Z)/Y4*YL+.5 
) : EL(2,Z)=E(Z>: NEXT Z : GOSUB 700 
491 LPRINT "SORTED CO-ORDINATES AND PRINTER POSITION":LPRINT 
492 LPRINT" P.Z. X Y P.Z. LINE CHR. " :LPRINT:LPRINT 
493 FOR Z=1 TO Ls LPRINT USING "######"! E(Z), X(Z),Y(Z),EL(2,Z),EL(0,Z),EL(1,Z) 
•.NEXT Z 
495 ' 
500 ' TEST CO-ORDINATES BY PRODUCING MAP OF PLANNING ZONE NUMBERS 
510 INPUT-PLEASE SET LINE PRINTER TO TOP OF A NEW PAGE - HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE " 
;oo* 
530 LPRINT sLPRINT TAB(XA-XA){" + "J: LPRINT TAB(INT(XC-XA)*XW+.5){"+"{ 
532 SL=1 
535 FOR F=1 TO L 
536 IF FOl THEN 530 
537 TL=LLi GOTO.540 
530 TL=INT(LL-(EL(1,F-1)*YL+.5)) 
539 IF EL(1»F)=EL(1,F-1) THEN 560 
540 IF EL(0,FX(XA-XA)*XW OR EL(0,F)XXC-XA)*XW OR EL( 1 ,FX(YA-YA)*YL OR EL(1,F) 
>(YC-YA)*YL TI«N 565 
552 RL=SL 
553 FOR C1=LL-RL TO EL(1,F) STEP -1: SL=SL+1: LPRINT : NEXT CI 
560 GOSUB 610:LPRINT TAB(EL(0,F))|P{ 
565 NEXT F 
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576 FOR C1=LL-SL TO INT(YA«YL+.5) STEP -1 
577 S=1: LPRINT 
578 NEXT CI 
57? LPRINT TAB<XA-XA)5"+";sLPRINT TAB<INT<XC-XA)*XW+.5)!"+M 
580 RETURN 




700 U=L: F5=*ls PRINT"PLEASE WAIT - MAKING CALCULATIONS" 
710 ' Sorting into ascending X in descending Y order - Bubble sort. 
720 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
730 IF EL(1,D1KEL(1,D1+1) THEN SWAP EL(0,D1), EL(0,D1+1): SWAP EL<1,D1),EL<1,D1 
+l)i SWAP EL(2,D1), EL(2»D1+1>: F5=l 
740 NEXT Dl:U=U-1: IF F5=l THEN F5=0: GOTO 720 ELSE F5=l 
750 U=L: F5=l 
760 FOR Dl=l TO U-l 
770 IF EL(1»D1)=EL<1,D1 +1) AND EL(0,D1)>EL(0,D1+1) THEN SWAP EL<0,D1), EL(0,D1 + 1 
): SWAP EL(1,D1), EL(l,Dl+l)s SWAP EL(2,D1), EL(8,Dl+l)t F5=l 
780 NEXT Dl:U=U-1sIF F5=l THEN F5=0s GOTO 760 
790 RETURN 
Appendix C.10 : PART2 (PREFIRE - Part 2). 
10 REM PART2 
100 'ORIGINAL PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANI LEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 19B1. 
105 ' REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, FEB. 1987 
*10 ' * * * Main Control «• * * 
120 ' THIS IS THE PART 2 OF PREFIRE 
130 CLEAR 150 : GOSUB 350 ' INITIALISE 
140 ON ERROR GOTO 150 : OPEN "I",1,V0* ; CLOSE : GOTO 160 
150 CLOSE : NV=1 : RESUME 160 
160 ON ERROR GOTO 170 : OPEN MI",1,PZ* : CLOSE : GOTO 200 
170 CLOSE : PRINT CHR*(7);CHR$<12);"NO PLANNING ZONE AREAS HAVE BEEN ENTERED FOR 
THIS EXERCISE". YOU MUST ENTER": PR INT"THE PLANNING ZONE AREAS IN PREFIRE PART 1 
BEFORE PREFIRE PART 2 CAN BE RUN." 
1B0 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT sPRINTsPRINT:PRINT sPRINT:PRINT"CAny Key]"5 sA*=INPUT*(1> sPRI 
NT"LOADING PREFIRE PART 1"sRUN"PREFIRE1" 
199 STOP 
200 ON ERROR GOTO O s IF NV=1 THEN 220 ELSE PRINT CHR* (12) s I NPUT "DO YOU WISH T 
O ENTER THE VOTES FOR THIS EXERCISE "}R* 
210 IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN PRINT CHR* (7) sGOTO 200 ELSE IF R$="N" THEN 230 
220 GOSUB 740 ' Enter Votes 
230 GOSUB 10B0 ' PRINT USER'S PLAN 
240 IF H9=0 THEN GOTO 270 
250 GOSUB 1750 ' PRINT EXERCISE SUMMARY 
260 GOSUB 1630 ' PRINT POLICY SATISFACTION 
270 PRINT CHR*( 12): INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE YOUR VOTES AND RE-RUN THE EXERCI 
SE ";R*s IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 270 
280 IF R*="Y" THEN 220 
290 PRINT CHR*(12): INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO GO TO THE MAPPING PROGRAM NOW"iR*s IF 
R*<>MY" AND R*<>"NM THEN 290 ELSE IF R*="Y" THEN 310 
300 PRINT sPRINT:PRINT:PRINT" PREFIRE HAS NOW FINISHED. " sPRINT" 
GOODBYE.H:RUN"INDE X M 
310 PRINT "GOING TO MAPPING":RUN"PREFIREM" 
320 ' ********************************************************************* 
330 ' 
340 ' * * * INITIALISE * * * 
350 OPEN "I",3»"EXINFO" : INPUT«3,P*,DR* s CLOSE 3 
360 EN*=DR*++P*: OPEN "I",3,EN* : INPUT#3,P*,L,M,N,N9 : CLOSE 3 
370 DIM A(M,N), B(M), C(3,M), D(M), S(3,N), V(N), W<N9), D*(M>, D7*(M), PZ(L) 





750 ' * * * ENTER VOTES * * * 
760 PRINT CHR*(12)sPRINT TAB<15)}"NOW ENTER YOUR VOTES":PRINTsT2=0 
770 FOR K=1 TO N 
780 PRINT "ENTER YOUR VOTE FOR POLICY";K;:INPUT" : ",V(K) 
790 IF V(K)>100 OR V(K)<0 THEN PRINT CHR*(7)} "VOTE OUT OF RANGE - MUST BE 0< VOT 
E <100"sGOTO 780 ELSE T2=T2+V(K)sNEXT K 
800 LPRINT sLPRINT sLPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT sLPRINT "YOUR VOTE IS: "sLPRINTsGOSUB 880 
' PRINT VOTES 
810 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CORRECTIONS TO YOUR VOTES ";R*: IF R*<>"Y" AND R$< 
>"N" THEN PRINT CHR*<7) s GOTO 810 
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020 IF Ri="N" THEN 870 
ofn rcPl!ItE^ES PQLICY NUMBER AND NEW VOTE, SEPARATED BY A COMMA J ",K,V1 
•»? THEN PRINT"pOLICY NUMBER OUT OF RANGE - CHANGE NOT MADE" {CHR$< 
7) : GOTO 030 ELSE PRINT "CHANGE MADE" 
850 T2=T2-V(K)+V1SV(K)=VLsINPUT"ANY MORE CHANGES";R*sIF R$<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" THEN 
PRINT CHRt(7)s GOTO 050 
860 IF R*="Y" THEN 030 ELSE 000 
070 OPEN "0",3,V0* s FOR K=1 TO Nt PRINT#3,V(K)sNEXT K: CLOSE 3tTl=T2s RETURN 
880 N0=0 
890 LPRINT"POLICY "JsFOR K=N0+1 TO N0+7 : IF K<N+1 THEN LPRINT USING"####### 
#";K; 
900 NEXT Ks LPRINT sLPRINT "VOTE "|s FOR K=N0+1 TO NO+7 s IF K<N+I THEN LPR 
INT USING "########";V(K); 
910 NEXT Ks LPRINT»LPRINT"PERCENTAGE ";s FOR K=N0+1 TO N0+7sIF K<N+1 THEN LPRI 
NT USING "#####.##";<V(K)/T2)*100j 
920 NEXT KJ N0=N0+7s IF N0<N THEN LPRINT sLPRINTs GOTO 890 ELSE LPRINT CHR*(12)s 
RETURN 
1000 ' 
1090 ' * * * SELECT USER'S PLAN * * * 
llOO PRINT CHR$(12) :PRINT"DO YOU REQUIRE A LIST OF THE RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS F 
OR ALL (A) "iINPUT"OR SOME (S) OF THE PLANNING ZONES"jRi 
1110 IF R*<>"A" AND R*<>"S" THEN PRINT CHR$(7): GOTO 1100 
1120 OPEN "I",1,V0« : FOR K=1 TO N s INPUT#1,V(K) : NEXT K i CLOSE 1 
1130 LPRINT CHRt(12)ILPRINT"YOUR PLAN IS s"sLPRINTjLPRINT"PLANNING" 
1140 OPEN "IM,1,PZ* s OPEN "R" »2,RA$,M»2; OPEN "R" ,3,S0$,M*2s FOR X=0 TO M-l s F 
IELD 2,(2*X) AS FILLER* 12 AS D*(X) s NEXT X 
1150 LPRINT" ZONE AREA RECOMMENDED TREATMENT RANKLPRINT TAB(40+M/5)}"SU 
ITABILITY SCORE"sLPRINTs H9=0;I7=1 s IF Rt=MA" THEN 1220 
1170 I7=0sS=lsPRINT CHR*<12)sINPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR 0 IF NO MORE RE 
QUIRED"|GsI=GsIF G=0 THEN 1240 
1100 I7=0sS=lsPRINT CHR*<12)sINPUT"ENTER PLANNING ZONE NUMBER OR 0 IF NO MORE RE 
QUIRED"(GsI=GsIF G=0 THEN 1240 
1105 IF M#N > 60 THEN PRINTsPRINTsPRINVplease wait - making calculations 1"{CHR 
«<7) 
1200 REC=(1-1)*N+1s GOSUB 1260 ' CALCULATE AND SORT RESULTS 
1210 GOTO 1170 
1220 ' ALL 




1270 ' ' # * # CALCULATE AND SORT RESULTS * * * 
1280 IF AR«0 THEN AR=1:F0R X=1 TO L:INPUT#!,Q,PZ(X) s NEXT X s CLOSE 1 
1290 H=PZ(I) s FOR K=1 TO Ns GET 2,REC s REC=REC+1 s FOR J=1 TO M sA<J»K)=(CVI<D 
*<J-I)))/l000 s NEXT J,K 
1300 H9=H9+H sFOR J=1 TO MsB(J)=0 ' MATRIX MANIPULATION 
1310 FOR K-l TO NsB(J)»B(J)+A(J,K)*V(K)s NEXT K,J 
1320 FOR J=1 TO M sC(1,J)=M+1-J sC(2,J)=B(J) sC(3»J)=Js NEXT J; GOSUB 1530 
SORT 
1330 H4*="###"s H5*="####»i H6*="####.«" ' WRITE TO SOL FILE 
1  9 9  
1fABOM 80=0 THEN FGR X="° T0 M l! FIELD 3,<a*X) AS FILLER*, a AS 07*(X) s NEXT X 
1350 FOR J=1 TO 3 s FOR K=1 TO M : LSET D7*(K-1)=MKI*(C(J,K>*10) « NEXT K ! PUT 
3, <I#3)+J-3 s NEXT J 
1360 D<C(3,M)>=D(C<3,M))+HsM4=MsLPRINT USING H5*»I<sLPRINT" "JsLPRINT USING "## 
#####";H;sLPRINT" "; 
1370 IF M4<4 THEN 1410 
1300 FOR J=M4 TO M4-3 STEP -1 s LPRINT USING H5*;C(3,J)Js NEXT Js LPRINT TAB(44) 
I" »j 
1390 FOR J=M4 TO M4-3 STEP -Is LPRINT USING H6*;CO,J){s NEXT Js LPRINT 
1400 LPRINT TAB(18){" "»s M4=M4-4 s IF M4-4>0 THEN 1300 
1410 FOR J=M4 TO 1 STEP -1 s LPRINT USING H5*?C(3,J)Js NEXT Js LPRINT TAB(44){" M • t 
1430 FOR J=M4 TO 1 STEP -1 s LPRINT USING H6*;CO, J) 5 sNEXT J: LPRINTs IF M>4 THE 
N LPRINT 
1430 T3=0sT4=0sT5=0 
1440 FOR K=l TO N s T1=0:TS=10^4 
1450 FOR J=1 TO M s IF A(J,K)>T1 THEN T1=A(J,K) 
1460 IF A(J,KXTa THEN Ta=A(J,K) 




1510 NEXT K : RETURN 
1530 '********************************************************************* 
1530 ' 
1540 ' * * * BUBBLE SORT * * * 
1550 U=M s F5=0 
1560 FOR Dl=1 TO U-l 
1570 IF Ct2,Dl) > C(3,D1+1) THEN GOSUB 1610 ' SWAP 
1500 NEXT Dl s U=U-l 
1590 IF U=1 OR F5=0 THEN RETURN ELSE F5=0s GOTO 1560 
1600 ' SWAP 
1610 FOR D3=l TO 3 s D5=C(D3,D1> s C(D3,D1)=C(D3,D1 + 1)sC(D3,Dl + l )=D5s NEXT D3 s 
F5=l : RETURN 
1630 ' 
1640 ' * * * POLICY SATISFACTION * * * 
1650 LPRINT CHR«<131sLPRINT "EXERCISE SUMMARY"sLPRINTsLPRINT sLPRINT"(h) POLICY 
ACHIEVEMENT s"sLPRINT 
1660 LPRINT "POLICY VOTE MIN MAX- ACTUAL ACT-MIN/"sLPRINT TAB(4 
6)5"MAX-MINX" 
1670 V1=0 s FOR K=1 TO N t V1=V1+V(K) 
1600 S1»(S(3,K)-S(3,K)>/(S<1,K)-S(3,K>+10A(-4>)*100 
1690 T3=T3+S(l,K)s T4=T4+S(3,K> s T5=T5+S(3,K) 
1700 LPRINT USING"####";K;sLPRINT" "JsLPRINT USING"#######.#" ;V(KMS(3,K> ;S< 1 ,K> 
;S(3,K);si 
1710 NEXT K 
1730 T6=((T5-T4)/((T3-T4J+9.999999E-06))*100 
1730 LPRINTsLPRINT"TOTAL";sLPRINT USING "#######.#";V1;T4;T3;T5»T6 
1735 FOR K=1 TO Ns S(l,K)=Os S(2,K)=0: S(3,K)=0s NEXT K 
1740 RETURN 
2 0 0  
1750 '**«********#******#********#*******#********************************* 
1760 ' * * * EXERCISE SUMMARY * * * 
1770 LPRINT CHR*(IS) 
1780 LPRINT "EXERCISE SUMMARY : "sLPRINTsLPRINT:LPRINT"(a) RECOMMENDED TREATMEN 
T s"sLPRINT 
1790 LPRINT "TREATMENT SOLUTION AREA AREA (X)"sLPRINT 
1800 FOR J=1 TO M s H8=D(J)/H9*100 
1810 A*="######MsLPRINT USING Ai;J;sLPRINT TAB<19>" "JsLPRINT USING A*jD(J);:LPR 
INT TAB(36)" "5sLPRINT USING "###.#"JH8;D(J)=0sNEXT J 
1820 LPRINTsLPRINT" TOTAL ";sLPRINT USING"######"?H9 s RETURN 
2 0 1  
Appendix C.11 : KILLFILE. 
THE NAME OF 
RUN "INDEX" 
FEB. 19B7. 
THE EXERCISE YOU UI 
INPUT#1,P*,L,M,N,N9,RA* 
5P* 
ON ERROR GOTO 0 
10 REM KILLFILE 
100 ' PROGRAM WRITTEN BY MARK STANILEWICZ, CANBERRA, NOVEMBER 1901. 
105 ' REWRITTEN FOR IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY BRIAN LORD, MISSOULA, 
110 ' * * * Remove Files * * * 
120 ON ERROR GOTO 0 : PRINT CHR*(12):INPUT"ENTER 
SH TO REMOVE (Null to Exit).",P*! IF P*="" THEN 
130 INPUT"WHICH DRIVE IS YOUR DISKETTE IN "JDR* 
140 IF DR*<>HA" AND DR*<>"B" THEN PRINT CHR*(7);"DRIVE LABEL MUST BE EITHER A OR 
B NOT DR*: GOTO 130 
150 ON ERROR GOTO 1010 
160 EN*=DR*+":"+P* s OPEN " I" , 1, EN* 
-.PRINT CHR* (12); "EXERCISE NAME : 
170 PRINT"PLANNING ZONES :";L 
180 PRINT "POLICIES :"M 
: M{DR*s PRINTsPRINT:PRINT 
190 INPUT"IS THIS THE EXERCISE YOU WISH 
HEN PRINT CHR*(7): GOTO 190 
200 IF R*="N" THEN CLOSE : GOTO 120 
210 INPUT"ARE YOU SURE ";R*: IF R*<>"Y" 
ELSE IF R*="N" THEN CLOSE : GOTO 120 
220 PRINT CHR*(12),'"REMOVING FILES FROM EXERCISE 
:PRINT:PRINT 









PRINT"TREATMENT OPTIONS :"N:PRINT"DISK DRIVE 
TO REMOVE ";R*s IF R*<>"Y" AND R*<>"N" T 

















PRINT s PRINT s PRINT"ALL 
Key D"J s A*=INPUT*(1)s RUN 
1000 ' * * * 
1010 IF ERL = 160 
5" DOES NOT EXIST 
RESUME 120 
1020 IF ERL>100 AND 
1030 RESUME 
SKILL EN* 
































P* " HAVE BEEN REMOVED"sPRINTsPRINT"LAny 
fallows * * * 
AND ERR=53 THEN PRINTsPRINT-.PRINTsPRINTsPRINTsPRINT CHR*(7);P* 
ON THE DISKETTE IN DRIVE ";DR*s FOR X=1 TO 1500sNEXT X sCLOSEs 
ERL<320 AND ERR=53 THEN RESUME NEXT 
